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Executive summary 

 
Background and cause 

The fundaments for this thesis have been laid in 2009 when two ITMC students travelled to 

North-Malawi to research the possibilities for creating a tourism trail based on Dr. David 

Livingstone. Though the results of their theses have been rather unsatisfactory, the 

continuous interest of their commissioner Prof. Dr Jaap Lengkeek in the subject as well as 

the possibilities for more successful results in South-Malawi have made this early tourism 

research to continue and expand today. From the results of the first theses it appeared that 

the local population of Malawi appeared very interested in participating in the tourism sector. 

However, as the tourism industry is still in the beginning stages of development in many 

areas in Malawi, not many opportunities for participation exist for them at the moment. In 

short, the aim of this thesis is to research the attitude of the local population towards tourism 

and the possibilities for local participation in the development of tourism in the Lower Shire 

Valley in South-Malawi. Moreover, this thesis is part of a greater research project with four 

students in total and the results of the theses together form an extensive analysis of the 

communities in the Lower Shire Valley as well as the tourism situation at present, and 

possibilities for the future. 

 

Overall goal 

The overall goal of this thesis is to determine whether the involvement of the local population 

in tourism development in the Lower Shire Valley in South-Malawi is possible and desirable. 

 

Research questions 

The following research questions needed to be answered to reach the overall goal: 

 Which communities live in the research area of the Lower Shire Valley and how are 

they structured? 

 What is the attitude of the local population towards tourism and tourists? 

 Are the local people interested in participating in tourism development and tourism in 

general? 

 Can the local population play a role in the development of tourism and how can this 

be organized?  

 

The method of working 

A case study design has been used for this thesis, as intensive examination of the present 

situation in the Lower Shire Valley has been completed. Desk research has been carried out 

in order to get more insight in the subjects of local participation and local attitudes. As a 
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consequence of a lack of academic reports about Malawi, this research is of an exploratory 

kind and more emphasis has been put on the results of the 5.5 week field research to Malawi 

in February/March 2011. Qualitative research methods have been used during the field 

research in order to gain more in-depth and detailed information from the interviewees. In 

total 21 formal semi-structured interviews have been held, including the use of projective 

techniques. Furthermore, participant observation has been applied to gain more knowledge 

on specific subjects. Though miscommunications, language difficulties and differing local 

views on the concept of tourism sometimes formed limitations to the investigation, it has 

been a successful research with very useful and interesting results.  

 

Conclusions 

The research has shown that the local population of the Lower Shire Valley appears to be 

very interested in and positive towards tourism, as well as very enthusiastic about 

participating in the tourism industry. As a consequence of the fact that the area is still at the 

very beginning of the tourism destination development process, there are not many 

possibilities for the local people to participate in the existing local tourism initiatives in the 

Lower Shire Valley at the moment. Furthermore, only small amounts of tourists visit the area 

at the moment. Research has also shown that new tourism initiatives need to be developed 

in order to give the local population a chance in participating in the tourism industry. It has 

furthermore been identified that to be able to attract more tourists to the region, it is essential 

that the cultural and historical resources of the tribes in the Lower Shire Valley are 

emphasized in these initiatives. Local participation in these future local tourism initiatives will 

be most beneficial if the local population maintains control of the decision-making process 

and the operation of the initiatives. However, it is important that the local population has 

access to external partners which could help them with issues like marketing, and finance of 

the future tourism initiatives. 

 

Recommendations 

It is recommended that new local tourism initiatives based on the cultural and historical 

recourses of the area are developed. It is furthermore recommended that the local population 

will be involved in these projects right from the start and maintain control of the decision-

making process and management of the projects. Moreover, it is recommended that a 

promotion plan for the Lower Shire Valley will be written, in order to attract more tourists to 

the region, as they will be the (co)financers of the new initiatives. Additionally it is 

recommended that the local people receive adequate tourism and hospitality training. Finally, 

as this thesis is part of a greater research project, all theses need to be combined and send 

to interested parties, like Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Center and Jambo Africa.  
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Explanatory list of terms 

 

In this thesis different terms will be used that will need some extra clarification.  

 

 When the terms; hosts, host community, local population, local people, communities 

or local communities are used, the people living in the Lower Shire Valley are 

mentioned.  

 

 When talking about the influence of or attitude towards tourists, often the word 

tourists can be replaced by volunteers or people that work at an NGO. Often these 

subjects are about the „white people‟ in general.  

 

 The attitude of the local population towards tourism is seen as the behaviour towards 

and the state of mind about tourists. Experiences are seen as occasions when 

tourists and local people meet and have an interaction. Experiences always involve 

the two parties, while the attitude is based on the feelings and experiences from the 

side from only one party, in this case the local population.   
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Background Information 

 

1.1.1 Malawi 

 

Malawi is a small landlocked African country, and with its surface of 118.484 km2, it is 3 

times as big as the Netherlands.1 Malawi is situated in the south-east of the African continent 

with neighboring countries being Zambia in the west, Tanzania in the in the north, and 

Mozambique in the south and east (see appendix 1, figure 1). A remarkable feature of the 

country is Lake Malawi which is situated in the east of Malawi and which is 29,600 km2 big.  

The highest point of the country is 3,002m (Mount Mulanje) and the lowest point is 37 m.  

 

14 Million inhabitants live in Malawi of which 46% is younger than 15 years old. 80% of the 

population is Christian and about 13% is Muslim. Most people in Malawi believe in ancestral 

spirits, traditional medicine and witchcrafts. Many different tribes live in Malawi of which the 

most important ones are: Chewa, Nyanja, Tumbuka, Yao, Lomwe, Sena, Tonga, Ngoni and 

Ngonde.2 Each tribe has its own language and traditions, and is distinct in its pre-colonial 

history, cultural and social organization.3 Approximately 80% of the population lives in rural 

areas, often in small traditional villages in which a chief is the most important person and 

rules the community. Besides English, Chichewa is the most important language in Malawi.  

 

The republic of Malawi was established in 1964 when they got independent of the United 

Kingdom. The capital city of Malawi is Lilongwe and the current president is Bingu wa 

Mutharika. Malawi belongs to the poorest countries of Southern Africa with an average 

income of 255 dollar per head of the population in 2007. 53% of the population lives below 

the poverty lineI. The economy is mainly based on agriculture and employs more than 87% of 

the local population. Sugar-cane, tobacco, tea, maize, and potatoes are cultivated for trading. 

No raw materials, no entrance to the sea, droughts, population growth, increasing pressure 

on agricultural lands, corruption and very bad management of the country as well as the aids 

epidemic are the countries major problems.4  

 

                                                 
1
 Mintel Oxygen. (2009). Travel and Tourism – Malawi – November 2009. 

2
 De Nieuwe Dominicus. (2010). Zambia/Malawi/Mozambique. Haarlem: J.H.Gottmer 

3
 Vakantieshop.nl. (2011). Malawi Bevolking en Cultuur.  

4
 De Nieuwe Dominicus. (2010). Zambia/Malawi/Mozambique. Haarlem: J.H.Gottmer 
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Malawi is known as “the warm heart of Africa” and has a lot to offer to tourists with most 

importantly Lake Malawi. Furthermore it offers beautiful landscapes like the Shire Highlands, 

Mumbo Island, Lugundzi Cove, The Cape Maclear Peninsula and more. Malawi is known for 

its beautiful nature, ranging from the rolling hills of Nyika, to the forested plateau of Zomba, 

mountainous Mulanje Massif and the fertile Shire Valley. Malawi has five national parks, they 

are known for their spectacular scenery, unspoilt beauty and rich diversity of wildlife. Of 

special mention are Nyika National Park, Kasungu National Park and Liwonde National Park. 

Malawi is home to a variety of birdlife, elephant, hippos, waterbuck, reedbuck and sable 

antelope. The country has one of the largest numbers of orchid species in Africa. Zomba 

Mountain is one of the best places to see orchids and other native flora. Furthermore, Malawi 

has a rich culture with very friendly people and the climate is very nice all year round.5  

 

Travel and tourism is Malawi‟s third largest economic activity after tea and tobacco and a 

major employer, accounting between 5-9% of the total wage employment by 2002. It 

contributes about 11% to the gross domestic product (GDP).6  The total amount of overnight 

arrivals in 2009 were 755.000 tourists of which almost equal proportions came for either 

tourism or business purposes.7  Most of these visitors came from Africa and Europe with the 

highest visitor numbers originating from Mozambique, South Africa and Zambia. Seasonality 

in African visitors is minimal, while the high season for holiday tourists from Europe is 

between May until Mid-November. The majority of visitors are between 25-44 (35,2%), and 

45-59 years of age.8 Total expenditure by tourists was $48 million in 2007.9   

 

Even though Malawi has a lot to offer, tourism is not appreciated the way it should be and the 

tourism industry is not well developed yet due to a lack of appropriate travel accommodation 

and inadequate transportation infrastructure. Since the 1990ies, efforts have been made to 

develop the tourism sector. In 1994-1995 the government of Malawi promoted mass tourism, 

which led to an increase in tourist numbers but the tourist expenditure, length of stay, hotel 

occupancy, hotel room rates and service quality decreased drastically.10 This form of tourism 

was not a success for Malawi as it exceeded carrying capacity limits of many tourism 

resources.  

 

                                                 
5
 R.I. Brouwers and Th. Groesen. (2009). Exploring Africa again; in the footsteps of Dr David Livingstone. The 

writings of Dr Livingstone as basis for tourism developments and historical awareness. Thesis, NHTV 2009 
6
 National Statistical Office of Malawi. (2011). http://www.nso.malawi.net/ 

7
 UNWTO Tourism Factbook. (2009). Basic Indicators Malawi. 

8
 Mintel Oxygen. (2009). Travel and Tourism – Malawi – November 2009. 

9
 UNWTO Tourism Factbook. (2009). Basic Indicators Malawi. 

10
 R.I. Brouwers and Th. Groesen. (2009). Exploring Africa again; in the footsteps of Dr David Livingstone. The 

writings of Dr Livingstone as basis for tourism developments and historical awareness. Thesis, NHTV 2009 
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Since 2007 the country is focusing on ecotourism and niche forms of tourism through the 

Strategic Tourism Development plan. The Strategic Tourism Development Plan, together 

with other yearly plans, implements the National Tourism Policy which has been developed 

by The Ministry of Tourism Wildlife and Culture (MTWC). The main objective of the National 

Tourism Policy is “to optimize the contribution of the tourism sector to national income, 

employment and exchange earnings”.11 The government has also realized that tourism has 

great potential to contribute towards efforts in the reduction of poverty. Malawi is one of the 

46 LDCs that have included tourism in its poverty reduction strategy. 

 

I The poverty line is the amount of Malawi Kwacha per person per year needed to obtain a 

minimum level of living, and which is enough to buy food to reach a specific amount of 

calories, and a level of non food goods and services.  Poor people earn below MK16,165 per 

person per year, which is 1,347 MK per person per month. Ultra poor people earn below 

10,029 MK per person per year 836 MK per person per month. 

 

1.1.2 David Livingstone  

 

The adventures of Dr. David Livingstone can be seen as the starting point of this thesis 

research (see chapter 1.2.1). A short overview of the life of this Scottish missionary who 

discovered many parts of Southern Africa will follow.  

 

Nyasaland (now called Malawi) and the interior of Africa were not known to Europe until the 

late 1800‟s. One of the explorers of Africa was Dr David Livingstone. Livingstone was a 

Scottish missionary and one of the greatest European explorers of Africa.  

 

David Livingstone was born in Scotland on March 19, 1813, where he was raised religiously 

by a poor family. At the age of ten Livingstone started working in a cotton fabric, so that he 

could afford to go to University. Livingstone studied Medicine and Theology in Glasgow and 

decided to become a missionary doctor. He planned to work as a medical missionary in 

China, but after meeting Robert Moffard, the pioneer missionary in Bechuanaland, he turned 

his thoughts to Africa. Livingstone was sent to Africa in 1840 to join Robert Moffat at 

Kuruman. Livingstone was trekking through different regions, nearly 250 miles north of 

Kuruman, seeing for himself the need for mission work. He visited a number of chiefs and in 

these years of close relationship with Africans he laid the foundations of his knowledge and 

understanding of their language, ideas and customs. 

                                                 
11

 Ministry of Tourism Wildlife and Culture. (2005).  National Tourism Policy.  
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Livingstone´s main slogan was “Christianity and Commerce” which emphasizes his mission 

of reaching new peoples in the interior of Africa and introducing them to Christianity as well 

as drawing up the inlands of Africa to gain more knowledge of the continent and to use this 

knowledge in order to set up new trade routes for the European continent. His trips through 

Africa has filled huge gaps in western knowledge and many so-called „discoveries‟ have 

been made by the missionary among which his most famous one, the Victory falls in 1855. 

One year later he became the first European to cross the South of Africa from East to West. 

During his travels he became deeply moved by the horrors of slave trade and became one of 

Europe‟s biggest advocates for the abolishment of the slave trade. Livingstone, as many 

before and after, thought that the only hope for Africa was development and "civilization" in 

European-style. During his last expedition he searched for the Nile‟s source and reported 

further on slavery to Europe. This expedition lasted from 1866 until Livingstone‟s death in 

1873. 

 

During his travels, Dr Livingstone kept a diary in which he very extensively wrote down 

everything he encountered. These diaries, as well as letters written to family and friends, 

have been saved to a large extent and from those it can be concluded that Dr Livingstone 

was an accurate observer and writer and therefore very useful to gain better knowledge on 

the particular episode of history. (Ragna Brouwers, 2009) 

 

1.2 Problem Analysis 

 

1.2.1 Description of subject  

 

The fundaments of this thesis have been laid two years ago already, when ITMC students 

Ragna Brouwers and Theo van Groessen under the supervision of Prof. Dr Jaap Lengkeek, 

have written their thesis about the possibilities of creating a tourism trail in North-Malawi in 

the footsteps of the famous Dr. David Livingstone who has „discovered‟ many parts of 

Southern Africa. Their thesis concluded that a tourism trail like this is very hard to develop in 

North-Malawi. However, the continuous interest of Prof. Dr Jaap Lengkeek in the early 

explorers and David Livingstone in particular, as well as the possibilities for more successful 

results in South-Malawi have made this early research to continue and expand today.  

 

Together with three other students the earlier research has been continued. However this 

time, the research is not primarily focused on the adventures of Dr. David Livingstone, but his 

adventures can rather be seen as the starting point for further research. The individual 
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research of the four students has been carried out simultaneously, including a fieldtrip to 

Malawi in February and March 2011, after which the four students have processed the 

information on their own research subjects and conclusions. Ragna Brouwers, now a master 

student of Africa Studies in Leiden, has written her Master thesis on the possibilities for 

applying tribal history to raise historical awareness among Malawians in the Lower Shire 

Valley in order to create small-scale special interest tourism which will have beneficiary 

effects on local societies. Marieke Wanders, student FBTR tour-managing at NHTV, has 

written her bachelor thesis on the existing tourism infrastructure along Dr. David 

Livingstone‟s route in the Lower Shire Valley in South Malawi. Marjolein de Borst, ITMC 

student at NHTV, has written her bachelor thesis on the current tourism markets of Malawi 

and the market potential for a tourism product based on the expeditions of Dr. David 

Livingstone in southern Malawi. 

 

The aim of this thesis is to research the attitude of the local population towards tourism and 

the possibilities for local participation in the development of tourism in the Lower Shire Valley 

in South-Malawi. As can be read in Chapter 1.1 Background information, tourism in Malawi is 

not booming and earlier tourism initiatives have not always been successful. From the thesis 

of Ragna Brouwers12 about North Malawi, it appeared that the local population of Malawi is 

very enthusiastic about developing tourism. However, not many local initiatives exist yet. This 

thesis investigates whether the local population of the Lower Shire Valley in South Malawi is 

interested in tourism development and in participating in it. It explores which ethnic groups 

live in the research area and what their attitude towards tourism and tourists is. Furthermore 

this thesis analyses in which ways the involvement of local communities could be possible 

and what role the local people could play in the development.  

 

The subjects of the four theses that are part of the greater research project under the 

supervision of Dr. Jaap Lengkeek, link very well together. The areas of demand vs. supply 

and host vs. visitor are all covered. The results of the theses together form an extensive 

analysis of the communities in the Lower Shire Valley as well as the tourism situation at 

present and possibilities for the future. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
12

 R.I. Brouwers and Th. Groesen. (2009). Exploring Africa again; in the footsteps of Dr David Livingstone. The 
writings of Dr Livingstone as basis for tourism developments and historical awareness. Thesis, NHTV 2009 
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1.2.2 Research goal and research questions  

 

The overall goal of this thesis is to determine whether the involvement of the local population 

in tourism development in the Lower Shire Valley in South-Malawi is possible and desirable.  

 

The main research question is: 

“What are the local attitudes towards tourism and what are the possibilities for local 

participation in tourism development in the Lower Shire Valley in South-Malawi?” 

 

The following research questions need to be answered in order to answer the main research 

question and reach the overall goal of this thesis.  

 

1. Which communities live in the research area of the Lower Shire Valley and how are 

they structured? 

 Which ethnic groups live in the Lower Shire Valley? 

 How are the communities structured and who is responsible for taking decisions? 

 

2. What is the attitude of the local population towards tourism and tourists? 

 Is there a difference between more developed and lesser developed villages? 

 In what way does tourism influence daily life in the communities? 

 

3. Are the local people interested in participating in tourism development and tourism in 

general? 

 What tourism initiatives already exist? 

 What is the extent of local knowledge about tourism? 

 

4. Can the local population play a role in the development of tourism and how can this 

be organized? 

 Which aspects of the local cultural expressions can be linked to tourism? 

 What are the possibilities for creating products in which the local population can 

participate, f.e. homestay projects, village tourism, presentation of material and 

immaterial heritage, storytelling, ceremonies, dances, music?  

 To what extent can the local community be involved in the development of tourism 

(Pretty‟s Typology of Participation)? 

 What are the possibilities for cooperation between the local communities of the 

Lowe Shire Valley and external partners, like Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage 

Centre, and what should be the nature of this cooperation? 
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1.2.3 Possible outcomes 

 

Possible results of this thesis will be the potential and the implementation of community 

participation in the development of tourism in the Lowe Shire Valley in South-Malawi. The 

research will be a start in developing community based tourism initiatives in South-Malawi 

and could provide a secondary income to the inhabitants of these communities.  

 

Furthermore, this research will contribute to a greater research project under the supervision 

of Prof. Dr Jaap Lengkeek, which is about the development of a possible tourism trail based 

on the adventure of Dr. David Livingstone. Via Prof. Lengkeek the results of the theses will 

be distributed to the interested parties.  

 

In addition, Tisunge! Lowe Shire Heritage Centre and other potential partners could use this 

research to improve the existing cooperation with local communities and start up new 

cooperation‟s with interested communities.  

 

1.3 Methodology 

 

1.3.1 Research design  

 

A case study design has been used as the research design of this thesis. Intensive 

examination of the present situation in the Lower Shire Valley has been done. To 

complement this research small scale research has been done in other more developed 

areas of Malawi.  

 

To be able to answer the research questions and reach the overall goal of this thesis, two 

different types of data collection have been used. First of all an extensive desk research has 

been done prior to the scheduled field research. Secondly, a 5,5 week field research to 

Malawi has taken place in which firsthand knowledge has been acquired. As a consequence 

of a lack of academic reports about Malawi, this research is of an exploratory kind and more 

emphasis has been put on the results of the field research in Malawi.  

 

1.3.2 Desk research 

 

Desk research is research that involves gathering information that already exists. It is also 

been referred to as secondary research because the user is the secondary user of the  
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data.13 Desk research can include among others academic articles, literature, internet, 

annual reports, newspapers and magazines.  

 

Unfortunately, not much has been published yet about the thesis subject regarding Malawi. 

Neither is there published much on tourism in general in Malawi. There is some research 

done about Malawi concerning food production methods, agriculture and development aid. 

As there is not much information available about the subject in Malawi itself, general reports 

and reports from other African countries have been used. Different theories and models 

about local participation from different sources of literature have been analyzed and 

compared and now function as the theoretical framework of this thesis (see chapter 2). 

Furthermore, the desk research has been used to formulate the interview questions.  

 

The most important key words that have been used for the data collection were; local 

participation, community involvement, ownership, community based tourism (CBT), village 

tourism, tourism development, sustainability, Southern Africa, Malawi and the Lower Shire 

Valley.  

 

1.3.3 Field research 

 

Field research is research that involves original data that has been gathered in the field of 

operation. This type of research is also referred to as primary research.14 Field research can 

include among others experiments, interviews, questionnaires and observation.  

Between the 22nd of February and the 1st of April 2011, a 5,5 week field research to Malawi, 

and more specifically the Lower Shire Valley in South-Malawi, has been carried out.  

 

Research methods 

 

Different qualitative research methods have been used during this field research. A short 

overview of these different methods will follow.  

 

Semi-structured interviews have been conducted as this type of research method gives a 

guideline for the interviewer but also leaves some space for interpretation, follow-up 

                                                 
13

 Sunny Crouch, Matthew Housden (2003). Marketing research for managers; The Marketing Series; Chartered 
Institute of Marketing. Butterworth-Heinemann. p. 19.  
14

 Sunny Crouch, Matthew Housden (2003). Marketing research for managers; The Marketing Series; Chartered 
Institute of Marketing. Butterworth-Heinemann. p. 19.  

http://books.google.com/books?id=UC1f3Qk5x40C&pg=PA19&dq=%22Desk+research%22&hl=en&ei=aUZtTPyzI8P6lwf03PmHDQ&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=2&ved=0CDYQ6AEwAQ#v=onepage&q=%22Desk%20research%22&f=false
http://books.google.com/books?id=UC1f3Qk5x40C&pg=PA19&dq=%22Desk+research%22&hl=en&ei=aUZtTPyzI8P6lwf03PmHDQ&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=2&ved=0CDYQ6AEwAQ#v=onepage&q=%22Desk%20research%22&f=false
http://books.google.com/books?id=UC1f3Qk5x40C&pg=PA19&dq=%22Desk+research%22&hl=en&ei=aUZtTPyzI8P6lwf03PmHDQ&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=2&ved=0CDYQ6AEwAQ#v=onepage&q=%22Desk%20research%22&f=false
http://books.google.com/books?id=UC1f3Qk5x40C&pg=PA19&dq=%22Desk+research%22&hl=en&ei=aUZtTPyzI8P6lwf03PmHDQ&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=2&ved=0CDYQ6AEwAQ#v=onepage&q=%22Desk%20research%22&f=false
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questioning and improvisation. The interview guide that has been used for the interviews can 

be found in appendix 2, the interview transcripts can be found in appendix 9. 

 

To support the semi structured interviews, projective techniques were used. Different 

plasticized cards with either photo‟s or words on it were used to illustrate some of the 

questions. Cards with photo‟s of activities on it (see appendix 2) were used with the question 

“What do tourists do when they come here?”. Cards with different characteristics and 

personal traits on it (see appendix 2) were used with the question “Which words best 

describe the tourists?”. Cards with different expressions of negative tourist behavior on it 

(see appendix 2) were used with the question “Are there things you do not like about the 

tourists? Or about what they do?”. The results have been processed and can be found in 

table 1-3 in appendix 6. The usage of the cards has given the possibility to break the 

formality of the interview, to sort of play a small game, in order to get the people to really say 

what they think. Especially with the question of negative tourist behaviour, the use of the 

cards has given the possibility to retrieve a more honest and direct answer from the 

interviewees.  

 

Participant observation has also been used during the field research, as this type of research 

method provides the opportunity to observe the surroundings and the behavior of the local 

people in a specific social setting. The role of observer-as-participant has been applicable 

which means that there was some observation but very little of it involved any participation, 

see figure 10 on the following page. As some of the research questions cannot be answered 

fully with the interviews that were held solely, for example attitude towards tourists, the 

participant observation has been used.  

 

Figure 10: Gold‟s classification of participant observer roles15 

 

  

 

 

 

                                                 
15

 Alan Bryman. (2008). Social Research Methods. Chapter 17, page 411 , figure 17.2: Gold’s classification of 
participant observer role.  
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Sample group 

 

In total, a number of 21 official interviews were conducted during the research in Malawi. 

However, during many of these interviews, different people were present that often gave their 

opinion as well. So the total amount of specific people that have participated in the interviews 

is much higher. Besides these official interviews, numerous conversations have been held 

with the members of the local population of the Lower Shire Valley and people working in the 

tourism industry in Malawi in general. Different people with different statuses, professions, 

levels of education, gender, age and income were interviewed. Both local people and foreign 

business owners were interviewed. In the communities the interviews were always held with 

the village headmen, the representatives of the community, and often the secretary and 

sometimes the oldest person of the village or a translator were also present. Furthermore 

some interviews have been held with people that were met in the villages and local people 

working in the tourism industry. At other locations in Malawi only people already working in 

the tourism industry were interviewed ranging from owners to employees. Also an interview 

at the Ministry of Tourism, Wildlife, and Culture was carried out. A list of the interviewees can 

be found in the bibliography (chapter 9). Figure 3 in appendix 1 shows a map with the 

locations where the interviews have been held. Furthermore, an online map of the area with 

descriptions of where each specific interview has been held has been created.16  

 

As mentioned before, projective techniques have been used as a research method to 

complement the semi-structured interviews during the fieldwork. Unfortunately, it was not 

possible to use the cards with pictures and words on them with every interview occasion, 

because it was very time consuming and not always the right moment. So not everyone that 

has been interviewed, has been asked the questions corresponding the cards. However, 

often in the interviews in which the cards were not used, people did express their feelings 

and opinions about the subjects as the conversation developed. The three categories of 

cards have been used during six qualitative interviews. Among these interviewees were 

people from the Lower Shire Valley, as well as from the tourism regions in other parts of 

Malawi, so that a distinction could be made between the lesser and more developed regions 

in Malawi. The answers of the interviewees have been processed and can be found in table 

1-4 in appendix 4. The conclusions about the themes that are corresponding with the cards 

have been made on the basis of the results of the projective techniques, as well as on the 

opinions and feeling expressed about the subject during other interviews.  

 

                                                 
16

http://maps.google.com/maps/ms?ie=UTF&msa=0&msid=217181467296187744541.0004a10a78ef442753b4
3 

http://maps.google.com/maps/ms?ie=UTF&msa=0&msid=217181467296187744541.0004a10a78ef442753b43
http://maps.google.com/maps/ms?ie=UTF&msa=0&msid=217181467296187744541.0004a10a78ef442753b43
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In addition to the professional interviews, projective techniques and many other informal 

conversations, participant observation has been used in order to gather more information on 

specific subjects. During the research it has been possible to talk with many different people 

from all over Malawi and these conversations have contributed to a better understanding of 

the present tourism industry and attitude of the local population towards tourism. Via 

participant observation, the research conclusions about for example attitude towards tourism 

have been complemented. All of these personal observations are intertwined in the analyses.  

 

The statements and conclusions of this report are based on all these sources of information 

that are mentioned.  

 

Field research review 

 

After arrival in the capital city Lilongwe, the first thing that was done was to go and meet 

Menno Welling, our contact person and owner of Tisunge! in Zomba. He gave us a small 

introduction to the research area of the Lower Shire Valley. Furthermore, he gave very useful 

information and contact details about (potential) tourism initiatives and communities near 

Lengwe NP. Menno Welling also gave us an introduction letter that we could show to the 

village headman and which explained about our research (see appendix 3). During the 

research in the Lower Shire Valley we stayed with the four students at Tisunge! Lower Shire 

Heritage Centre at the entrance gate of Lengwe National Park. From there we made day 

trips by bicycle taxi to four different communities with their surrounding villages in the area. 

The interviews that were conducted differ in length and formality, ranging from 15 minutes to 

4 hour interviews, and from official interviews with the chiefs of the communities to more 

informal conversations with members of the local population. The interviews were often very 

time-consuming as communication was not always very easy. Most of the people interviewed 

could speak English, but in a single case a translator was present. The questions that were 

asked were often understood and interesting answers were given. However, Malawian 

people do not always say it when they do not understand something and they always 

answers yes, which sometimes lead to some strange conversations, miscommunication and 

many questions asked four times differently. It was for example not good to ask them 

suggestive questions as they would always answer yes. The projective techniques were also 

used in the Lower Shire Valley, which was a very nice way to interact with the interviewees 

and to get more information on different subjects. The interviewees found working with the 

cards very interesting and nice and would often get enthusiastic when seeing them. After 

conducting the interviews and talking to many people in the Lower Shire Valley, I decided 

that it was important to have a look at other communities and villages in Malawi where the 
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tourism industry is more developed, to hear about their opinions on the research matter. 

While travelling up north with the other three students I conducted interviews in all places 

that were visited along the way. Interviews were held with accommodation providers, 

community projects and people working in the tourism business.  

 

1.4 Limitations 

 

Limitations in desk research 

 

The results of the research are hard to check with the help of other sources, as there is 

almost no research done in Malawi on attitudes, local participation and tourism in general. 

Publications about the subject and case studies from other African countries have been used 

to create a basis for the research.  

 

Limitations in field research 

 

During the fieldwork many limitations were encountered which made the field research a lot 

more difficult. The first limitation was the lack of English of some of the interviewees. This 

was always solved by getting a translator to help but many sentences can get lost during 

translation. Also, as mentioned, many people do not mention it when they do not understand 

something so it was sometimes hard to know if they really understood what was talked 

about. Asking the questions multiple times and in different ways, was how was dealt with this 

limitation.  

 

The second limitation was the fact that the local population had different perceptions on the  

concepts: tourists, holiday, vacation, free time and relaxation, as the people in the tourism-

generating regions. Many of the people in the communities are not accustomed with these 

concepts as they do not experience them themselves. The research has shown that it 

appears that different local people think that the visitors are coming to the area to visit it, lean 

about it and help. As the interviewees had different perceptions on these subjects, it was 

sometimes difficult to ask them questions about tourists and their activities, as their view and 

ideas on tourism are not the same as the views of the people from the tourist generating 

regions. To answer the questions what a tourist, holiday and vacation means according to 

the local population of the Lower Shire Valley, would probably be a whole interesting 

research on itself.  For this reason the choice was made to also have interviews in other 

areas in Malawi, where tourism is more established.  
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The third limitation was the fact that in many parts of the Lower Shire Valley, only a few well-

established tourist initiatives were organized. In the national parks and reserves itself some 

initiatives like tourist lodges, campsites, and visitor centers like the Tisunge! Lower Shire 

Heritage Centre at Lengwe National Park, have been successful. However, in the 

surroundings of these parks there are no well-established and structured tourism initiatives. 

Before coming to Malawi I assumed that there would be a little bit more tourism development 

in the region.  

 

1.5 Report Structure 

 

In the second chapter, the theoretical framework will be presented which includes different 

theories about local attitudes and participation in tourism development, and which has been 

used to create a basis for this thesis.  

 

In chapter three, an overview of the existing tourism infrastructure in Malawi will be 

presented after which an introduction to the research area of the Lower Shire Valley will be 

given. This introduction will include the existing local tourism initiatives as well an analysis of 

the organizational structure, employment and infrastructure and transport. Next, the stage of 

development of the destinations will be analysed with the help of the Destination Life Cycle 

Model of Butler. This chapter will also present the community structure of the social groups 

that are living in the Lower Shire Valley.  

 

The four chapter will explore the attitude of the local population towards tourism and tourists. 

First the local views on tourism will be investigated in which the meaning of tourism and the 

views of the local population about tourists are presented. The influence of tourism on daily 

local life will be analysed next, after which the local attitudes will be determined as well as 

the possible change in these local attitudes towards tourists. Doxy‟s Index of Irritation will be 

used as a tool to define the relationship between the local people and the tourists.  

 

Chapter five will present findings on the question whether there are local cultural expressions 

from the Sena and Mang‟anja culture which could be linked to tourism, in order to attract 

more tourists to the region. In chapter six the extent of local involvement in the existing local 

tourism initiatives will be explored. Furthermore, the desired extent of involvement for future 

local tourism initiatives will be determined.  

 

Chapter seven will present the conclusions of this thesis. In chapter eight these conclusions 

serve as the basis of the recommendations that will be given.  
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2. Theoretical Framework 

 

Much has been written about visitor and host attitudes and local participation in past years. In 

this chapter an overview of the different opinions on this subject as well as four different 

models will be given.  

 

2.1 Visitor and host attitudes  

Since the introduction of new forms of tourism, local communities have been exposed more 

and more to tourists. Among these new forms of tourism are community-based tourism, 

ethical tourism, pro-poor tourism, responsible tourism, sustainable tourism, eco-tourism, 

cultural tourism, indigenous tourism and more.17 The „new‟ tourists are interested in 

experiencing culture, language, traditions, lifestyle, nature and most of all „authentic 

experiences‟. They want to leave mass tourism behind them and go off the beaten track to 

more remote areas. As a result many locally based initiatives have been set up in past years. 

Some of these initiatives are organized by locals themselves, or by external agents (see 

chapter 3). The community itself became the place where the tourists would go to.  

 

However, communities in the context of tourism can be seen in different ways. Some 

consider communities as the main attraction of a destination. For others a community might 

stand in the way of other potential tourism developments and therefore should disappear, 

while for several the community is simply the setting where tourism occurs.18 Where 

„experiencing‟ the local culture is considered to be important as part of the tourist experience, 

then the Local people may be considered as objects or commodities (Mowforth and Munt, 

2009). This could lead to the fact that local people become showcases and „human museum 

exhibits‟ (World Council of Churches 2002).  

 

While there are many different views on communities, the communities are often all wrongly 

seen as homogenous populations instead of heterogeneous populations with different 

interest groups. In other words not all interests of the local community will be the same for all 

within the community and not all members of a community are willing and able to participate 

equally (Mowforth and Munt). This aspect is often forgotten when thinking about participation 

of local communities. The representatives of the community (in this case the chiefs and 

                                                 
17

 Mowforth and Munt. (2009). Tourism and Sustainability, Development, globalisation and new tourism in the 
Third World, chapter 4 
18

 Mowforth and Munt 1998 in “Tourism and Development in the developing world”, by David J. Telfer & 
Richard 
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village headmen) do not always want the same things as the community members, who in 

return may feel misrepresented by them. 

 

Many discussions can be held about the influence of tourists on the host communities. 

According to the UNWTO (1999), tourism is widely promoted as a beneficial cultural 

exchange for all parties involved, as having contributed to the general well-being of peoples 

around the world, as having stimulated economic development and as „promoting better 

understanding between races, religions and human beings worldwide‟. Yet, the influence of 

tourists on host communities leads also to tranculturation, “the process by which local 

communities adapt themselves to the cultural mores and habits of those with whom they 

interact” (Mowforth and Munt, 2009). In one way or another, positively or negatively, host 

communities are always affected by tourism.  

 

The attitude of host communities towards tourists is often positive at start when tourism is still 

in the initiating phase, but can change over time. First, it is therefore necessary to determine 

in which stage of development the research area is, in order to link the stage of development 

with the local attitude towards tourists. Butler‟s Destination Life Cycle Model, which is 

described in chapter 2.1.1, is used to determine this phase of development. Next, Doxy‟s 

Irridex, which is described in chapter 2.1.2, is used to determine the (changing) relationship 

between host communities and visitors.  

 

2.1.1 Butler’s Destination Life Cycle Model 

 

The Destination Life Cycle Model of Butler is used in order to determine in which stage of 

development the tourism industry in an area is at a specific moment. Butler‟s destination life 

cycle concept suggests that the evolution of all destination areas follows several predictable 

stages. An explanation of the seven different stages of the Destination Life Cycle Model, 

which is shown in figure 11 on the next page, will follow. 

 

 Exploration stage: Small numbers of adventurous visitors are attracted by the area‟s 

natural and cultural attractions. There is little or no infrastructure for tourism.  

 Involvement stage: Local investment in tourism and tourism advertising starts. Visitor 

numbers begin to increase and government agencies start to develop the 

infrastructure 

 Development stage: There is a rapid growth in visitor numbers as the destination 

becomes heavily advertised. The type of visitors attracted changes to the less 
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adventurous. Fabricated attractions replace natural and cultural ones. External 

investment replaces local. 

 Consolidation stage: Growth in visitor numbers begins to slow. Tourism becomes 

“mass market” and advertising is aimed at attracting new markets and correcting 

seasonality.  

 Stagnation stage: The destination area is no longer fashionable as peak visitor 

numbers are reached. There is a heavy reliance on repeat visitors. The carrying 

capacity limits on resources are reached. Occupancy rates are low and there are 

frequent changes in tourism business ownership.  

 Decline: The tourism infrastructure becomes run down as visitor numbers decrease. 

External investors begin to pull out.  

 Rejuvenation: New attractions are developed or new natural resources are used to 

reverse the negative trends in visitor arrivals.19 

 

Figure 11: Butler‟s Destination Life Cycle model19 
 

 
 

                                                 
19

 Robert Christie Mill and Alastair M. Morisson. (2002). The Tourism System (fourth edition) 
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2.1.2 Doxy’s level of host irritation 

 

To identify the relationships between visitors and the hosts of an area, Doxy‟s index of 

irritation can be used. The model which Doxy developed in 1975 is also referred to as Doxy‟s 

irridex and is seen in figure 12. According to Mowforth and Munt20, the irridex is a casual 

model of the effects of tourism developments on the social relationships between visitors and 

the visited and it is interesting to speculate on the association between Doxy‟s levels of 

irritation and the degree of local control. 

 

Figure 12: Doxy‟s Irridex 
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 Mowforth and Munt. (2009). Tourism and Sustainability, Development, globalisation and new tourism in the 
Third World, chapter 8, page 266 

Doxy‟s Irridex  Social relationships   Power relationships 
             

 

Euphoria Initial phase of development;  Little planning or formalized control; 

 visitors and investors welcome  greater potential for control by local 

      individuals and groups in this phase 

 

Apathy Visitors taken for granted;  Planning concerned mostly with 

 contacts between residents  marketing; tourism industry 

 and outsiders more formal  associations begins to assert its  

 (commercial)    interest 

  

Annoyance Saturation points approached;  Planners attempt to control by 

 residents have misgivings  increasing infrastructure rather than 

 about tourist industry   limiting growth; local protest groups 

      begin to assert and interest 

 

Antagonism Irritations openly expressed;  Planning is remedial but promotion   

 visitors seen as cause of all  is increased to offset deteriorating 

 problems    reputation of destination; power  

struggle between interest groups 

may force compromise 
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2.2 Local Participation 

 

Since the 1990‟s, which is sometimes referred to as the decade of participatory development, 

participation has become more and more popular. By Mowforth and Munt21 participation is 

even referred to as becoming a buzzword. Through the development of Local Agenda 21 

(1992)22, participation has become an indispensable chapter in every development project 

proposal. According to Jules Pretty (1995):23 „Participation is one of the critical components 

of success.‟ However, the prospect that participation is becoming a buzzword could lead to 

the fact that it is losing its true meaning. It might be seen by project planners as an obligatory 

part of their development plans, instead of a necessary and useful part.  

 

The following will illustrate that participation of local communities in tourism development is 

of utmost importance according to many. Murphy (1985)24 argues that the community is the 

obvious place to start analysis and planning of tourism because “the local people involved in 

tourism activity represent the industry‟s shop floor, where visitor and host meet, where its 

impacts are felt most keenly, and where the hopes of corporate and government planning will 

lie”. 

 

Unfortunately, communities are the ones that have often been left out of the planning, 

decision-making and operation of tourism projects. According to Mowforth and Munt25: “Local 

communities in Third World countries reap few benefits from tourism because they have little 

control over the ways in which the industry is developed, they cannot match the financial 

resources available to external investors and their views are rarely heard.” Also, local 

communities often do not receive sufficient benefits from tourism projects that outweigh the 

negative aspects of the projects. Therefore it is very important that local communities are 

involved in the development of tourism projects in their communities‟ area.  

 

When local communities are participating in tourism projects it is questionable whether the 

idea of local participation comes from within the community itself (where it should come from) 

or from the external planners, which usually come from the Western world. However, “while it 

is important that ideas for and control of tourism developments come from within the 

                                                 
21

 Mowforth and Munt. (2009). Tourism and Sustainability, Development, globalisation and new tourism in the 
Third World, chapter 8, conclusion 
22

Agenda 21. (1992). Chapter 28: Local Authorities’ initiatives in support. Rio De Janeiro. 
23

 Jules Pretty. (1995). The main interpretations of participation. In Focus 16: 4 
24

 Murphy, P. E. (1985). Tourism: A Community Approach. New York: University Press Cambridge 
25

 Mowforth and Munt. (2009). Tourism and Sustainability, Development, globalisation and new tourism in the 
Third World, chapter 8, page 222 
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community, it is also important that local communities can make use of and benefit from the 

assistance of national government resources to help establish and coordinate their ideas and 

schemes” (Mowforth and Munt 2009).26 This could be achieved by partnership arrangements.  

 

To determine the extent to which the local communities are or should be involved in the 

tourism development process and have control over it, the models of Arnstein and Pretty are 

often used. Though the two models share the same principles and resemble each other, both 

models are described below. This choice has been made, as Arnstein‟s model is one of the 

earliest models (from 1969) and is seen as the basis of modern citizen participation projects. 

However, Pretty‟s model is more up to date as it was published in 1999, during the high days 

of discussions on participatory development, and as it includes new steps like „bought 

participation‟. For these reasons, Pretty‟s model will be used to determine the extent of local 

involvement in local tourism initiatives in chapter 6. 

 

2.2.1 Arnstein’s Ladder of Citizen Participation 

 

Sherry Arnstein who wrote in 1969 about citizen involvement in planning processes in the 

United States developed a ladder of participation which includes eight steps. This model lies 

as the basis of modern citizen participation projects. It helps to illustrate the idea that there 

are significant gradations of citizen participation.  

 

For illustrative purposes, the eight steps are arranged in a ladder pattern with each rung of 

the ladder referring to the extent of citizen‟s power in decision-making and control (see figure 

13 on the following page). The lower you get on the ladder, the lower the chance is there is 

question of participation. The eight rungs of the ladder are described as following; 

1. Manipulation and 2 Therapy. Both are non participative. The aim is to cure or educate 

the participants. The proposed plan is best and the job of participation is to achieve 

public support by public relations. 

3. Informing. A most important first step to legitimate participation. But too frequently the 

emphasis is on a one way flow of information. No channel for feedback. 

4. Consultation. Again a legitimate step - attitude surveys, neighbourhood meetings and 

public enquiries. But Arnstein still feels this is just a window dressing ritual. 

5. Placation. For example, co-option of hand-picked 'worthies' onto committees. It allows 

citizens to advise or plan ad infinitum but retains for power holders the right to judge 

the legitimacy or feasibility of the advice. 
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 Mowforth and Munt. (2009). Tourism and Sustainability, Development, globalisation and new tourism in the 
Third World, chapter 8, page 247 
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6. Partnership. Power is in fact redistributed through negotiation between citizens and 

power holders. Planning and decision-making responsibilities are shared e.g. through 

joint committees. 

7. Delegated power. Citizens holding a clear majority of seats on committees with 

delegated powers to make decisions. Public now has the power to assure 

accountability of the programme to them. 

8. Citizen Control. Have-nots handle the entire job of planning, policy making and 

managing a programme e.g. neighbourhood corporation with no intermediaries 

between it and the source of funds.27 

 

Figure 13: Arnstein‟s Ladder of Citizen Participation (1969)28 

 

 

2.2.2 Pretty’s Typology of Participation 

 

Pretty‟s six point typology of participation (1999) is used to describe differing degrees of 

involvement and control by local people over (tourism) development in their communities. 

                                                 
27

 David Wilcox. (1994). The Guide to Effective Participation – 10 key ideas about participation. 
28

 Arnstein, Sherry R. A Ladder of Citizen Participation. Journal of the American Planning Association, Vol. 35, 
No. 4, July 1969, pp. 216-224  
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Local circumstances, the unequal distribution of power between local and other interest 

groups, and differing interpretations of the term „participation‟ are reflected in Pretty‟s 

typology of participation. The typology is especially helpful in developing an understanding of 

the factors which affect the development of tourism schemes in local communities.29 When 

setting up a possible new local tourist project in the Lower Shire Valley, this typology will be 

used to determine the (desired) extent of involvement of the local communities (see chapter 

6).  

 

Table 5: Pretty‟s typology of participation30 
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 Mowforth and Munt. (2009). Tourism and Sustainability, Development, globalisation and new tourism in the 
Third World, chapter 8, page 267 
30

 Pretty and Hine. (1999). Pretty’s typology of participation. Adapted from Pretty (1995). 

Typology    Characteristics of each type 
             

1. Passive participation People participate by being told what has been divided or 

has already happened. Information being shared belongs 

only to external professionals.  

2. Participation by consultation  People participate by being consulted or by answering 

questions. Process does not concede any share in decision-

making, and professionals are under no obligation to take on 

board people‟s views.  

3. Bought participation People participate in return for food, cash or other material 

incentives. Local people have no stake prolonging 

technologies or practices when the incentives end. 

4. Functional participation Participation is seen by external agencies as a means to 

achieve their goals, especially reduced costs. People 

participate by forming groups to meet predetermined 

objectives.  

5. Interactive participation  People participate in joint analysis, development of action 

plans and formation or strengthening of local groups or 

institutions. Learning methodologies used to seek multiple 

perspectives and groups determine how available resources 

are used.  

6. Self-mobilisation and   People participate by taking initiatives independently of  

connectedness     external institutions to change systems. They develop  

contacts with external institutions for resources and technical 

advice they need, but retain control over resource use.  
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The six types of participation described in table 5 range from passive participation in which 

external parties hold all the control over the tourism development and local people have no 

share in decision-making, to self-mobilisation and connectedness in which the decision-

making and control lies entirely with the local population, with possible assistance from 

external parties. According to Mowforth and Munt31: “the only forms of local participation 

which are likely to break the existing patterns of power and unequal development are those 

which originate from within the communities themselves.” 

 

2.3 Conclusion 

 

In conclusion, it is very important that local communities get the chance of being part of the 

development and decision-making process of tourism projects and have control over them. 

This does not necessarily mean a greater share in financial profits, but certainly a say in and 

control over the tourism projects in their communities. Rather than looking for remedial action 

to counter the inequalities and unevenness of tourism development, it might be more suitable 

for local communities to control developments form the start (Mowforth and Munt, 2009). 

When tourism projects are developed slowly, local communities have the opportunity to learn 

about the projects and have a say in the decision-making process and operation while at the 

same time they get adjusted to the idea of tourists which will diminish the cultural intrusion 

and transculturation.   
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3. Research areas and its inhabitants 

 

In this chapter an impression will be given of the research areas for this thesis. First an 

overview for the whole of Malawi will be given after which a detailed image will be presented 

of the Lower Shire Valley in South-Malawi, which has been chosen as the main research 

area. After having analyzed these areas, the stage of development will be determined using 

Butlers Destination Life Cycle Model. Furthermore, this chapter will give an overview of the 

inhabitants of the research areas.  

 

3.1 Malawi 

 

As mentioned, the Lower Shire Valley has been chosen as the main research area. 

However, to give a more complete image of the tourism industry in Malawi, and to be able to 

compare the present situation in the Lower Shire Valley with the situation in other more 

established tourist regions in Malawi, research has also been conducted in other parts of 

Malawi.  

 

General information about Malawi‟s location, its attractions, the economy and its tourism 

position has already been presented in the introduction of this thesis (see 1.1.1).  Next, an 

overview on the different tourism regions in Malawi will be given, as well as an analysis of the 

organizational structure and employment rate of the tourism initiatives. After that, the 

infrastructure and transportation system will also be investigated.  

.  

3.1.1 Tourism areas in Malawi 

 

Malawi as a country has been developing its tourism industry over the past years. Many 

plans have been made by the Ministry of Tourism, Wildlife and Culture to upgrade and 

expand the existing tourism sector. At the moment, tourism initiatives are identified to be 

concentrated in specific tourism areas. These tourism areas are spread throughout the 

country and are situated at the four cities of Malawi, namely Lilongwe, Blantyre, Mzuzu and 

Zomba, at the national parks and reserves, namely Nyika National Park, Kasungu National 

Park, Liwonde National Park, Lengwe National Park, and Lake Malawi Marine Park, at the 

wildlife reserves, namely Vwaza Marsh Game Reserve, Nkhotakota Game Reserve, Majete 

Wildlife Reserve and Mwabvi Wildlife Reserve, at the Zomba Plateau and at the Mulanje 

Massif, and to conclude at the lakeshore areas.  
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Interviews for this thesis research have been held in eight of these developed tourism areas 

in Malawi. The locations where the interviews have been held and observation have been 

made are Lilongwe, Blantyre, Liwonde National Park, Monkey Bay, Cape Maclear, Senga 

Bay, Nkhata Bay and Lengwe National Park(see figure 3, appendix 1).  

 

The tourism industry in these tourism areas which are spread over Malawi is quite well-

established. Many tourism initiatives can be found in the regions. According to the Ministry of 

Tourism Wildlife and Culture, there were 750 units of accommodation and 329 units of 

catering and restaurants in total in Malawi in April 2010. In the meantime some have closed 

and some new ones have opened up, but the numbers are still quite relevant.32 

Accommodation and restaurants of varying classes were represented at many locations, 

ranging from camp sites to luxurious lodges and from local restaurants to pubs and 

restaurants serving western food. Most of the accommodations are small- and medium-sized 

enterprises (SMEs), independently owned by Malawians. Most upscale hostels and 

restaurants are owned and managed by people from outside Malawi, and have local 

employees. Though the quality of the existing facilities was perceived to be quite well, there 

were only about 100 accommodations in November 2009 that were acceptable to 

international visitors according to the country report from Mintel Oxygen33. According to the 

Malawi Tourism Statisctics Report (2009), the accommodation in cities and lakeshore areas 

have higher room occupancy rates than other areas. This might be due to the high number of 

visitors who come for leisure, meetings and conferences.34 Besides the accommodation and 

restaurants, also numerous tour operators and travel agents are present in the tourism 

regions which offer trips to the national parks, the lakeshore areas or destinations in the 

neighbouring countries. Examples of well-established tour operators are Jambo Africa, the 

Responsible Safari Company and Robin Pope Safari‟s.  

 

Many of these accommodation providers and travel agents are involved in different 

community development projects which support the surrounding local communities. 

Numerous projects have been set up throughout Malawi and range from the construction of 

orphan houses, schools and health centers to the establishment of tree planting and 

irrigation projects. One of these projects which have been established by an accommodation 

provider and which is very successful is the Chembe Village Community Project Center (see 

appendix 5).  
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Furthermore, visitors to the tourism areas of Malawi can often make use of different 

supporting facilities like visitors and heritage centers, guides, laundry facilities and numerous 

craft shops.  

 

3.1.2 Organizational structure and employment 

 

When analyzing the organizational structure of the tourism initiatives in the tourism areas of 

Malawi, different conclusions can be made. 

 

Many of the tourism initiatives in Malawi have been established by non-profit organizations, 

accommodation providers and tour operators. Unlike in the Lower Shire Valley (see chapter 

3.2.3), there are also a few tourism initiatives that are government initiatives. Moreover, more 

tourism initiatives which have been initiated by local communities themselves are present in 

these areas. In all cases, all parties involved in the tourism initiative work closely together 

with the local communities which are affected by the tourism projects. The members of these 

local communities benefit from the local tourism initiatives as it provides direct employment, 

and because many small-scale community based projects, which aim to increase the living 

standards of the local population, are set up by the tourism project initiators.  

 

As mentioned in the introduction, the tourism industry is Malawi‟s third largest economic 

activity after tea and tobacco and a major employer. The tourism industry in Malawi accounts 

between 5-9% of the total wage employment in 2002. Many people in the tourism regions of 

Malawi have had the opportunity to start a job at one of the many tourism initiatives. The 

hospitality resources in the regions of Malawi where the tourism industry is well-established 

are quite sufficient, though below international standards. Training is needed at all levels of 

the tourism industry and crucial to attract investment and increase the standard of the 

tourism product (Mintel Oxygen, 2009). The training that the people working in the tourism 

sector receive is often informal and provided on the job. In this way they learn about how to 

treat tourists and about service levels. Some of the people working in the industry have 

finished an education in tourism at the university in Lilongwe or Blantyre. The Malawi Institute 

of Tourism (MIT), which is located in Blantyre, provides 12-month certificate programmes in 

specific directions of food and beverage management or hospitality and tourism 

management, but the training is sub-standard. Furthermore there is also the Business 

College in Blantyre which also has a small tourism division.  
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In general, people in Malawi are perceived to be very hospitable and give everyone a warm 

welcome. The local people like to talk to the visitors and to learn some more about their 

backgrounds. More information about the attitudes of the local population towards tourists 

can be found in chapter 4.  

 

3.1.3 Infrastructure and transportation 

 

Tough the tourism industry is quite well-established in many regions; the infrastructure 

system in Malawi is not very extended.  In the more established areas and especially at the 

accommodation the infrastructural network is sufficient, with access to water, electricity, 

sewage/draining and a telephone network. Unfortunately, many villages and houses in 

Malawi do not have access to all these elements. As Lake Malawi consists of fresh water, 

local people use it to do the laundry, wash the dishes and bath themselves. Internet facilities 

are provided in the four cities of Malawi. Furthermore, Skyband has established public Wifi 

hotspots at different locations in Lilongwe, Blantyre, and Cape Maclear, and in Zomba, 

Salima, Mangochi, Chinteche, Liwonde and Mzuzu.35 Hospitals can be found in the cities and 

in the bigger villages, while several health centers can be found in the more remote areas. 

Food quality and hygiene standards in Malawi are lower than in the tourist generating regions 

which causes risk for the visitors. No security problems were experienced during the 

research period in Malawi and nobody ever felt unsafe. Malawi is politically stable and there 

are no threats of war or the like. However, visitors should be careful for criminality and 

robberies, especially in the cities.  

 

The infrastructure of roads connecting Malawi with its neighbours is very extensive and of 

good quality. In total Malawi has a road network of 15.451 km, of which 26% is paved (Mintel 

Oxygen, 2009). The cities and most big villages are connected to each other, with the M1 

being the most important highway, connecting Karonga in the north with Nsanje in the South. 

Many highways are constructed with sponsoring of the European Union and are in quite 

good condition. In rural areas the road network is very poor.  Access to more remote areas is 

difficult because of the few roads that exist and are possible to flood during rainy season. 

Malawi does not have direct access to the sea because of its location which results in more 

difficult and expensive transport. According to the Malawi Growth and Development Strategy 

(MGDS)36, transport in Malawi makes up 55% of costs, compared to 17% in other developing 

countries, decreasing its competitiveness.  
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Travelers to Malawi can make use of Kamuzu International Airport in Lilongwe or Blantyre 

Chileka Airport in Blantyre. With exception of one weekly flight from London, there are no 

direct flights into the country37, so travelers should always make a transfer. Furthermore 

different bus companies organize transportation all through the country and across the 

borders. Nsanje and Karonga are used as the main entry gates when travelling to Malawi 

overland. For smaller distances and in urban areas, mini buses or pickup trucks are often 

used. Within villages it is regular to walk or take a bicycle taxi. Often the vehicles are very old 

and in a bad condition which makes travelling go slow. As fuel prices are very high, 

transportation costs are relatively high. The shortage in fuel, especially in rural areas, makes 

transportation sometimes impossible. In 1905 the first railway line was constructed 

connecting Chikwawa to Blantyre. The train network now, which is only for trade and not for 

tourism, goes from Nsanje via Blantyre all the way to the capital city of Lilongwe. The Ilala 

ferry connects the different lake shore villages with each other. This ferry will take tourists in 

three days from Chilumba in northern Malawi to Monkey Bay in the south. 

 

3.2 The Lower Shire Valley 

 

An analysis of the main research area of the Lower Shire Valley will be given. This analysis 

comprises a general introduction into the area, an overview of the five different tourism areas 

which have been identified, including the tourist attractions and local tourism initiatives that 

are present, as well as an analysis of the infrastructure and transport system in the Lower 

Shire Valley. Moreover, an analysis of the organizational structure and the employment rate 

of the tourism initiatives will be given. 

 

3.2.1 Introduction into the area 

 

The Lower Shire Valley, which is situated in the South of Malawi (see appendix 1, figure 2 

and 5), has been chosen as the main research area for this thesis. When Ragna Brouwers 

did her thesis research in 2009, the northern part of Malawi was investigated. This time the 

choice was made for the Southern region of Malawi because this region has been visited by 

Dr. David Livingstone multiple times, it has a rich culture and history, it is better developed 

and the tourism industry is more established in many areas. As the South of Malawi is still 

very big, the research area has been narrowed down to the Lower Shire Valley. 
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The Lower Shire Valley is situated at the end of the Great Rift Valley and consists of the 

administrative districts of Chikwawa and Nsanje. These two districts cover an area of 6.697 

square kilometers and are home to approximately 593.500 inhabitants. The Lower Shire 

Valley is determined as the lowest part of Malawi with 50 meters or more below sea level. 

The Shire River, which is the only river that leaves Lake Malawi, meanders through the 

Lower Shire Valley on its way to the Zambezi River in Mozambique and the Indian Ocean. 

Temperatures in the South of Malawi can vary considerably from the cool hills around 

Blantyre, Zomba and Mulanje, to the heat of the valley floor in the Lower Shire Valley. During 

October until December, the heat in the valley rises to boiling point and the lands can be very 

dry, which makes cultivation difficult. The Shire River gives a crucial year round life line to the 

people and animals of the region.38   

 

The main activity in the valley is farming and agriculture, like in all other rural areas. The land 

at the riverbanks of the Shire River is used to cultivate commercial crops, like sugar cane. 

Many sugar estates, for example Illovo Sugar Estate, are situated in the valley, which form 

an important industry to Malawi.39 In colonial times, the Lower Shire Valley was famous for its 

weaving, using locally grown cotton.40 Recently, the art of traditional weaving has been 

reintroduced and cotton products are produced again. Besides weaving, the Lower Shire 

Valley is rich in other cultural expressions and has an interesting history.  

 

Unfortunately, many people in the Lower Shire Valley live in poverty. As can be read in the 

introduction, more than half of the population of Malawi lives under the poverty line, and this 

is also the case in the Lower Shire Valley. From the people in Malawi who are determined to 

be poor, 49% lives in the Southern rural region (see figure 14, appendix 6). The likelihood of 

being poor in the Southern rural region of Malawi is very big and lies around 63 percent (see 

figure 15, appendix 6).41  

 

In recent years, the government of Malawi has realized that tourism has a great potential to 

contribute towards efforts in the reduction of poverty. According to the Strategic Tourism 

Development Plan,42 the development of tourism has been identified as one of the means to 

reduce poverty in rural regions, like the Lower Shire Valley. However, at the moment, the 

tourism industry is not really established yet in the Lower Shire Valley. Even though the area 

has a lot of interesting attractions to offer to tourists, starting with no less than three national 
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parks/wild life reserves, visitor numbers to the Lower Shire Valley are very low. The tourists 

that do visit the Lower Shire Valley mainly come to visit the national parks and reserves. 

Besides some volunteers and people from NGO‟s, visitors to other parts of the Lower Shire 

Valley are minimal and no real tourism initiatives therefore exist. As a consequence, the only 

areas where the tourism industry has made a start, is in the district capitals of Chikwawa and 

Nsanje, and around the attractions that are to be found in the Lower Shire Valley. A total of 

five specific tourism areas within the Lower Shire Valley have been identified, which are 

Lengwe National Park, Majete Wildlife Reserve, Mwabvi Wildlife Reserve, Chikwawa and 

Nsanje (see figure 4, appendix 1).  

 

3.2.2 Tourism areas within the Lower Shire Valley 

 

Three from the five tourism areas that have been identifies as a tourism area within the 

Lower Shire Valley, are situated at the national parks/reserves. These national parks and 

reserves have been neglected for a long time, but are currently being rehabilitated by 

different organizations, and as a result an increasing amount of visitors is finding their way 

into these lesser known southern games parks again. As a consequence new tourism 

initiatives have been founded recently. The other tourism areas are identified at the district 

capitals Chikwawa and Nsanje. A small amount of local tourism initiatives is present in the 

tourism areas, ranging from accommodation and restaurants, to heritage centers and cultural 

excursions.  An overview of these specific tourism areas, including its attractions and the 

local tourism initiatives present will follow.    

 

3.2.2.1 Lengwe National Park 

 

Lengwe National Park is situated 

approximately 75 kilometers south of 

Blantyre and is a relatively small park of 900 

square kilometers. Unfortunately good roads 

are only present in 90 square kilometers of 

the park. The vegetation in Lengwe is very 

thick so animal spotting can sometimes be 

difficult, especially in the rainy season. 

However, outside the rainy season, the park 

can be very arid which forces the animals to use the few pools that are permanent supplies 

of water and in this way gives easy view points for tourists. Lengwe National Park is also the 

most northern boundary in Africa of the natural habitat of the beautiful Nyala Antelope. The 
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park is furthermore home to buffaloes, kudus, bushbucks, reed buck, impalas, duikers, 

warthogs, baboons, velvet monkeys and blue monkeys. Moreover it is an excellent 

destination for bird lovers with over 300 bird species.  

 

Another attraction which is included in this 

tourist area is the Elephant Marsh. The 

Elephant March is situated near Lengwe 

National Park and it is a floodplain where the 

Shire River meets the Ruo River, which forms 

borders between Malawi and Mozambique. The 

area is estimated between 400 to 1200 square 

kilometers. The elephants which Dr. David 

Livingstone describes in his travels and where 

the area has gotten his name from are not present anymore. Nowadays the largest animals 

are crocodiles and hippos. The area furthermore hosts numerous bird species and a boat trip 

on the plains will give bird lovers numerous opportunities for spotting.  

 

Besides the natural attractions, some cultural 

and historical attractions can also be found. The 

Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Center, which is 

situated at the entrance gate of Lengwe 

National Park, has been established to function 

as a visitor center, including a museum with 

historical objects, with the aim of preserving 

cultural heritage in the Lower Shire Valley. 

Furthermore a cultural excursion is organized to 

the village of Ndakwera, situated in the surroundings of the national park. More information 

about these two attractions will be given.  

 

Local tourism initiatives 

 

Different tourism initiatives have been started in the area of Lengwe National Park. These 

initiatives range from an accommodation with a restaurant which offers a cultural excursion, 

to a heritage center which organizes different community projects.   
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 Nyala Lodge and Jambo Africa 

Nyala Lodge is the only form of accommodation within Lengwe National Park and its 

surroundings. Nyala Lodge has been established in 2001 by the tour operator Jambo Africa, 

which is situated in Blantyre. Nyala Lodge is a luxurious lodge which offers nine comfortable 

en-suite chalets with hot water, mosquito nets and overhead fans and/or air conditioning, 

sleeping 2 to 4 people. There is a splash pool for the very hot days a fully stocked bar and 

restaurant. Tents (sleeping from 2 to 8 people) to go camping on the campsite can be rented 

from the lodge. Via Jambo Africa, the lodge offers game viewing and different day 

excursions, to other natural attractions in the Lower Shire Valley, including the Elephant 

March. It also offers the possibility for a cultural evening at the village of Ndakwera. Nyala 

Lodge and Jambo Africa are furthermore involved in the projects of Tisunge! Lower Shire 

Heritage Center. 

 

 Cultural evening Ndakwera 

Jambo Africa has been organizing the cultural evenings in the village of Ndakwera since 

2005. Visitors in groups of minimal four people, up to twelve persons in total, can visit the 

village and learn about traditional village life. During this evening the visitors will get a little 

village tour during which they can see how the people live, they will participate in making 

Masau wine, traditional meals are prepared and eaten, rituals are performed and traditional 

masked dances (Nyau dances) are presented. In this way Jambo Africa supports the 

preservation of local culture and heritage in the Lower Shire Valley.43 The tour is organized in 

cooperation with the Community Based Organization (CBO) of Ndakwera, which takes care 

of the tourists upon arrival and which manages the money of the community development 

fund which is earned with the tour. Unfortunately, it has been about 1,5 years ago since this 

tour was organized. It appears that this excursion is not really well organized, as the local 

people stated that they did not know anything about such an event, in the interview that was 

held in the village.44 For more information on the organization of this cultural evening see 

appendix 5. 

 

 Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Center 

The Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Center has been established in 2006 and is situated at 

the gate of Lengwe National Park. It was founded to promote natural and cultural resource 

awareness and conservation in the Lower Shire Valley.45 The heritage center hosts a small 
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museum which exhibits different artifacts and historical objects, a library, and a gift shop 

where traditional weavings can be bought.  

 

Tisunge! is furthermore involved in many community development projects in the 

communities surrounding Lengwe National Park. Many of these projects have initially been 

started by Jambo Africa. When Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Centre was established and 

appeared interested in setting up similar projects, Jambo Africa decided to hand over the 

management of the existing projects and now only functions as the steering committee. The 

community development projects are established in order to improve the living standards of 

the local communities and range from tree planting, weaving and peanut butter and jam 

making to the creation of a maize mill. For a company description of Tisunge! including its 

recent activities and community projects, please see appendix 8. 

 

 Traditional weaving project 

One of community development projects that Tisunge! organizes is the traditional weaving 

project. The weaving project which involves different communities from the surroundings 

operates with the support of the tourists that visit the heritage center and national park. In the 

era of David Livingstone (±1850), the Lower Shire Valley was famous for its traditional 

weavings, but over time the skill of traditional weaving got lost. Menno Welling and Tisunge! 

have set up the weaving project in order to reintroduce these traditional techniques of 

weaving, so that the skills do not get lost forever. Members of the National Museum of 

Malawi, like Henz Pere Kamoyo (see interview transcript in appendix 9), have given two-

week weaving workshops in the communities of Chikwawa, Tomali, Ndakwera, Kanzimbi, 

Singano and at Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Centre. Unfortunately, due to several 

circumstances like low visitors numbers, many communities got disappointed and left the 

project early (see chapter 4.3.2). At the moment, only the projects of the communities of 

Singano and Kanzimbi are still actively involved in the weaving project and their locally made 

traditional weavings can be bought by tourists in the shop of Tisunge!. For more information 

see appendix 5.  

 

3.2.2.2 Majete Wildlife Reserve 

 

Majete Wildlife Reserve is a 691 square 

kilometers large reserve, situated west of the 

Shire River. It is currently operated by Africa 

Parks, who has been trying to reintroduce large 
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mammals to the park again in past years. Their aim is to bring back the big five to Majete in 

the next few years. Like in Lengwe, the vegetation is very thick in many places. The Shire 

River forms the Kapichira Falls and the Murchison Cataracts here, which interrupted 

Livingstone‟s sail on Africa‟s inland waters.  

Besides this natural attraction of Majete 

itself, the area is also home to an interesting 

cultural attraction; Thornton‟s Grave. On the 

road to Majete Wildlife Reserve, the grave of 

Thornton, the geologist who accompanied 

David Livingstone on his expeditions, can be 

found.46 His grave is located at Maganga 

village, a few kilometers from Majete. The 

grave which situated under a Baobab tree is 

declared a national monument and is well 

maintained and still intact. Besides Thornton‟s Grave, more tombs of missionaries and early 

explorers are scattered over the Lower Shire Valley.  

Local tourism initiatives 

 

Different tourism initiatives have been started in the area of Majete Wildlife Reserve. These 

initiatives range from the grave of Thornton which has been turned into a tourist attraction to 

two different accommodations with restaurants, and a heritage center. Furthermore one 

luxurious tourist lodge is opening soon.  

 

 Thornton‟s Grave 

Even though it is a national monument, people from the village of Maganga have turned the 

grave of the geologist Thornton into a tourism attraction. They have built a brick wall around 

the grave and ask visitors money when they want to have a look inside the walls. The project 

is a local initiative in cooperation with the Evangelical Lutheran Development Service. Via 

this initiative, the community has the possibility to earn an extra income.  

 

 Majete community camp site 

One of the accommodations that is present in Majete Wildlife Reserve is Majete Community 

Camp Site. This campsite has been established by African Parks, a nonprofit organization 

established to restore, conserve and manage wildlife reserves throughout Africa. The 

campsite has been built in 2007 at the entrance gate of Majete Wildlife Reserve next to a 
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heritage center, and is equipped with a bar area, barbeque area, toilets, showers, and a 

communal area. Furthermore, the camp has various shady areas to park cars and pitch a 

tent. Visitors do need to bring their own food. The campsite is part of the restoration project 

of African Parks for Majete Wildlife Reserve, which also includes the re-location of many 

different animals to the reserve. The campsite is owned and managed by villagers from the 

local communities around Majete for whom this is a welcome income generating enterprise. 

The profits of the project go directly to these communities, and in this way a stay at the 

community camp site contributes immediately to the local economy. 47  The people working at 

the camp site have received proper training via African Parks.  

 

 Thawale Camp 

The second accommodation that is present in Majete Wildlife Reserve is Thawale Camp. 

This luxurious camp has been established by African Parks as well. Thawale Camp can 

accommodate eight guests in private luxury and suite bush tents. The camp furthermore 

provides options for breakfast, lunch and dinner, a communal area, and different game 

viewing options. Visits also can be made to local villages, to see community projects and 

local dancers. Thawale Camp supports different of these community development projects, 

which are set up and managed by African Parks.  

 

 Mkulumadzi Lodge (Opening in July 2011) 

Mkulumadzi is being constructed in Majete Wildlife Reserve and will be the third 

accommodation present after its opening in July 2011. The lodge is owned and will be 

managed by Robin Pope Safari‟s, a high-end tour operator offering different tours and 

accommodation throughout Malawi. The lodge, accessible by footbridge suspended over the 

Mkulumadzi River, offers eight chalets each with private viewing decks. It furthermore offers 

a communal space and different activities ranging from river cruises to game-drives and 

walking safaris.48 The lodge will also support the different community projects that African 

Parks has set up in the area like the building of a school, health clinic and pottery workshop, 

the schooling of 60 orphans, and bee keeping and craftwork projects, with similar projects in 

development. Park entrance fees that guests of the lodge will pay will provide direct revenue 

to local communities, and steady jobs for many local people will also be provided. A stay at 

Mkulumadzi will help to support the local communities surrounding Majete.49  
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3.2.2.3 Mwabvi Wildlife Reserve 

 

Mwabvi Wildlife Reserve is Malawi‟s smallest 

reserve with its 135 square kilometers and is 

situated in the southern most part of Malawi. Its 

vegetation ranges from grass and woodlands to 

dense forests and rock formations. Its biggest 

attraction is the Mwabvi Gorge, where the Shire 

River finds its way through stone formations. 

Mwabvi is the least visited and least accessible 

reserve of Malawi, though it boasts a variety of 

habitats unequalled by the larger reserves50. Mwabvi Wildlife Reserve is good for bird 

watching as it is home to some 200 bird species. Also here wildlife is being reintroduced with 

help of Project African Wilderness (PAW), which is an organization formed to protect and 

restore the Mwabvi Wildlife Reserve.   

 

Local tourism initiatives  

 

Different tourism initiatives have been started in the area of Mwabvi Wildlife Reserve. These 

initiatives range from two different campsites to a newly established luxury lodge.  

 

 Chipembere & Migudu Camp in Mwabvi Wildlife Reserve 

Chipembere & Migudu Camp which are situated in Mwabvi Wildlife Reserve, have been 

established by the Mwabvi Wildlife and Community Trust (MWCT) and receive support from 

Project African Wilderness. These two nonprofit organizations carry out conservation and 

development work in and around Mwabvi Wildlife Reserve. Furthermore, MWCT works hand 

in hand with the community and the Department of National Parks Wildlife team on anti-

poaching and access control.51 Chipembere Camp is equipped with camping places and 

dormitory accommodation as well as kitchen facilities plus showers and toilets. Migudu Camp 

has 6 tented places with its own braai/cooking area and viewpoint. Guests are expected to 

be self catering at both camps.  

 

Different members of the local communities in the surrounding areas are working at the 

camps already. Furthermore, several local people are being trained, including help with 

English lessons, to work on the community development programme, to help manage the 
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lodge and campsite, and to oversee the work teams inside the reserve. The projects that are 

part of the community development programme are an orphan feeding programme at 

Chimphanga Village, a school/village tree nursery and vegetable growing project which 

started at Tiza School and is expanding, and a wound tending programme which offers basic 

health advice and assesses and treats infected wounds and grazes. The tourism project in 

Mwabvi also offers numerous opportunities for volunteers to get involved.52   

 

 Njati Lodge 

Njati Lodge, which is situated in Mwabvi Wildlife Reserve, was established in 2010 by the 

Mwabvi Wildlife and Community Trust (MWCT). Njati Lodge is situated 17km from the 

northern gate of the reserve on the banks of the Mwabvi River, a short walk from the start of 

the Mwabvi Trail where guests can visit and photograph the well known Mwabvi Tree as well 

as “Dove Rock and Beehive Rock”, which are exposed termite mounds excavated into the 

sandstone hundreds of years ago. The well known Mwabvi Gorge can also be visited by 

guests with magnificent viewing points over the Reserve. Njati Lodge has six chalets with en-

suite bathrooms and hot water. The main lodge area has a fully equipped kitchen with a gas 

stove and freezer for either full or self-catering guests. Furthermore it hosts a comfortable 

lounge spacious dining area, pub, toilets, and barbeque area.  

 

3.2.2.4 Chikwawa and Nsanje 

 

 
Chikwawa village is the main village of the administrative district of Chikwawa. At the 

moment there are approximately three locally owned accommodations present which are all 

inexpensive and of a very basic quality. Furthermore, different local restaurants are present 

which serve cheap dishes from the Malawian cuisine, like Nsima. In the nearby village of 

Nchalo, four more accommodations are present, as well as some local restaurants.  

 

Nsanje village is the main village of the administrative district of Chikwawa. Nsanje is 

situated in the southern part of Malawi and is used by many overland travelers to enter the 

country. For this reason, also here different locally owned accommodations and restaurants 

are present.  
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3.2.3 Organizational structure and employment 

 

An analysis of the local tourism initiatives (chapter 3.2.2) concerning the organizational 

structure and employment, will be given. Table 6 in appendix 6 presents the different local 

tourism initiatives with the corresponding year of establishment, initiators, cooperating 

organizations/supporters, nature of cooperation, and amount of employees.  

 

When looking at table 6, it can be seen that several of the local tourism initiatives have been 

set up by non-profit organizations like Tisunge!, African Wilderness Projects, African Parks 

and Mwabvi Wildlife Community Trust, while others have been set up by accommodation 

providers or tour operators. All of the organizations that have initiated the tourism projects 

cooperate closely with the surrounding local communities and try to let them have a share in 

the benefits earned from tourism. In some initiatives, the surrounding communities benefit 

because of the direct employment the tourism initiatives provide, while in other cases the 

communities benefit because of the establishment of different community based projects 

which aim to increase the living standards of the local population.  

 

As can be seen in table 6, not many people in the Lower Shire Valley have had the 

opportunity to work in the tourism sector, as a consequence of the small amount of tourism 

initiatives present. The people that work in the existing initiatives fulfill jobs like tour guiding, 

provision of accommodation and food, cultural displays/exhibitions, storytelling, trade, 

guarding and protection. The people that have gotten the opportunity to work at the lodges 

and camps in the national parks often have some knowledge of hospitality. Most of the times 

they gain this knowledge on the job via informal training from colleagues. They are trained to 

service their guests well and reply to their wants and needs. In the smaller establishments 

people are often less educated about tourists. Few people from the Lower Shire Valley get 

the opportunity to continue their education and go to the tourism schools in Blantyre and 

Lilongwe. For this reason, most of the knowledge they have about white people and tourists, 

they have learned at primary and secondary school. From experience, it can be stated that 

the people in the Lower Shire Valley are very hospitable and give everyone a warm 

welcome. The attitude towards visitors is perceived to be very positive and people seem very 

curious to learn about the visitors (see chapter 4).  
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3.2.4 Infrastructure and transportation 

 

The infrastructure system in the Lower Shire Valley is not very extended and the systems are 

not accessible for all inhabitants. At the tourist lodges and hostels, in the national 

parks/reserves and in the bigger villages of Nchalo and Chikwawa, the infrastructure is well 

provided. There is running water available in some parts of the Lower Shire Valley. Also 

electricity is provided but not all communities in the area have access to it. Communication is 

mainly done by mobile phone which also the village headmen of the communities possess. 

Not in all parts of the Lower Shire Valley toilet facilities and sewage is present. The nearest 

hospital can be found in Blantyre but smaller health centers are spread over the Lower Shire 

Valley. Also some communities, like Singano Community, have a health center. Food quality 

and hygiene standards are much lower in the Lower Shire Valley than in the tourist 

generating regions which causes risk for the visitors. Luckily, no security problems were 

experienced during the research and nobody ever felt unsafe in the research area. The 

infrastructure of roads is not very extended in the Lower Shire Valley. Access to the Lower 

Shire Valley is via the M1 highway south of Blantyre which goes down the steep Tyolo 

Escarpment via Chikwawa and Nchalo to Nsanje. Smaller roads and dirt roads connect the 

other parts of the Lower Shire Valley with each other. There is no signage on the roads about 

speed limits or directions.  

 

Public transportation in the Lower Shire Valley is only present to and from the biggest towns 

(on the M1). When wanting to travel to more remote areas, private transportation, hitchhiking 

or bicycle taxis are used, or people just walk from one place to another. It is possible to book 

transportation to the valley via a travel agent or lodge. Public transportation is not expensive 

but quality of the vehicles is often not very well. The accessibility of the area is very poor for 

visitors who do not have their own transportation. 
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3.3 Stage of tourism development  

 

After having analysed the tourism areas in Malawi and the main research area of the Lower 

Shire Valley, it is now possible to determine the state of development of these areas. The 

Destination Life Cycle Model of Butler (see chapter 2.1.1) is used in order to determine in 

which stage of development the tourism industry in the Lower Shire Valley and the whole of 

Malawi is at the moment. 

 

When analyzing the Lower Shire Valley with Butler‟s Destination Life Cycle Model it can be 

stated that it is at the beginning of the involvement stage. The Lower Shire Valley is at this 

point of the destination life cycle because there are already small numbers of adventurous 

visitors that are attracted by the national parks and game reserves. A few tourist initiatives 

are present in the region as well, but infrastructure is still very poor. It should be taken into 

account that the tourists that visit are concentrated in the identified tourism areas within the 

Lower Shire Valley, and that the area is determined to be at the beginning of the 

development stage because of the presence of these parks and reserves. When only 

analyzing the region without taking into account the national parks and reserves, the area is 

still in the beginning of the exploration stage, as there are almost no visitors and 

infrastructure is minimal.  

 

When analyzing Malawi with Butler‟s Destination Life Cycle Model it can be stated that it is at 

the beginning of the development stage. It has passed the involvement stage because there 

are already substantial amounts of visitors to the country and tourist facilities are present in 

the more developed areas. Infrastructure in these areas is more developed as well and 

external investments are attracted. However, destination marketing is still a weak point and 

there is no rapid growth of tourists, which is why it is at the beginning of the development 

stage. It should be taken into account that the tourism industry is concentrated in the 

identified tourism areas, which are in the cities, lakeshore areas and national parks/reserves, 

and that those areas are determined to be at the beginning of the development stage. 

However, many rural areas where no tourists visit are still in the involvement or maybe even 

exploration stage.  

 

In conclusion, the Lower Shire Valley is still at the very beginning of the tourism destination 

development process. The industry is more developed when analyzing the whole of Malawi, 

though also here there are many regions that are not developed at all.  
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3.4 The inhabitants  

 

An impression of the inhabitants of the Lower Shire Valley will follow. An overview of the 

different social groups will be given as well as a description of the community and family 

structure in the Lower Shire Valley.  

 

3.4.1 Social groups  

 

As mentioned in the introduction, Malawi is home to 14 million inhabitants which makes it 

one of the more densely populated countries of Southern Africa. Many Malawians are 

descendants of the Bantu people whose origins lie in Cameroon and who have moved 

across Africa and into Malawi for hundred years up to the fifteenth century. 53  Many different 

tribes live in Malawi with the Chewa being the biggest tribe. Other important ones are: 

Nyanja, Yao, Maravi, Lomwe, Sena, Tonga, Ngoni, Ngonde and Tumbuka, which are 

prominent in the north.  Each tribe has its own language and traditions, and is distinct in its 

pre-colonial history, and cultural and social organization. The two main „modern‟ religions of 

Malawi are Christianity (80%) and Islam (13%), and are often mixed with the beliefs in 

ancestral spirits, traditional medicine and witchcrafts. Besides English, Chichewa is the most 

important language in Malawi. 

 

In the Lower Shire Valley two ethnic groups dominate namely the Sena People and the 

Mang‟anja people. The Sena people were the first to live in this area. The Lower Shire Valley 

was chosen to settle down for different reasons. First of all the ground is very fertile in this 

region and the people were engaged in cultivation. Furthermore it also offered some kind of 

protection via the Lunguzi trees which surround the area. These thorny types of trees were 

planted around the village which made it very difficult to pass (Albert Bisalomo, Tisunge). In 

the past, the Sena people were the only social group that lived in the Lower Shire Valley. 

Nowadays, people from different social groups are accepted to live in the villages. The 

Mang‟anja people now also live in the villages, together with some groups of Yao, Nyungwe 

and Lomwe people. These other social groups came to the area because of tribe wars and 

better job opportunities (Village Headman Mphapha).  All ethnic groups live mixed with each 

other in the communities and mixed marriages are nowadays also accepted. The Sena and 

Mang‟anja tribes have similar cultures.54  Elements of these cultures are illustrated in chapter 

5. 
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 The living Africa. (1998). Ethnic Groups – Bantu.  
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 Chief Singano – Interview March 2011 
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3.4.2 Community structure 

 

The Lower Shire Valley is divided into different districts. The district where the interviews with 

members of local communities have taken place is the district of Chikwawa. This district is 

under the supervision of District Chief Lundu. The district is divided into communities which 

consist of several villages. During the research several of these communities have been 

visited.  

 

When wanting to do research in the region permission for the research should first be asked 

from the district chief. This chief will probably provide a letter in which the permission for the 

research is stated. This letter will be shown to the chief in the particular community of the 

research area, in order to ask permission to conduct research in his villages. When the chief 

of the community is not available the village headman is in charge. When all these parties 

give permission, it is allowed to ask them questions and to interview members of the local 

population. When visiting the communities it is important to always respect their customs and 

bring a small gift, like money, soap or sugar to thank the chief and the people you interview. 

It can be stated that the chief is the most important person concerning ownership and 

responsibility of decision taking. The chief represents the people that live in his villages.  

 

Figure 16: Overview of community structure 
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3.4.3 Family structure 

 

The average household size in the Lower Shire Valley can vary from families with 3 or 4 

children to families with 10 or 15 children. Often the families are very big. For example, the 

average amount of children per family in Mphapha community is 10-15 children. These 

children give assistance but can also give problems, as more food and money is necessary. 

According to Village Headman Mphapha “5-8 children is not enough!”.It is normal in the 

Lower Shire Valley that many people share one room. The fact that the houses are crowded 

is an indicator of poor housing and generally low welfare.55  

 

Most households are headed by men, while women are expected to work very hard. The 

Sena people follow the patrilineal pattern in their social structure, which is inheritance 

through the male side of the family. On the contrary, the households of the Mang‟anja people 

follow the matrilineal pattern in their social structure, which is inheritance through the female 

side of the family.  

 

In the past, when a husband passed away, a successor had to be approached to join the 

widow, in order to take care of the children. Because of AIDS this system is no longer in 

order in the traditional form, because the disease was transmitted often to the new partners.  

Nowadays, they still search for a successor but his role is different now. Instead of being a 

new husband and going to the wife and taking care of her, the men just support the women 

while living at their own places. Often the younger brother of the husband that passed away 

is the successor. When he already has a wife the widow just adds to the family. (Chief 

Singano) 

 

There is a considerable amount of orphans in Malawi. Only 58 percent of the children in 

Malawi live with both biological parents. Of the children who not live with both biological 

parents, 19 percent lives only with their mother, 3 percent lives only with their father, and 20 

percent lives with neither of their biological parents.56 The number of households with 

orphaned and foster children is expected to rise; this has to do with the rising number of adult 

illness and mortality rate related to HIV/AIDS. 
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3.5 Conclusion 

 

In conclusion it can be stated that in many parts of Malawi a basic tourism infrastructure is 

present. Accommodation and restaurants of varying classes of quality are established and a 

supporting infrastructural network and transportation system support the industry. The 

tourism initiatives that are present are initiated and managed by either non-profit 

organizations, the government, accommodation providers, tour operators, and in a single 

case a local community itself.  In the tourism regions, a substantial amount of people work in 

the tourism industry. It should be taken into account that this situation applies on the 

identified tourism regions within Malawi. In many of the rural areas, tourism initiatives are 

very small in number.  

 

In the Lower Shire Valley, five different tourism regions have been identified. Most of these 

tourism regions are situated at an attraction within the Lower Shire Valley, like a national 

park.  At these tourism regions, different local tourism initiatives have been started by non-

profit organizations, accommodation providers and a tour operator. Only one tourist 

excursion has been initiated by the local community itself.  Some of the established tourism 

enterprises in the Lower Shire Valley are of good quality, though they are small in number. 

The infrastructural network and transportation system is not very extended and the facilities 

that exist are basic. There are enough attractions in the Lower Shire Valley which could be 

interesting for tourists to visit.  

 

At the moment the Lower Shire Valley is determined to be at the beginning of the 

involvement stage according to the Destination Life Cycle Model of Butler. Malawi is 

determined to be in the beginning of the development stage according to the model. This 

means that the Lower Shire Valley is still at the very beginning of the tourism destination 

development process.  

 

The Sena and Mang‟anja people are the most important tribes in the Lower Shire Valley and 

have a distinct culture, language and traditions from many other tribes living in Malawi. 

Community and family structure is very important in the region. It is necessary that visitors 

have some idea of these structures so that they know who the most important person is, and 

how to show respect when visiting. The chiefs of the communities are the most important 

person as they are the representatives of the local people and responsible for decision 

taking. 
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4. Attitude of the local population towards tourism 

 

In this chapter, the attitude of the local population towards tourism and tourists will be 

investigated, in order to be able to give recommendations on the desired role of the local 

population in tourism development. First the local views on tourism and tourists in general 

will be investigated. After this the influence of tourism on daily life will be analysed. Next, the 

present attitude towards tourism will be identified, after which the possible change in attitude 

towards tourism over the past years will be identified. A difference will be made between the 

situation of the local people in the Lower Shire Valley, where small numbers of visitors go to, 

and the situation of the people in the identified tourism regions in Malawi, where the tourism 

industry is more established and visitor numbers are bigger. The experiences from the local 

population mentioned in the interviews that were conducted in February and March 2011 

have been used, as well as personal observations and the ideas and opinions that emerged 

in many informal conversations with the local people. The transcripts of the official interviews 

that were conducted during the field research can be found in appendix 9. 

 

4.1 Local views on tourism  

 

In this paragraph, the local views on tourism will be explored. First the meaning of tourism to 

the local population will be identified, after which the ideas of the local population about 

tourists will be presented. The question of who tourists actually are according to the local 

population will be answered and furthermore reasons for visiting and activities undertaken by 

tourists, mentioned by the local population, will be presented. An analysis of typical tourist 

characteristics is also given.  

 

4.1.1 The meaning of tourism 

 

As mentioned in the theoretical framework, in past years there is a trend in tourists that are 

interested in going off the beaten track to more remote areas, and leaving the mass tourism 

destinations behind them. With the introduction of the „new‟ forms of tourism (see chapter 

2.1) which have been developed since, local communities have increasingly been exposed to 

tourists. The question that arises is how these local people perceive tourism. What do the 

words tourist, holiday, and free time actually mean to them? It is important to gain insight on 

their views on these aspects in order to interpret the answers given in the interviews. An 

overview of definitions of the terms „tourist‟ and „holiday‟ according to the local people of the 

Lower Shire Valley will be given of the following page.  
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Tourists 

 

 “Tourists are the people from outside Malawi that visit the National Parks and game 

reserves.” (Village Headman Mphapha) 

 

 “A person who is visiting a place of interest of cultural commodities/remains, arts, 

paintings and others.” (Albert Bisalomo, Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Center) 

 

 “Tourists are the one who come and visit the country and he goes home”. 

(Headmaster Juma, Tomali primary school) 

 

 “Tourists are people that come and visit interesting places”. (Mr. Mphadza, Tomali 

secondary school) 

 

 “Dr. David Livingstone was a tourist as well” (Chief Singano) 

 

 “A tourist is similar as a guest”  

Definition of a guest: “A person that come from other place, like a visitor, to see the 

place and what is happening in that place”. (Cedric Pensulo, Nyala Lodge) 

 

Holiday 

 

 “A holiday is a day that is a special celebration and people are free”. 

After explaining that tourists „go on a holiday or vacation‟ he changed the definition in: 

“They go somewehere, do something, enjoying with family and friends. They are not 

working, They go to learn about other places. Enjoy! It might be fun.” (Cedric 

Pensulo, Nyala Lodge) 

 

 “When they are off work, saving time for some time. Also Public holiday like 

Christmas etc.” (Albert Bisalomo, Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Center) 

 

 “A holiday is a period whereby you have to rest. The people visiting the area are not 

really on a holiday. Instead they are here to come and see and tell others what they 

have seen.” (Mr. Mphadza, Tomali secondary school) 

 

When comparing their answers to the replies of different Dutch respondents who were asked 

the same question (see appendix 7), it could be stated that many people in the Lower Shire 
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Valley have a slightly different view on tourists and holidays, than the people in the tourist 

generating regions. The interviewees of the Lower Shire Valley recognize the fact that 

tourists come and visit the country, but they often lack the notion why tourists actually come 

to visit, and specifically the underlying motivations for such a visit, like relaxation. Whereas 

the Dutch respondents have used many of these motivational factors in their descriptions of 

„tourists‟ and „holidays‟. Motivational factors which are mentioned are relaxation, not having 

to do anything, and enjoyment.  

 

This difference in perception could be explained by the fact that the local people of the Lower 

Shire Valley never have the change of being a „tourist‟ and do not experience „vacation‟ 

themselves. For example, when people have finished all their chores for the day (f.e. 

preparing food, getting wood and water), they do not go out and enjoy themselves, but 

instead they go and help work in the fields. In their „leisure time‟ they contribute to the 

community. When talking with Chief Singano about these aspects he understood that people 

in other countries have free time. However, when the question was asked what his opinion 

was on tourists that want to read a book and relax in the sun after a day of visiting his village, 

he answered that those people are lazy and that the people in Chikwawa are very hard 

working.57  

 

It should be noted though, that the view on the concepts of tourism and holidays of the local 

people that already work in the tourism industry, are often more similar to the views of 

tourists. Also the people that are more exposed to tourists are perceived to share more 

similarities on this subject with the tourists. This can be explained by the fact that the people 

working in these areas often have more money to spend, probably have free time 

themselves, and go drink a beer in a the local bar at night themselves.  

 

4.1.2 Reasons for visiting 

 

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the people in the Lower Shire Valley often lack the 

notion of what the motivations of tourists are for going on a holiday and visiting Malawi, and 

specifically the underlying motivations for such a visit, like relaxation. Next, the reasons why 

the local people think tourists come and visit the country will be presented.  

 

Different answers have been given to the question why tourists actually come and visit the 

country and the Lower Shire Valley. A short overview of answers will follow.  
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 “The white people work hand in hand with the local communities. They come to share 

their knowledge, to teach the local population and to help the system. The local 

population benefits from these visitors.” (Village Headman Mpahpha) 

 

 “They visit the area mostly to see the animals in the National Parks. When they visit 

Lengwe they see there is a museum as well and come to visit.” (Albert Bisalomo,  

Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Center) 

 

 “White people nowadays come to monitor or facilitate their organizations (not for 

trading).” (Mr. Mphadza, secondary school Tomali) 

 

 “Since 2001, the white people come to the area to learn about three different aspects: 

o They want to know why Malawi is always in problem of food (specifically the 

area of Chikwawa). 

o They want to know how people can stand in order to get food; they want to 

know how they (locals) can become rich. 

o They want to know about culture and materials from the past. 

These tourists want to know how people live, to study the area, know what they eat 

and teach them stuff. They give gifts and assistance to the local people. Some of the 

tourists go to the national parks in the Lower Shire Valley.” (Chief Singano) 

 

 “Most of the tourists especially go to the National Park. They are here to come and 

see and tell others what they have seen.” (Mr. Mphadza, secondary school Tomali) 

 

 “They come to work in projects, like teaching in schools or agricultural projects. Their 

reason for coming to this area is to help, see and learn about the Lower Shire Valley.” 

(Justice Orlando, shopkeeper in Tomali) 

 

When analyzing the reasons for visiting that have been given by the interviewees three 

different trends can be discovered in the answers. Namely, that tourists come to the area to 

help the local population, that tourists come to the area to visit the national parks, and that 

tourists come to the area to observe the area and learn about different aspects of it.  

 

An interesting discovery from the interviews is furthermore that it seems that many local 

people do not make a distinction between the different types of tourism. In their views, white 

people all come with the same reasons. For example, research has shown that many local 

people see volunteers as tourists as well. No distinction is made between them. Max del 
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Bufalo from Jambo Africa illustrates this by saying that: “whether tourists or volunteers visit, it 

is the same effect for the community. They come by, spend some money, are interested in 

the local community and after that leave to go home again.” However, while the main 

reasons for visiting the area of volunteers and white people from NGO‟s, are to help the local 

population and learn about the area, most of the „regular‟ tourists mainly come for pleasure 

and just visiting the national parks (see thesis of Marjolein de Borst). As a consequence of 

the presumption that many local people think that the „white people‟ all come for the same 

reasons, problems could occur when more „regular‟ tourists start to visit the area, as the local 

people might think that the tourists, like the volunteers, are mainly there to help them. 

Furthermore, when the opinions of these people are similar to the opinions of Chief Singano, 

the tourists might be perceived as being lazy, which could disturb the host-guest relationship. 

This relationship could be disturbed when the expectations of both parties towards each 

other are not met. In this case, the attitude of the local population or tourists towards each 

other could then change. In other words, the local people could for example get disappointed 

when it appears that the tourists are not there in the first place to help them.  

 

It should be noted that these statements are based on the opinions from people that live in 

villages that are visited by volunteers and „white people‟ from NGO‟s. As a consequence, the 

credibility of these statements could therefore be affected. However, as can be read in 

chapter 3.2, numerous community development projects have been set up throughout the 

Lower Shire Valley, so it is likely that different volunteers and people from NGO‟s also visit 

these areas, and that many members of the local population probably have the same 

opinions about „white people‟.  

 

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the replies of the interviewees that already work in 

the tourism industry are often more similar to the views of tourists. The following answers of 

the interviewees illustrate that they have good view on what tourists want and do on a 

holiday and why the tourists are there. Especially Nellie who works at Mayoka Village in 

Nkhata Bay, has a good insight in the underlying reasons for tourists to visit the country. 

 

 “The tourists come to Malawi for work, to visit the country and to travel around.” 

(Robert Longwe, Big Blue Star Backpackers, Nkhata Bay) 

 

 “The tourists come to Malawi because the people in Malawi are good, to see the lake, 

to volunteer and because Malawi is the warm heart of Africa.” (Big Joe, Big Blue Star 

Backpackers, Nkhata Bay) 
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 “Tourists come to Malawi to find differences between about where they come from 

and here.”(Big Joe, Big Blue Star Backpackers, Nkhata Bay) 

 

 “The tourists come to Malawi because of the vegetation and wildlife. They also like 

Malawi in order to swim. It is a freedom country with no war. Everybody feels like he 

is at home in this country. This is because of the people who are very friendly and 

who make them feel at home. Hospitality is very important.” (Nellie, Mayoka Village, 

Nkhata Bay) 

 

4.1.3 Activities undertaken 

 

Furthermore, research has been done on the activities that tourists undertake when on a 

holiday in Malawi and more specifically the Lower Shire Valley. During this research, 

projective techniques have been used to get information on the subject of tourist activities 

(see chapter 1.3 methodology). The answers given in relation to this research method, as 

well as general opinions and statements that were given in formal and informal conversations 

about this subject have been used.  

 

Tourist activities that were mentioned most often by the people from the Lower Shire Valley 

are: watching animals, visiting national parks, canoeing – Lake Malawi, swimming, bird 

watching and taking photos. Tourist activities that were mentioned most often by the people 

from the visited tourism areas in Malawi are: lying in a hammock, swimming, canoeing – 

Lake Malawi, reading a book, drinking beer/going out, and taking photos. Activities that 

include nature and animals are mentioned most often by the people from the Lower Shire 

Valley, while the activities which include relaxation, like reading a book, are mentioned most 

by the people from the visited tourism regions in Malawi.   

 

The engagement in business activities or volunteer work was also mentioned by the 

interviewees as being activities in which tourists participate. Volunteer projects in which the 

tourists are mentioned to be involved, range from teaching at local schools, assisting at 

hospitals, and helping special interest groups like orphans, albino people or elderly people, to 

working together with local communities on irrigation projects or forestry projects.  

This illustrates the statement from the previous paragraph about the presumption that many 

members of the local population do not make a distinction between different types of tourists, 

i.e. regular tourists and volunteers.  
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Some tourist activities which were mentioned by the one interviewee were not mentioned by 

the other interviewee. This could be explained by the fact that these activities might not be 

present in the area where the interviewee lives. For example the interviewees from the 

lakeshore areas did not choose for the national parks and wildlife watching as this is not 

present in the area. It could also be explained by the fact that the interviewees might 

believed that this activity is not something that tourists want to do when on a holiday.  

 

4.1.4 Characteristics of tourists 

 

In the interviews the question was also asked what words best describe the tourists. This, in 

order to find out if there are positive and negative characteristics and personal traits that are 

typical for tourists, which then can be used in the analysis of the local attitudes towards 

tourism. During this investigation, projective techniques have been used again (see chapter 

1.3 methodology).   

 

Positive character traits that were mentioned most by the people from the Lower Shire Valley 

are: friendly, relaxed, happy, helpful, interesting and funny. Negative character traits that 

were mentioned most are unfriendly, disrespectful and greedy. It has been rather difficult to 

acquire responses about negative tourist traits, and more than once, the specific question 

whether tourists have negative traits as well had to be asked. When analyzing these 

responses it can be stated that the interviewees mainly accredited the tourists positive 

character traits. This could be a consequence of the fact that they were interviewed by a 

white person, a tourist, and that they did not want to tell their real opinions. It might also be 

the case that the interviewees have had a lot of positive experiences with tourists, and that 

they truly think tourists are best described by these positive character traits. In the paragraph 

about attitudes it will be investigated whether these typical character traits have had an 

influence on the attitude towards tourism, or the other way around.  

 

4.2 Influence of tourism on daily life 

 

As mentioned in chapter 2.1, many discussions have been held about the influence of 

tourists on the host communities. Though tourism is widely promoted as a beneficial cultural 

exchange for all parties involved, as having contributed to the general well-being of peoples 

around the world, as having stimulated economic development and as promoting better 

understanding between races, religions and human beings worldwide,58 tourism influences 
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can also have a negative character. In one way or another, positively or negatively, host 

communities are always affected by tourism. Before analyzing the local attitude towards 

tourism, it is therefore interesting to investigate if and in what way tourism has influenced 

daily life in the Lower Shire Valley. Also examples of influence on daily life in other parts of 

Malawi will be given. When talking about the influence of tourists on daily local life, the 

influence  volunteers and people that work at NGO‟s is also included. In other words the 

influence of the „white‟ people on local communities in the Lower Shire Valley is investigated. 

 

Influence in the Lower Shire Valley 

 

The tourism industry in the Lower Shire Valley has made a slow start and is still in the 

beginning stages of development (see chapter 3.3). Though visitor numbers are still small 

and interaction between tourists and host communities is minimal, the influence of tourism on 

the daily life of the communities can already be identified.  

 

The most important consequence of the introduction of tourism into the region is the 

employment creation that tourism has brought with. As identified in chapter 3.2, there are 

already some tourist facilities in the area which provide employment opportunities for the 

local population. For example, the establishment of Nyala Lodge in Lengwe National Park 

has created 14 jobs for local people, ranging from functions in housekeeping, as waiter, chef, 

guide, chef assistant, and in laundry.59 When taking into account the total amount of people 

that live in the Lower Shire Valley, only a few people now work with tourists and have the 

opportunity to have a share in the benefits of tourism. According to the interviews that were 

held in the region, many more people would be interested in working with tourists, which is 

also supported by the chiefs of the communities.  

 

Besides employment creation, tourism also influences the daily life of the local population in 

other ways. First of all, the arrival of tourists to the region has given the local population 

knowledge about the existence of other cultures, languages and habits. Most of them already 

learned about these aspects in schools, but it often starts to have an impact when they really 

meet the tourists in real life. For example, at the cultural evening that is organized in 

Ndakwera and in which the whole village participates (see chapter 3.2 and appendix 5) the 

local people have the chance to interact directly with the tourists and learn about their distinct 

cultures. Secondly, the arrival of tourists has lead to the creation of community projects. For 

example Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Center has been set up at the entrance gate of 
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Lengwe National Park and is now involved in many community projects in the area, like tree 

planting weaving, peanut butter and jam making and the creation of a maize mill (see chapter 

3.2). These community projects try to improve the living standards of the local communities 

and in this way they have a big influence. Thirdly, through the establishments of the national 

parks and reserves, the local communities also earn some money. They often receive a 

share in the benefits that the national parks/reserves earn from the tourists visiting.  

 

Influence in other parts of Malawi 

 

The influence of tourism on daily life is more significant in the more developed areas in 

Malawi, because here substantial amounts of tourists are visiting the region and the tourism 

facilities are more developed. Tourism also provides employment here and community 

projects are set up as a consequence of tourism, but especially the lifestyles and cultures are 

more under influence of tourism. Information on these three aspects will be given next.   

 

The creation of employment has a big influence on the daily life of the local population as it is 

an extra form of income for a family. Instead of all family members working in the fields, a 

son or daughter can now earn extra income by working in the tourism industry.  

A substantial amount of people work in the tourism industry in Malawi at the moment. 

According to the National Statistical Office of Malawi (2011), travel and tourism is Malawi‟s 

third largest economic activity after tea and tobacco and a major employer, accounting 

between 5-9% of the total wage employment by 2002. Tourism contributes about 11% to the 

gross domestic product (GDP).60 So since the introduction of tourism to the country, tourism 

has contributed for a substantial share to the economy of the country and to the incomes of 

local families working in tourism.  

 

Also in the other parts of Malawi, the arrival of tourists has lead to the creation of many 

community projects which try to improve the living standards of the local communities. 

Sometimes these projects are organized by community based organizations and sometimes 

they are organized by accommodations and sponsored directly with the money earned from 

tourism. Many different community projects have been set up throughout Malawi, ranging 

from the building of schools and orphan houses and the creation of albino and elderly people 

projects, to irrigation and forestry projects to help to increase the harvest.  
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Tourism also influences the daily life when it comes to lifestyles and culture. Influences that 

were noticed during the field research in Malawi and aspects that were mentioned by Ragna 

Brouwers in her ITMC bachelor thesis (2009) are among others intermarriages, the way 

people dress, cultural changes, education and attitude of youngsters. These influences will 

be exemplified on the following page.  

 

 Intermarriages: in the past intermarriages were a taboo and partners were selected 

by family members. Since the arrival of tourists this has changed and nowadays it is 

quite common that westerners get married to local people.  

 The way people dress: the traditional way of how to dress properly is influenced by 

the arrival of tourists to Malawi. Especially people that are often in touch with tourists, 

start to dress more western. Instead of the traditional clothing like the „tsenje‟ for 

women, they start to wear jeans, sport shoes and sunglasses. Especially elderly 

people think it is very inappropriate to dress like this.  

 Customs: in the past women were not allowed to wear trousers and men were not 

allowed to have long hair. For example, when tourist arrived at the airport in Lilongwe 

they were provided with traditional clothes. And when men had long hair they had to 

cut it otherwise they were not allowed to enter the country. After Malawi became 

democratic and more tourists came to the country these rules changed. Kissing in 

public was also not done, this was against the culture. But nowadays it is accepted 

because it is normal in the culture of the white people. Another thing that changed is 

the fact that people are more after money nowadays; money had no value in the past. 

For example, a few years ago when a fisherman had a good catch he would give 

some fish for free to locals. This is not the case anymore.61 

 Education: education has changed in the sense that because of tourism, many young 

people decide to quit school so that they can earn money in the tourism industry. 

However, tourists upon their turn encourage locals to go to school and sometimes 

decided to financially support them. 

 The attitude of youngsters: youngsters are always more vulnerable to changes than 

elderly people and also in Malawi the attitude of the youngsters has changed due to 

contact with Westerners. They want to be like the tourists and copy the tourist‟s 

behaviour. They forget about Malawian culture and start to value their own culture 

less. Many youngsters start drinking and using drugs, they party a lot and care less 

about education. Many develop their own slang language and give themselves 
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English nicknames like Sweet Coconut, Special, Gift, Blessings, Chicken Pizza, 

Cheese on Toast, Smart, Slim, Respect, Boobs, and Call me Back.  

 

4.3 Local attitudes towards tourism 

 

What can be concluded from the previous paragraphs is that the local population is quite 

positive about tourists when talking about them. After having researched these views of the 

local population on tourism and tourists, and the influence of tourism on local daily life, now 

the way in which the local people behave towards tourists, their attitude towards tourists, will 

be explored. Questions that were asked in the interviews to gain insight in this attitude are: 

„Do you like it when tourists visit?‟, „What do you think is nice about tourists?‟, and „Are there 

things you do not like about them?‟ A difference between the people from the Lower Shire 

Valley and the people from other parts of Malawi will be made. 

 

4.3.1 Positive attitudes 

 

The people in the Lower Shire Valley and in the other parts of Malawi that were visited seem 

to have a positive attitude towards tourists and working in the tourism industry. They are 

perceived to be very happy when tourists visit their region or village and it appears that they 

like to learn more about them. Many people appear to be positive towards working in the 

tourism sector as well. A lot of very positive responses about this subject, which were 

gathered through the interviews in all research areas, illustrate these statements.  

 

The majority of the interviewees from the Lower Shire Valley indicated that they really like it 

when tourists visit the area. Various interviewees also stated that everybody in the villages is 

very curious about tourists and very interested in the „white people‟, especially the children.  

“They like to talk to the white people and share their stories with them” (Justice Orlando, 

Tomali shop keeper). Also Cedric Pensulo, who works at Nyala Lodge, tells that he is very 

happy when tourists visit the lodge as he loves to give greetings; explain his name and make 

a little talk. Cedric really likes it when the tourists come to Nyala Lodge and they enjoy the 

place and see animals because “When the tourists are excited and happy, I am excited and 

happy as well.” 

 

Also interviewees in the identified tourism areas in Malawi seem to have a positive attitude 

towards tourists that visit their village. Many of the interviewees have emphasized that they 

really appreciate the aspect of exchanging experiences with tourists and learning about other 

cultures. As Nellie from Mayoka Village explains “It is good to know about other countries 
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and I like to share experiences with the tourists. In this way I learn how to interact with the 

tourists, and the other way around as well. Spending time with the tourists makes me know 

more about different cultures.” Speaking English with tourists and showing tourists the village 

is also mentioned a few times as something the interviewees really like when tourists visit.  

 

As can be read in chapter 2.3, not many people have had the opportunity to start working in 

the tourism industry. However, from the interviews that were held, it appeared that many 

people are interested in working with tourists. As mentioned, they seem to have a very 

positive attitude towards tourists. Several interviewees indicated that they would be very 

interested in working with tourists and also the chiefs of the communities mentioned that they 

truly support this. Unfortunately, only a few opportunities for working in tourism exist at the 

moment (see chapter 6) and only a few people have the opportunity to benefit from tourism. 

 

From personal experience it can also be stated that the attitude of the local population 

towards myself, the „tourist‟ was always very positive. In every village I was welcomed very 

hospitable and the Malawian people were always very friendly, open and funny. Everybody 

was very interested in us and always willing to participate in an interview. Especially the 

children were often very enthusiastic and always waved and greeted us. 

 

An Interesting issue to discuss is whether the positive characteristics that are mentioned in 

4.1.4 are a result of this positive attitude towards tourists. It could be the case that as a 

consequence of many positive experiences between the local population and tourists, the 

local people have accredited the tourists many positive characteristics. However, it could 

also have been the case that this positive attitude has been strengthened by the positive 

characteristics of the tourists. It is difficult to define which of the two cases is applicable to the 

local population of Malawi, as it is a debate like the one about the egg and chicken. It could 

probably be assumed that negative characteristics of tourists will have a more severe 

influence on the change in attitude.  

 

From these opinions from the interviewees and personal observations it could be concluded 

that the local population appears to have a very positive attitude indeed towards tourism. 

However, beside the reasons that are mentioned about why the local people have a positive 

attitude towards tourists, i.e. why they like it that the tourists visit, it could be stated that some 

local people mainly have a positive attitude towards tourists, as tourists can give them 

assistance. More information on this subject will follow.  
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Assistance 

 

Influenced by the volunteers and NGO-people that are visiting, it seems that some people, 

especially the people in the Lower Shire Valley, have a positive attitude towards tourists 

because they see tourists mainly as a form of assistance, or a form of extra income and help 

to the community. As a consequence of the support that is received from the „white people‟ 

via the community development projects, the local population is very happy and has 

developed a positive attitude towards tourists.  

 

As was defined in chapter 4.1, it appears that some of the people in the Lower Shire Valley 

do not make a difference between „white people‟, which could be volunteers or NGO-people 

or regular tourists. A the moment many „white people‟ that visit and have visited the 

communities in the Lower Shire Valley are involved in community development projects and 

their main reason for visiting is indeed to support the communities. As a consequence, it 

might be more or less expected that all visitors to the area make a contribution to the 

community. The attitude of the local population is perceived to be positive in this case as 

well, though they might expect from the tourists that they do contribute to the community in 

some way. This will be illustrated by some opinions extracted from the interviews.  

 

In the interviews held in Singano Community, Chief Singano declared clearly that it was 

expected and very much appreciated that visitors who come and visit Singano support the 

community in some way. It is important to thank the Chief after the visit and giving money is 

way of thanking and a way of respect. In return, the locals should give the visitors something, 

like water, porridge etc, which serves as a memory and so that tourists do not forget the 

village. According to chief Singano “It does not matter how much the tourists give, but we 

need assistance.” 

 

Also in the other parts of Malawi that were visited, tourists are sometimes seen as form of 

assistance, for example by the people working at the Community Project Center and Panda 

Garden in Cape Maclear. These projects have been set up in order to support the local 

community in Cape Maclear. More information about this project can be found in appendix 5. 

Elias from Panda Garden states that he is really happy when tourists visit the village because 

“when they visit the village this helps a lot. Some tourists come to Panda Garden and buy 

products, which assists the activities of Panda Garden and sometimes these tourists also 

donate money or they choose to come and help for a day.” 
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From personal experience it could be stated that in several communities it was indeed 

expected that support was given in one way or another. For example during the community 

visit to Singano Community, Chief Singano had made it very clear that it is very disrespectful 

if people leave without doing anything.  During the visit, Chief Singano has asked for money 

to support his community based organization, health clinic, and other projects several times. 

Also in other parts of the Lower Shire Valley and Malawi I have been asked numerous times 

to support a project, or to support a person with his education for example. As Marjolein de 

Borst62 illustrates “you never get rid of the feeling they associate white people with money”.  

 

According to the above, tourism is sometimes seen as a form of support to the local 

communities and as a means to increase the living standards of the regions inhabitants.  

Form the research it seems that the local population sometimes expects the visitors to 

contribute to their community. When this is the case, the attitude towards tourists appears to 

be positive still, as many „white‟ visitors to the area are there to participate in community 

development projects and supports the community. However, the attitude could change 

when potential tourists decide not to contribute and the expectations of the local population 

are not met as a result.  

 

4.3.2 Negative experiences 

 

From the previous paragraph it could be concluded that positive attitudes are stimulated by 

positive experiences with tourists. However, also negative experiences can occur between 

tourists and local communities, which could affect the local attitude. Some examples of these 

negative experiences will be given.  

 

In order to retrieve more honest and direct answers from the interviewees about having 

negative experiences with tourists, projective techniques have been used again (see chapter 

1.3 methodology). The results from this research method have been used, as well as the 

experiences mentioned in the interviews and participant observation.  

 

Several people living in the Lower Shire Valley and in the tourism areas in Malawi have had 

negative experiences with tourists. Tourist behaviors that are least appreciated by the people 

from the Lower Shire Valley are; not respecting local traditions, drinking too much, wearing 

inappropriate clothing, and destroying nature. From these responses it can be suggested that 

the interviewees from the Lower Shire Valley are very conservative and still highly appreciate 
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it when tourists respect traditional local norms and values. When tourists do not respect the 

traditions and do not wear appropriate clothing, this is seen as a form of disrespectfulness 

towards the local inhabitants of the Lower Shire Valley. Other negative behaviours are also 

indirectly seen as a form of disrespect, like drinking too much and loud speaking/yelling. 

Cedric Pensulo exemplifies this by saying that “I do not like it when tourists drink too much, 

which happens often. When the tourists are drunk they start yelling and start being rude. 

They can be very arrogant then and pretend they are better than me”.  

 

In contrast, many people in other regions of Malawi that have been interviewed mention that 

this is not that important anymore. This could be explained by the increase of tourists to the 

region in past years.  

 

From the above, it can be concluded that being disrespectful towards each other appears to 

be seen as very negative tourist behaviour. In many interviews that were held, this aspect 

was mentioned. Another important subject that was mentioned by different interviewees is 

disappointment of the local population towards tourism projects that do not work out as they 

expected, or tourist behaviour that is not as they expected. These two important subjects will 

be dealt with in more detail next.  

 

Disrespectfulness  

 

Not respecting local traditions, not wearing appropriate clothing, drinking too much and 

yelling is seen as a form of disrespect in the Lower Shire Valley and could lead to negative 

experiences between the local population and tourists. Also other negative tourist behaviours 

can be seen as a form of disrespect, and can range from not making an appointment before 

visiting and not accepting and eating the local foods like Nsima, to not thanking correctly and 

not greeting properly.  

 

The latter is mentioned often by different interviewees from different parts of Malawi as being 

very essential. Greeting each other in a proper way is very important in the Malawian culture 

as it is a kind of respect towards each other. As Big Joe from Nkhata Bay illustrates “Tourists 

should respect local traditions, they should say „hi‟ to everyone. When tourists do not 

respond this is a very bad thing.” Also Ephram from Senga Bay tells that “Tourists sometimes 

do „the apartheid‟; they do not want to shake your hand and they do not look at you when 

they are talking to you.” The importance of greeting properly can already be seen from the 

translation of how to say hello to each other in Chichewa, the national local language. For 

example, in the evening people say to each other „Mwaswera bwanji‟ which can be translated 
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as, „How did you spend your day?‟ after which the second person replies and asks the 

question back. Greeting each other in this way always triggers a small conversation, which 

the local population appreciates very much.  

 

During the research in Malawi, not many negative experiences with the local population have 

taken place. Only one time in Nkhata Bay when we did not wear skirts with an appropriate 

length, a drunk man screamed through the village that this was disrespectful and not 

appropriate. Everybody in the surroundings had to laugh, but still it felt really uncomfortable. 

Interesting aspect is that the interviewees from the Lower Shire Valley mentioned that 

drinking too much can also be seen as disrespectful behaviour, while many local people also 

drink alcohol and get drunk. At this occasion both the tourists (we) and the local population 

had a negative experience.  

 

From the above it can be concluded that treating each other with respect is very important for 

the inhabitants of Malawi. It is a form of respect to know about behavioural rules. Cedric 

Pensulo illustrates this by saying that “Some tourists say „I am not a Malawian, so I do not 

have to behave as one‟, but they are guests of our country so they should know about local 

rules and behaviour in the different areas of Malawi” (Cedric Pensulo, Nyala Lodge).  

 

Disappointment 

 

Disappointment of the local population towards tourism initiatives that do not work out as 

they expected, or tourist behaviour that is not as they expected, is another aspect which has 

led to negative experiences with tourists and the tourism industry. Three examples of 

members of the local population that got really disappointed because their expectations of 

the tourist initiatives or tourist behaviour were not met will follow.  

 

As can be read in chapter 3.2, a weaving project in several communities in the Lower Shire 

Valley has been set up by Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Centre in cooperation with Jambo 

Africa. Members of the various communities were taught about the traditional weaving 

techniques and were promised that their products would be sold in the shop from Tisunge! 

When this project was started, the local people were all very enthusiastic about and really 

believed in the successfulness of the project (Menno Welling, 2011). However, the fact that it 

takes some practice before the products can be sold and before tourists can buy them, was 

very demotivating for many communities, who decided to quit the project. Next, the weavings 

had to be bought by visitors to the centre, but because visitor numbers have stayed behind 

the patience of the local population was put to the test once more. Because the project was 
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not proceeding as the local communities had expected, they got very disappointed and 

decided not to proceed with the project. At the moment weavings from only two communities 

are being sold at the shop of Tisunge.  

 

Also the cultural evening in Ndakwera (see chapter 3.2) in the Lower Shire Valley that Jambo 

Africa organises has resulted in disappointment on the side of the local community. As a 

result of the crises and the general decrease in visitor numbers to Malawi, there have not 

been enough tourists that were interested in visiting the cultural event in Ndakwera. It has 

been about 1,5 years ago that the event was last organized. Also here the local population 

was very enthusiastic about the idea, but as the project has not developed as they expected, 

their enthusiasm has given way to disappointment. Max del Bufalo, the owner of Jambo 

Africa is of the opinion that he has let the local communities down and that they did their 

best, but that there is just not enough clientele. He does not like the fact that he had to 

disappoint the local communities. He states that “The local population could see this as 

typical „Mzungu‟ behaviour. The white people promise, promise, promise, but in the end 

nothing happens.” (Max, Jambo Africa) 

 

Another example from outside the Lower Shire Valley about disappointment is the story from 

Ephram from Senga Bay who was very disappointed that so many tourists do not really 

interact with the local population, but rather sit in their hostel or hotel when they visit the bay.  

He declared that it is a pity that the tourists just stay inside and that “They almost never leave 

their cage” (Ephram, Senga Bay). In this way only the accommodation providers earn directly 

money from the tourists. He was of the opinion that it would be so nice if the tourists would 

come to town more often, walk around, see the market and in this way have the possibility to 

interact with the local population and to get to know their culture. The behaviour of the 

tourists is not as Ephram expected which lead to disappointment from his side.  

 

This section about disappointment could be especially interesting when thinking about 

developing new local tourism initiatives. It should be taken into account when developing a 

new tourism project that this chance of disappointment of the local people‟s side could lead 

to difficulties, as they might want to leave the project early. To avoid this, it might be good to 

book results quickly so that the locals do not lose their faith in the project or it might be 

necessary that guidance from an external source is necessary until the population can 

handle the management of the initiative themselves.  

 

It has been stated that positive experiences with tourists are likely to stimulate positive 

attitudes towards tourists. On the contrary, the negative experiences that are mentioned 
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could lead to a negative change in attitude but this does not have to be the case. More 

information on the possible changing attitude of the local population will be given in the 

following paragraph.  

 

4.4 Changing attitudes 

 

In previous paragraphs the local views on tourism and tourists have been investigated as 

well as the influences of tourism on daily life and the local attitudes towards tourists. It has 

been concluded that the local attitude towards tourism was perceived to be very positive. It 

will be interesting now to see whether these positive local attitudes towards tourists have 

changed or are likely to change over time, as attitudes towards tourists are often positive at 

start but can change over time (see chapter 2.1). Aspects which could have an influence on 

this change in attitude are the stage of development, amount of tourists visiting, the influence 

of tourism on daily local life and positive and negative experiences between locals and 

tourists. These aspects will be exemplified in more detail next. Furthermore Doxy‟s Irridex 

(see chapter 2.2) will be used to determine the host-guest relationship. Finally an analysis of 

change in local attitudes towards tourism in the Lower Shire Valley will be given.  

 

4.4.1 Factors which could influence a change in attitude 

 

As mentioned in chapter 3.3, the Lower Shire Valley has been determined to be in the 

beginning of the involvement stage. This means that only small amounts of visitors are 

visiting the area and only a few local tourism initiatives have been established. Though visitor 

numbers are still small, the influence of tourism on local daily life can already be identified 

(see chapter 4.2). From the research it can be concluded that when tourism is more 

developed, its influence on the local population is greater (see chapter 4.2 and 4.3). When 

more tourists start to visit the Lower Shire Valley, more employment will be created and 

community projects will probably be set up which both contribute to the increase of the living 

standards of the local population. Also the life styles and culture might change under the 

influence of the increase of tourism.  

 

To identify the (changing) relationship between host communities and visitors in the Lower 

Shire Valley, and also in the tourism areas of Malawi, Doxy‟s Index of Irritation (see chapter 

2.1) is used. With this model the changing levels of host irritation can be identified. When 

analyzing the Lower Shire Valley with the help of Doxy‟s Irridex it can be stated the people in 

this region are still in the „Euphoria‟ stage. This area is in the initial phase of development 

and visitors and investors are welcomed with open arms. Visitors are not taken for granted 
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yet outside the tourist facilities and people still get really excited when they see „white 

people‟.  

 

When analyzing the identified tourism areas of Malawi, it can be stated that the people there 

are in the „Apathy‟ stage. Visitors are taken for granted and people are not surprised on 

seeing „white tourists‟ in their village. The contacts between residents and tourists are more 

formal and on a commercial basis.   

 

In order to link these levels of irritation, with the stage of development and the amount of 

visitors, and to see how these aspects relate, Butler´s Destination Life Cycle Model and 

Doxy´s Irridex have been combined in figure 17 in appendix 6.  When analyzing the Lower 

Shire Valley with the help of this model it can be stated that as a consequence of the fact that 

the area is still at the beginning of the involvement stage, the level of irritation of the local 

population is still in the euphoria stage. In this stage of development individuals and 

explorers are visiting the area and it is still assessed as an adventurous destination. The 

level of irritation towards tourists has not changed yet, due to a minimal amount of visitors.  

 

When analyzing the identified tourism areas of Malawi with the help of this model, it can be 

stated that as a consequence of the fact that the area is in the beginning of the development 

stage, the level of irritation of the local population is in the apathy stage. In this stage of 

development tourism starts to be more organized and the level of adventure is assessed 

medium. In short, it can be concluded that as the area develops as a tourism destination and 

more tourists start to visit, the level of irritation is likely to increase and the attitude towards 

tourists is likely to change. Since the 1990ies the development of tourism in Malawi has 

mainly been started, tourism development has passed the exploration and involvement 

stages of development and levels of irritation have moved from the stage of euphoria to the 

stage of apathy. In other words, since more tourists have started visiting the country and the 

facilities have been developed, the attitudes of the local population towards tourists have 

changed from being really enthusiastic and surprised on seeing tourists, to getting adjusted 

to their presence.  

 

Besides the stage of tourism development and the amount of tourists visiting, the attitude of 

the local population towards tourism could also change as a result of positive and negative 

experiences with tourists. As was concluded in chapter 4.3, the positive experiences with 

tourists are likely to stimulate positive attitudes towards tourists. On the contrary, the 

negative experiences that are mentioned in chapter 4.3.2 could lead to a negative change in 

attitude towards tourists. 
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For example, from the research it seems that members of certain communities sometimes 

expect the visitors to contribute to their community. At the moment, the attitude towards 

tourists in these communities appears to be positive still, as many „white‟ visitors to the area 

are there to participate in community development projects and supports the community.  

When the tourism sector will be developed, more local tourism initiatives will be established 

and more tourists will start visiting the Lower Shire Valley and the communities, the attitude 

could change if these potential tourists decide not to contribute to the community. The 

expectations of the local people are not met as a result, which could lead to disappointment 

about tourism and an negative change in attitude towards tourists.  

 

However, this change in attitude after having negative experiences with tourism does not 

have to be the case. For example it is not certain that the communities which dropped out of 

the weaving project and thus had a negative experience, also has a negative change in 

attitude. Members of the community could have though that it was a failing project but still 

have a positive attitude towards new (tourism) projects as well. Furthermore, some people 

have realized that tourists and locals have different cultures and that for this reason it is not 

possible to judge the tourist behaviour. This statement is illustrated by the following quotes 

that “You can‟t stop them. Everybody is free to do what they want. You can join your own 

culture.” (Robert Longwe, Big Blue Star Backpackers, Nkhata Bay) and “If tourists are loud, it 

is their own choice. If they like drinking and have the time and money for it, why not?” (Albert 

Bisalomo, Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Centre). As a results of these points of views, 

negative experiences with tourists will be minimized which will have a positive effect on the 

host-guest relationship and local attitude towards tourists. 

 

4.4.1 Analysis of change in local attitudes towards tourism in the Lower Shire  

Valley in past years 

 

After analysing the factors which have an influence on the change of local attitude towards 

tourism, it can be concluded that the attitude of the local population in the Lower Shire Valley 

is still very positive and has not changed much over the past years.  

 

This can be illustrated with the results from the Butler-Doxy model (see figure 17, appendix 

6). It could be concluded that as a result of the fact that the Lower Shire Valley is still in the 

beginning of the involvement stage and visitor numbers are still small, the level of irritation 

towards tourists is still low as well, and the attitude towards tourists is therefore likely to be 

positive. So as a consequence of the fact that visitor numbers to the Lower Shire Valley are 
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still small, and not much interaction with tourists has taken place yet, the attitudes towards 

tourists have not been able to change very much. There have not been much negative 

experiences between the local people and tourists which could affect their attitude towards 

tourists in a negative way.  

 

For these reasons, combined with the knowledge about this subject acquired via the 

interviews, it could be stated the attitude of the local population towards tourists is perceived 

to be very positive over the past years. Many people seem happy to welcome visitors into 

their community and they like to exchange experiences and learn about the tourists. The fact 

that many „white people‟ that visit the area contribute to the communities might also have led 

to a positive attitude towards tourism in the Lower Shire Valley. 

 

However, as the Butler-Doxy model implies, these positive attitudes could be starting to 

change when more tourists start visiting the Lower Shire Valley and more interaction 

between the two parties will take place. It could be predicted that when visitors numbers 

increase, the level of irritation will change in apathy which means that the local population 

gets used to seeing tourists every day and the contacts with tourists will be more formal. 

When big influxes of tourists start visiting the Lower Shire Valley the level of irritation could 

even change to the stage of annoyance, in which the local population has many negative 

experiences with tourists and people get annoyed by the tourists. 

 

4.5 Conclusion 

 

It has been very interesting to investigate the attitude of the local population towards tourism 

as it has given insight in the way the local people think about and behave towards tourists 

and tourism. It has also given insight in the question whether local people are interested in 

participating in tourism development and tourism in general.  

 

It can be concluded that the people in the Lower Shire Valley have a very positive attitude 

towards tourism. Tourists visiting the region are welcomed very warm and hospitable and the 

local population is very enthusiastic about receiving more tourists. The fact that the visions of 

the local population of the Lower Shire Valley on what tourists exactly do and want on a 

holiday are not always totally similar to the views of tourists on these subject, and that it 

seems that some people do not make a distinction between regular tourists and volunteers, 

could lead to problems when tourist numbers increase. At the moment it seems to be 

expected by some members of the local communities that everyone visiting the communities 

will support the locals in one way or another. It might therefore be not possible for potential 
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„regular‟ tourists to visit the communities, see everything and wave and say goodbye at the 

end, without contributing.  

 

On the contrary, people from the identified tourism areas in Malawi, often have a better 

perception on the concept of tourism, as they also enjoy the same activities as tourists and 

have free time and holidays as well. Furthermore, they see directly the income that tourism 

generates which makes them more open towards „regular‟ tourists. In these areas in Malawi, 

the local people are perceived to have a very positive attitude towards tourists as well and 

are perceived to be very enthusiastic about receiving tourists. As a consequence of the fact 

that more tourists visit these regions, they seem more adjusted to the „white people‟.  

 

At the moment the Lower Shire Valley is at the beginning of the involvement stage according 

to the Destination Life Cycle Model of Butler. Visitor numbers to the Lower Shire valley are 

small in number and the influence of tourism on the local communities of the Lower Shire 

Valley can already be identified but is still small and mainly positive. When tourism will be 

developed more, its influence on the local population will be greater. Besides the creation of 

more employment and community projects, which both contribute to the increase of the living 

standards of the local population, also the life styles and cultures can change positively or 

negatively under the influence and increase of tourism.  

 

The level of irritation according to Doxy‟s  Irridex is identified to be in the euphoria stage. This 

means that visitor numbers to the area are still small and that the local population is still very 

positive towards and curious about tourists. Factors which could influence this positive 

attitude are the stage of development, amount of tourists visiting, the influence of tourism on 

daily local life and positive and negative experiences between locals and tourists. As a result 

of the fact that the area is still in the beginning of the involvement stage and not many 

tourists are visiting the area, contact between the two parties is still minimal and negative 

experiences are small in numbers, which has lead to the fact that the positive attitude 

towards tourism has not changed since tourists started visiting the valley.  

 

In conclusion it can be stated that the local population of the Lower Shire Valley is very 

interested in and positive towards tourism and are enthusiastic about participating in the 

tourism industry. However, it should be taken into account that before this is possible; the 

local population should be educated about tourism and about the potential negative aspects 

which it can also bring with.  
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5. Local cultural expressions 

 

After having analysed what is already present in the Lower Shire Valley (chapter 3), and 

what the attitude towards tourism is (chapter 4), it is now time to start thinking about what 

could be possible in the future. According to the previous chapter, many people are positive 

towards working in the tourism sector, but not many opportunities exist for them, regarding 

the existing tourism initiatives. To give the local population of the Lower Shire Valley an 

opportunity to work in the tourism industry and to participate in tourism development, new 

tourism initiatives should be established. The analysis of the possibilities for the future, 

concerning local tourism initiatives, will start with a presentation of the local cultural 

expressions which could be linked to tourism. It is interesting to investigate whether there are 

local cultural expressions that could be linked to tourism because of five different reasons: 

 

 History and culture are the only assets the people living in the communities 

surrounding the national parks have, as tourists will visit the nearby parks and 

reserves when they want to see nature and wildlife.  

 The people from the Lower Shire Valley that were interviewed during the fieldtrip in 

February/March 2011 all indicated that it is very important that the tourists that are 

visiting the region learn about their culture. 

 “New” tourists are interested in experiencing culture, language, traditions, lifestyle, 

nature and most of all „authentic experiences‟ (see chapter 2.1). 

 One of the main purposes of visiting Malawi for tourists that is mentioned several 

times by the interviewees is experiencing the local culture and learning about the 

traditional way of life.   

 A local tourism initiative based on culture could lead to cultural preservation in the 

Lower Shire Valley. 

 

At the moment, tourists to the Lower Shire Valley are only visiting the national parks and 

reserves. From chapter 4 it appeared that many members of the local population living in the 

surroundings of these parks and reserves are also interested in working with tourists. To be 

able to attract visitors to these surrounding communities of the national parks and reserves, 

the many cultural and historical assets of the communities should be utilized. As mentioned 

in chapter 3.4, the Sena and Mang‟anja people, which dominate the Lower Shire Valley, 

have very rich cultures with many traditions, dances, and music which could be interesting 

for tourists. Furthermore, both the local population and the tourists are interested in 

respectively presenting their local culture and experiencing and learning about local cultures.  
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Furthermore, the local people of the Lower Shire Valley think it is very important that the 

tourists visiting the area learn about their culture, and the potential tourists are in return very 

interested in learning about the local cultural expressions of the population of Malawi. It is 

perceived very important by the local people as well that the youth still learns about the 

traditions that are part of their culture and that they appreciate the cultural values, instead of 

wanting to copy cultural values from the West.63 When local cultural expressions would be 

linked to a (future) local tourism initiative, this could lead to cultural preservation of the 

culture of the Sena and Mang‟anja people. Cultural preservation is identified as being very 

important by the government of Malawi as “people without a cultural identity are like trees 

without roots” and “a nation without culture is a dead nation”.64 The income generated from 

the local tourism initiative could furthermore be used to finance social-economic development 

projects.  

 

An analysis of the different local cultural expressions that are interesting to link to (future) 

local tourism initiatives, divided into categories, will follow. All information about these local 

cultural expressions has been acquired during the field research in February/March 2011 to 

the Lower Shire Valley. For more in-depth information on the local cultures in the Lower 

Shire Valley, kindly is referred to the master thesis of Ragna Brouwers.65   

 

5.1 Traditional dance and music 

 

Dance and music is a very important aspect of the culture of the people living in the Lower 

Shire Valley. Dance and music is used in many ceremonies which can have a positive 

nature, like the celebration of a successful harvest, marriage or an anniversary, or a negative 

nature, like the passing away of one of the villagers. Furthermore, different welcome dances 

and songs are performed to welcome guests to the villages. The most important dances that 

are part of the Sena and Mang‟anja cultures will be presented on the following page. 

 

 Nyau dances 

The Nyau dances are performed by a society of people from different social groups 

and different villages, which are called the Nyau. It can be seen as a secret society 

and is only accessible for men and boys. Before entering the society everybody  
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needs to go through an initiation 

ceremony. The Nyau people perform 

dances in which they make use of 

traditional clothing and masks. The 

ceremonial dances of the Nyau, also 

known as the great dances, are 

performed during special occasions like 

weddings and funeral and sometimes 

also as entertainment for visitors. 

Another word to indicate the Nyau 

dances is „Gule Wamkulu‟.  

 

 Ndjole dances  

This type of dance is only performed by women. The women usually dance in a circle 

and sing songs with it. During the field research in February/March 2011, the 

opportunity has been taken to enjoy different Ndjole welcome dances.  

 

 Nganda dances  

This type of dance is only performed by 

men. The steps in the dances are different 

than in the Ndjole dances which are for 

women. In Nganda dances the men move 

backwards, forwards and to the sides.  

 

 Ulimba dances 

This type of dance is only performed by 

men as well.  

 

According to Village Headman Mphapha, the dances which are typical for the Sena and 

Mang‟anja people living in the Lower Shire Valley, including the Gule Wamkulu, are 

sometimes witnessed by tourists that visit the area. These tourists have heard about these 

ceremonies and celebrations from people from the local communities or accommodation 

providers, see the performances accidentally or might have heard the drumming of the music 

and decided to have a look. 

 

The traditional dances, and especially the popular Gule Wamkulu, are a very interesting 

aspect of Sena and Mang‟anja culture to show to tourists. Nation-wide, the Gule Wamkulu is 
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seen as an important cultural treasure of Malawi of which the population should be very 

proud. Gule Wamkulu has put Malawi on the world map, as it is one of the dances 

recognized by UNESCO as protected Malawian heritage worldwide, and as the Nyau 

dancers have won an international traditional dancing competition organized by UNESCO in 

2006 with the Gule Wamkulu. More tourists could be attracted to the country and to the 

Lower Shire Valley by the cultural treasure of Gule Wamkulu.66 As Mister Mphadza, teacher 

at Tomali Secondary School, states “I am sure the tourists will appreciate that”67.  

 

In the bibliography internet links have been given of youtube movies which display the Ndjole 

dances that have been attended during the field research.  

 

5.2 Traditional ways of preparing and eating nsima 

 

Nsima is the basis of many meals in the Lower Shire Valley and is regarded as the staple 

food of Malawi.  It is eaten by all segments of the population and it is relatively cheap. Nsima 

consists of maize flour which is boiled with water into porridge and then skillfully stirred until it 

has become a thick paste, which looks a little bit like mashed potatoes. Nsima is usually 

eaten with two side dishes, known as „relishes‟, which are meat, poultry, fish and a 

vegetable. This is often accompanied by hot pepper Nali sauce. In the Lower Shire Valley, it 

is custom that girls eat with their mother and the other women, while boys eat with their 

father and the other men. Nsima is eaten with bare hands and before dinner, everyone 

washes their hands with a bowl of water. 

The aim is to take small pieces of the 

nsima, roll it into a ball and dip it into the 

relishes. When making an indentation in 

the nsima ball, it is easier to eat the relish 

or gravy with the nsima. The process 

from cooking to eating nsima is a time 

consuming process but sometimes seen 

as an art by some Malawians.  

 

Helping with the preparation of nisma could be very interesting for tourists as nisma is an 

important aspect of local culture as well, and creating the nsima from maize is an intensive 

and informative process. When helping with the nsima, the tourists have the opportunity to 

ingrate in local life. 
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5.3 Local beliefs and religion 

 

As mentioned in chapter 3.4, the two main „modern‟ religions of Malawi are Christianity (80%) 

and Islam (13%). In the Lower Shire Valley, almost all people are of Christian religion, which 

they „mix‟ with the beliefs in ancestral spirits, traditional medicine and witchcraft. The most 

important ancestral spirit in the Lower Shire Valley that is prayed to is Mbona. Mbona is the 

spirit of the rain. He came from Zambia and people pray to this spirit when they want rain. 

Mbona does not have a village where he lives, but instead there are two sacred places 

where people can pray to him; Mbwewe wamitengo and Khuluvi, situated in the Lower Shire 

Valley. In the latter one Mbona settled down for a longer period. If people want to pray for 

Mbona, they circle around the sacred place, while dancing and singing songs. They sing 

simple songs: “Kaseteri, Kaseteri, Kasetiri, Zikomo, Zikomo” (rain, rain, rain, please, please). 

The people pray until the rain comes and then they go home. However, sometimes the rain 

does not come, because of witchcraft. The people then have to perform different dances, 

while men and women sing songs. The witches who prevent it from raining, live outside the 

villages, and are sometimes also called African Doctors which can heal people that are sick. 

Mbona does not belong to one social 

group but travels to different districts 

and countries so that people from 

different social groups can pray to 

him. However, it is not possible to 

meet Mbona by face. Mbona also has 

a wife who is called Salima. Mbona is 

considered to be very important for the 

local communities in the Lower Shire Valley.68  

 

Listening to the stories about Mbona can be very interesting for tourists, as the traditional 

beliefs in local spirits is not familiar to them. It might be interesting for them as well to make a 

visit to the two sacred places; Mbwewe wamitengo and Khuluvi. 

 

5.4 Artifacts and historical objects 

 
As the culture of the Sena and Mang‟anja is very distinct from the culture of the tourists 

visiting the region, it could also be very interesting for them to learn about the artifacts and 

historical objects of the region. During a visit to the communities, the tourists will be 
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introduced to these aspects of culture. Furthermore, they can learn more about the artifacts 

and historical objects in the museum of Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Centre, situated at the 

entrance gate of Lengwe National Park. The exhibition in the museum of Tisunge! displays a 

combination of cultural and natural heritage of the Lower Shire Valley and the way in which 

the two have influenced and continue to influence one another. The cultural section of the 

exhibition is formed by artifacts that were excavated in the Lower Shire Valley and historical 

and ethnographic objects that have been 

collected in the villages of the Lower Shire 

Valley. Each of the collected objects has been 

catalogued, including the name of the former 

owner, its origin and history. Via the collection of 

these objects in the villages, it was possible to 

show the local population of the Lower Shire 

Valley the importance of heritage preservation.69 

Moreover, visitors of the centre can learn more 

about the cultures and history of the local 

population of the Lower Shire Valley in the 

library of Tisunge!. Albert Bisalomo, manager of 

Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Center thinks it 

will be very interesting for tourists to visit the 

centre and he is very happy to welcome tourists 

that want to learn more about the local culture. 

“It‟s like we sell the culture of the Mang‟anja, 

Sena at Tisunge!”  

 

A heritage center is furthermore present at the entrance of Majete Wildlife Reserve, and 

tourists can also pay a visit to the National Museum of Malawi in Blantyre when they want to 

learn more about local culture in Malawi.  

 

5.5 Traditional clothing, local language, storytelling and local 

customs 

 

Tourists that would be interested in learning about all expressions of the culture of the Sena 

and the Mang‟anja people could furthermore be informed about aspects like traditional 

clothing, the local language, folk stories, and local customs.  
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Traditional clothing in the Lower Shire Valley is very conservative. All women in the Lower 

Shire Valley wear a Tsenje, a cloth with traditional patterns on it, which is wrapped around 

the body. It is very important in the culture of the Sena and the Mang‟anja, and in general in 

Malawi, that women do not show their knees, as men could get excited when noticing this.  

 

The local language in the Lower Shire Valley is Chichewa, which is also the national 

language of Malawi, next to English. As mentioned in chapter 4.3.2, greeting properly is very 

important throughout Malawi. For this reason, it could be interesting for tourists to learn how 

to greet others in Chichewa. According to many of the interviewees, it is not important that 

the tourists really speak Chichewa, but it would be nice if they would know some basic 

sentences.  

 

Storytelling is a very important aspect of culture as well in the Lower Shire Valley. Stories 

about local spirits like Mbona are told as well as different folk stories which have a deeper 

meaning. These stories are told to the children by the elderly people in the villages, in order 

to teach them about important values in life. These folk stories can be compared with the 

fairytales that are known in Western culture. In general, people in Malawi love to tell stories 

to each other and to their guests and they have a very great imagination.  

 

Local customs that were furthermore identified to be important to teach the tourists about, 

that were mentioned in the interviews held in the Lower Shire Valley, are as following. 

 

 Initiation ceremony 

This is a ceremony which takes places to become an adult. They boys and girls of the 

age of 10-12 years, go separately to a camp or house where they stay for a few days. 

Here they learn from respectively elderly men and women about sex intercourse, 

pregnancy, marriage, respecting each other and HIV/AIDS. Girls learn how and when 

they should stay away from men. In short they learn how to live a good life.  

 Marriage 

As mentioned in chapter 3.4.3, the Sena people follow the patrilineal pattern in their 

social structure, which is inheritance through the male side of the family. On the 

contrary, the households of the Mang‟anja people follow the matrilineal pattern in their 

social structure, which is inheritance through the female side of the family. In other 

words, in the Sena culture the woman goes to the family of the man, while in the 

Mang‟anja culture it is the other way around. Nowadays, people do not pay for 

marriage anymore in the sense that they do not have a dowry anymore. Also 
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marriages between people from different social groups are allowed, as “they are all 

Malawians”70. 

 HIV/AIDS control 

As mentioned in chapter 3.4.3, aspects of the family structure have been adjusted as 

a way of controlling HIV/AIDS. In the past, when a husband passed away, a 

successor had to be approached to join the widow, in order to take care of the 

children. Because of AIDS this system is no longer in order in the traditional form, 

because the disease was transmitted often to the new partners. Nowadays, they still 

search for a successor but his role is different now. Instead of being a new husband 

and going to the wife and taking care of her, the men just support the women while 

living at their own places. Often the younger brother of the husband that passed away 

is the successor. When he already has a wife the widow just adds to the family. 

Moreover, in some communities, like Singano community, the chiefs do not advice 

the people to use a condom, because this will encourage sex and implies that it is 

good to have sex. Instead they recommend the girls and boys to wait with sex until 

they are married. Before a couple gets married, they are furthermore advised to go to 

the hospital to take an AIDS test, which are for free. When they are clean, they are 

encouraged to have sexual intercourse.  

 Gender roles 

Last but not least, it is important to teach the tourists about gender roles, as these are 

different in other countries. As mentioned in chapter 4.2, gender roles have changed 

in past years, also under the influence of tourism. For example the fact that in the 

past women were not allowed to wear trousers and men were not allowed to have 

long hair is not applicable anymore.  

 

5.6 Conclusion  

 

In conclusion it could be stated that there are many local cultural expressions from the Sena 

and Mang‟anja people that are interesting to link to (future) local tourism initiatives. 

Traditional dance and music, like Gule Wamkulu, the preparation of nsima, local beliefs and 

religions, like Mbona, and artifacts and historical objects could be used to attract tourists to 

the area. Also the traditional clothing, local language, folk stories and local customs could be 

committed to attract more tourists. When linking these local cultural expressions to a tourism 

initiative, the local population will have the opportunity to present their culture, tourists will 
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have the opportunity to experience local culture, and cultural preservation in the Lower Shire 

Valley could be reached.  

 

Tourists could be given the opportunity the learn about the culture of the Sena and the 

Mang‟anja by inviting them to the communities, interacting with them, answering their 

questions on local culture, and performing cultural dances with stories behind them. When 

participating in a community visit, the tourists would have the opportunity to learn about all 

aspects of the local culture that have been described at once. In this way they will have the 

opportunity to experience daily life and learn about traditional aspects of culture. 
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6. Extent of local involvement 
 

In earlier chapters it appeared that the attitude of the local population of the Lower Shire 

Valley was perceived to be very positive and it seemed that the local population was 

interested in working in the tourism sector. As can be read in chapter 3.2.3, there are not 

many people in the Lower Shire Valley that actually work in the tourism sector yet. In the 

previous chapter, different local cultural expressions have been identified which could be 

linked to (potential) local tourism initiatives in order to attract more tourists. When considering 

this, it could be stated that the local population appears to be very positive towards tourism 

and that they possess the cultural resources for developing new tourism initiatives and get 

involved in the development of tourism.  

 

However, before it is possible to make recommendations about the possibilities of the local 

population in the Lower Shire Valley for participating in (future) local tourism initiatives, it is 

necessary to investigate the existing and desired extent of local involvement with the help of 

Pretty‟s Typology of Participation (1999),71 in order to determine the current and preferred 

role of the local population in the tourism sector. Pretty‟s six point typology of participation, 

which is used to describe differing degrees of involvement and control by local people over 

(tourism) development in their communities, is displayed in chapter 2.2.2. The six points in 

the model range from passive participation in which external parties hold all the control over 

the tourism development and local people have no share in decision-making, to self-

mobilisation and connectedness in which the decision-making and control lies entirely with 

the local population, with possible assistance from external parties. 

 

6.1 Extent of local involvement in existing local tourism 

initiatives 

 

An analysis will be given of the extent of local involvement in the existing local tourism 

initiatives that are situated in the Lower Shire Valley, described in chapter 3.2, in order to 

gain an insight in the present role of the local population in tourism development. In table 7 

on the following page, these existing local tourism initiatives from the Lower Shire Valley are 

ranked by using Pretty‟s six point Typology of Participation.  
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Table 7: Existing local tourism initiatives ranked by Pretty‟s six point typology of development 

 

 
 

 

 
Existing local tourism initiatives 

 
Extent of local involvement 
according to Pretty’s six point 
Typology of Participation 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Lower 
Shire 
Valley 

Thornton‟s Grave 
 

6. Self mobilization and       
    connectedness 
 

Accommodation and restaurants in 
Chikwawa and Nsanje 

6. Self mobilization and       
    connectedness 
 

Cultural evening Ndakwera 5. Interactive participation 
 

Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage 
Center 

5. Interactive participation 

Traditional weaving project 5. Interactive participation 
 

Nyala Lodge 
 

3. Bought Participation 

Majete Community Campsite 
 

3. Bought Participation 

Thawale Camp 
 

3. Bought Participation 

Mkulumadzi Lodge 
 

3. Bought Participation 

Chipembere & Migudu Camp 
 

3. Bought Participation 

Njati Lodge 
 

3. Bought Participation 

 

When looking at table 7, it can be stated that only two local tourism initiatives are initiated 

from within and operated by the local community. There are a few projects in which the local 

community takes part in the decision making process and development of the tourism 

project. Furthermore there are some projects in which members of the local communities 

participate because they receive incentives in exchange, like salary and the development of 

community projects. When comparing the initiatives in the Lower Shire Valley with the 

initiatives in other parts of Malawi (see chapter 3), it can be stated that the extent of 

involvement of the local communities is greater is many initiatives in other parts of Malawi. 

Put differently, there are more projects in the rest of Malawi in which the level of participation 

is typified as „self-mobilization and connectedness‟, and as „interactive participation‟.  
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6.2 Desired extent of local involvement in (future) local tourism  

initiatives 

 

An analysis will be given here on the desired extent of local involvement in (future) tourism 

initiatives with the help of Pretty‟s Typology of Participation. In other words, an examination 

will be given about how things should be organized for the local population of the Lower 

Shire Valley, concerning the decision-making process of and control over the tourism 

initiatives.  

 

As can be read in the theoretical framework (see chapter 2), it is very important that the local 

communities are involved in the planning and decision-making process and operation of 

tourism projects, so that they can maximize their share in benefits of the tourism initiatives.   

According to Mowforth and Munt72: “the only forms of local participation which are likely to 

break the existing patterns of power and unequal development are those which originate 

from within the communities themselves.” When this quote is associated with Pretty‟s model, 

it can be stated that the extent of local involvement according to Pretty‟s Typology of 

Participation thus needs to be equal to the stage of self-mobilization and connectedness.  

When looking at the previous paragraph it appears that not many of the tourism initiatives are 

typified to be in this stage and thus local communities are not able to break with the existing 

patterns of power and with unequal development, i.e. local communities are not able to have 

a maximum share in the benefits from tourism initiatives.  

 

One of the initiatives in Malawi that is typified to be in this stage and contributes for a great 

deal to the local community is the Njobvu Cultural Village in Ulongwe, which is described in 

appendix 5. Njobvu Cultural Village is owned and operated fully by the members of six 

surrounding local communities. The people that are directly involved in the project receive a 

salary, while the rest of the money goes into a community development fund which is spent 

on aspects which support the development of the community, like education and health 

centers. The initiative does work together with a small amount of partners which have 

supported the project with aspects like the training of management skills and the construction 

of the village itself. The people working at this project fulfill all job positions, up to the 

management of the project.  
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As mentioned, most of the existing local tourism initiatives in the Lower Shire Valley are not 

initiated by the members of the local communities, like Njobvu Cultural Village. For this 

reason it is important that the people that work at these existing tourism initiatives do have 

the opportunity to receive training and fulfill higher positions within the company. When 

members of the communities start to fulfill these higher positions, the extent of local control 

over the tourism initiatives will also increase tremendously.  

 

When thinking about future local tourism initiatives that will be started up in the Lower Shire 

Valley, and for which recommendations will be given in chapter 8, it is important that the 

extent of involvement of the local people is as big as possible. This means that the typology 

of participation should be at least at the level of interactive participation or self-mobilization 

and connectedness. Ideal situation would be if the local tourism initiative is fully initiated by 

the local community, as this will provide them with the income that is directly generated from 

the initiative, it will give them a great deal of control and sense of ownership over the 

initiative, and it will stimulate their efforts to make this initiative to as success. It should be 

taken into account though, that while it is important that ideas for and control of tourism 

developments come from within the community, it is also important that local communities 

can make use of and benefit from the assistance of national government resources and 

NGO‟s to help establish and coordinate their ideas and schemes.73  

 

For the people in the Lower Shire Valley this means that if a new local tourism initiative is 

established it would be most profitable if this initiative would come from the community itself. 

However, as education about the development of such an initiative is very low, it is important 

that they have access to external sources which support them with for example 

management, marketing and financing issues. A partnership arrangement with these external 

sources should be established.  

 

In chapter 5 it was analysed that a tourism initiative that is based on the culture of the Sena 

and Mang‟anja people that live in the Lower Shire Valley, would be very interesting for 

tourists. In such an initiative based on local culture, members of the local communities of the 

Lower Shire Valley will fulfill the central role. In this case, the local people should have full 

control over the initiative and the final say in the development and decision-making process, 

as the tourism initiative evolves around themselves. As learning about and experiencing the 

local cultures was mentioned by the interviewees as one of the main reasons for tourists 

visiting Malawi, it should be made sure that the local people do not turn into objects or 
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commodities in the visitor‟s mind. It should be avoided that local people become showcases 

and „human museum exhibits.74 This can best be avoided when the local population itself 

controls the tourism initiative, so that they control the speed of development and the way the 

tourism initiative is organized and presented to tourists.  

 

6.3 Conclusion 

 
The level of involvement of the local population in the existing tourism initiatives, according to 

Pretty‟s Typology of Participation, is not very extensive. There are only a few examples that 

are fully the initiative of the local population and which could be identified as being in the 

stage of „self-mobilization and connectedness‟. To be able to maximize the share in benefits 

from tourism of the local communities, a high level of involvement and control over the 

tourism initiatives is necessary. The desired level of involvement of the local population in 

future tourism initiatives is determined at being „self-mobilization and connectedness‟ or 

„interactive participation‟. Furthermore, the local communities should always have access to 

external partners which could help them with issues like marketing, and finance.  
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7. Conclusions  
 
In this thesis the attitudes of the local population of the Lower Shire Valley towards tourism 

have been investigated as well as the possibilities for local participation in the development 

of tourism in the area.  

 

The Lower Shire Valley is situated in the South of Malawi and hosts several interesting 

attractions for tourists, like three national parks/reserves. A very basic tourism infrastructure 

is present in the Lower Shire Valley including several local tourism initiatives like 

accommodations, restaurants and heritage centers, which are initiated and managed by non-

profit organizations, accommodation providers and a tour operator. The organization and 

quality of these initiatives is not always very good and the extent of local involvement in 

these projects is low.  At the moment only small amounts of tourists visit the Lower Shire 

Valley and the destination is determined to be at the beginning of the involvement stage 

according to the Destination Life Cycle Model of Butler, which means that the area is still at 

the very beginning of the tourism destination development process.  

 

It has been identified that to be able to attract more tourists to the region, it is important that 

the cultural and historical resources of the tribes in the Lower Shire Valley are emphasized. 

The Sena and Mang‟anja people are the dominant tribes in the Lower Shire Valley and have 

a distinct culture, language and traditions from many other tribes living in Malawi. Local 

cultural expressions of the Sena and Mang‟anja that could be linked to tourism in order to 

attract more tourists are traditional dance and music, the preparation of local foods, stories 

about local beliefs and spirits like Mbona, and artifact and historical objects.  

 

The attitude of the local population towards tourism is perceived to be very positive. The 

tourists that visit the region are welcomed very warm and hospitable and the local population 

seems very enthusiastic about receiving more tourists. Though there are not many 

opportunities for working in the tourism industry at the moment, the local population appears 

to have a very positive attitude towards working with tourists. However, as a consequence of 

the fact that the local views on the concept of tourism are not always similar to the views of 

tourists on these subject, problems could occur when tourist numbers increase, because of 

miscommunication and a discrepancy in expectations. On the contrary, people from the 

identified tourism areas in Malawi, often have a better perception on the concept of tourism, 

as they also enjoy the same activities as tourists and have free time and holidays as well.  
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The level of irritation according to Doxy‟s  Irridex is identified to be in the euphoria stage. In 

this phase the local population is perceived to be very positive towards and curious about the 

small number of tourists that are visiting the area. Furthermore, visitors are not taken for 

granted yet outside the tourist facilities and people still get really excited when they see 

„white people‟. Factors that have been identified which could influence this positive attitude 

are the stage of development, amount of tourists visiting, the influence of tourism on daily 

local life and positive and negative experiences between locals and tourists. As a result of 

the fact that the area is still in the beginning of the involvement stage and not many tourists 

are visiting the area, contact between the two parties is still minimal, and negative 

experiences are small in number. Also the influence of tourism on local daily life is still very 

small, though influences can be identified. These reasons have lead to the assumption that 

the positive attitude towards tourism has not really changed since tourists started visiting the 

valley.  

 

The extent of local involvement in the existing initiatives is very low according to Pretty‟s 

Typlogy of Participation. Also the possibilities for other members of the local communities to 

participate in these initiatives are minimal. To give the local population a chance in 

participating in the tourism industry, new tourism initiatives should therefore be developed.  

The desired level of involvement of the local population in these future tourism initiatives is 

determined to be at the level of  „self-mobilization and connectedness‟ or „interactive 

participation‟. In other words, it is important that the role of the local population in the 

development of tourism is extensive and that they are part of the decision-making process 

and have control over the tourism initiatives. This high level of involvement and control over 

the tourism initiatives is necessary in order to  maximize the share in benefits from tourism of 

the local communities. Furthermore, it is important  that the local population has access to 

external partners which could help them with issues like marketing, and finance of the future 

tourism initiatives.  

 

In conclusion it can be stated that the local population of the Lower Shire Valley appears to 

be very interested in and positive towards tourism, as well as very enthusiastic about 

participating in the tourism industry. Though there are not many possibilities to participate in 

the existing local tourism initiatives at the moment, local participation in future local tourism 

initiatives is possible and will be most beneficial if the local people themselves stay in control 

of the decision-making and control of the initiatives.  

 

On the basis of these conclusions, recommendations have been made for the possibilities of 

local participation in tourism, which can be found in the following chapter. 
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8. Recommendations on the possibilities for local 

participation in tourism development in the Lower 

Shire Valley 

 

The conclusions from the previous chapters of this thesis research will be used to give 

recommendations on the possibilities for local participation in existing and future local 

tourism initiatives. A distinction is made between existing and potential tourism initiatives, in 

order to evaluate the full potential of the local population of the Lower Shire Valley for 

participating in tourism projects.  

 

8.1 Recommendations for participation in existing local tourism  

initiatives 

 

Analyses of the existing local tourism initiatives in the Lower Shire Valley have been given in 

chapters 3.2. The extent of local involvement in these projects has been given in chapter 6. 

Next, recommendations on the opportunities for the population of the Lower Shire Valley to 

also get involved in the existing local tourism initiatives in the area will be given.  

 

It can be stated that the opportunities for locals to get involved in existing local tourism 

initiatives are limited, as only a few local initiatives are present in the Lower Shire Valley at 

the moment. Furthermore, there are many barriers, like a lack of visitors, lack of promotion, 

and difficulties in cooperation between different parties, that limit the success and growth of 

these existing tourism facilities and projects. Only when these barriers are overcome, and the 

tourism facility or project is able to expand, new employees could be hired.  

 

The research has shown that the people that are already working at these existing local 

tourism initiatives are often not involved in the development of and control over the initiatives. 

Instead, people from the outside are the people that fulfill the management positions and that 

give guiding to the local employees. To be able to increase the extent of local participation in 

these initiatives, possibilities for higher management functions should be offered to members 

of the local population. Opportunities for higher management functions at these projects 

could be possible when adequate training is provided for the potential managers. 
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8.2 Recommendations for participation in potential local tourism  
initiatives 

 
To give the local population a chance in participating in the tourism industry, new tourism 

initiatives should be developed. Recommendations for potential local tourism initiatives in the 

Lower Shire Valley will be given, as well as the corresponding levels of involvement of the 

local population. Furthermore, potential barriers which could limit the success of these 

initiatives and recommendations on potential partnerships which could solve these problems 

are identified. 

 

8.2.1 Recommendations on potential tourism initiatives 

 

Since the community is perceived to be the obvious place to start analysis and planning of 

the new tourism developments, as the community represents the industry‟s shop floor where 

visitors and host meet and where impacts are felt most keenly,75 the self-mobilisation and 

connectedness typology of participation of Pretty should be used when considering new 

tourism initiatives. This means that the decision-making and control over the potential 

initiative lies entirely with the local population, with possible assistance from external parties. 

In this situation, the local population will receive maximum benefits from the tourism initiative. 

Recommendations for potential local tourism initiatives which will meet this requirement will 

be given below.  

 

 Cultural events and excursions 

 

Different cultural events and excursions could be organized in the Lower Shire Valley. It 

would be interesting to establish a cultural evening, or improve the one in Ndakwera. During 

this cultural evening tourists get acquainted with the local culture of the Sena and Mang‟anja 

and different local cultural expressions will be presented, like traditional dance and music, 

local food and storytelling (see chapter 5). 

 

Another cultural excursion could be made to the communities involved in the weaving project 

of Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Centre (see chapter 3.2). During this excursion tourists will 

learn about the traditional skills of weaving that were almost forgotten, and about painting the 

fabric with natural paint, which is locally made. At the end of the excursion the tourists can 

support the weaving projects by buying one of the traditional souvenirs which are sold in the 

Tisunge! gift shop.  
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 Community visits 

 

Different community visits could also be organized in the Lower Shire Valley. During these 

community visits tourists will have the opportunity to experience daily local life and learn 

about the different traditions and cultural expressions of the Sena and Mang‟anja people. 

Single and multiple-day visits could be organized for the tourists. When tourists will be 

staying multiple days, the community visit project could be developed as a home stay project.  

 

Singano Community would have great potential to organize these visits to; as Chief Singano 

has mentioned multiple times that he would be very interested in receiving tourists in his 

village and showing them the community projects and traditional village life. He is very 

interested in setting up a tourism initiative in his village and wants to create accommodation 

for the tourists. Furthermore, besides experiencing the traditional life of the villagers, there 

are many community development projects, like the weaving project, which could be visited. 

A multiple-day visit to this community would therefore very well be possible.  

 

Another location which would have great potential to organize the community visits to would 

be the community of Kanzimbi, as Tisunge! and Jambo Africa are planning to build a bush 

camp there. Culture is combined with nature as it will take two days walking to Kanzimbi from 

Nyala Lodge. In this community also a weaving project has been set up which can be visited 

by the tourists. Unfortunately, there have been some problems with the approval of the 

establishment of the bush camp by Lengwe National Park. Cooperation between Lengwe 

National Park, Tisunge, Jambo Africa and the local communities is not always very good.  

 

 Voluntourism projects 

 

Different possibilities for voluntourism projects could be set up throughout the Lower Shire 

Valley. As mentioned in previous chapters, many accommodation providers at the national 

parks and wildlife reserves are involved in community development projects in the 

surroundings of the parks. A voluntourism project could be set up there which combines 

visiting the national parks and enjoying wildlife during game drives with volunteering at one of 

the community development projects.  

 

Another possibility would be to set up a voluntourism project at one of the local communities 

in the Lower Shire Valley. Tourists could for example combine a cultural event or community 

visit with some volunteer work at the community development projects that are present. 

Singano Community would have great potential as it offers a great variety in development 
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projects in which volunteers can participate, f.e. health care center, orphans project, tree 

planting project and more.  

 

According to the interview with Max del Bufalo76, Jambo Africa wants to start up a volunteer 

programme in the future as well. He stated that the volunteers could help with the existing 

community projects like tree planting, weaving etc, as well as with setting up new tourism 

projects like the bushcamp in Kanzimbi. Furthermore, he mentioned that volunteers are good 

for establishing networks and finding funding for the different projects. Moreover, volunteers 

normally pay an amount of money for volunteering which would go to the CBO‟s of the Lower 

Shire Valley, though it is not certain on what aspects the CBO‟s spend the money.  

 

 David Livingstone Tourism Trail 

 

As mentioned in the introduction, the adventures of Dr. David Livingstone are used as the 

starting point of this thesis. One of the reasons for choosing the Lower Shire Valley  

as the main research area, was the fact that Dr. David Livingstone has traversed the valley 

during several of his expeditions in Malawi. As a consequence, many places in the Lower 

Shire Valley are historically interesting, on the subject of David Livingstone. A tourism trail 

which includes these historically interesting places could be developed. Places that could be 

included are: 

 

o Elephant March: this is one of the places that Livingstone has visited and written 

about during his travels. Livingstone has given the place the name „elephants march‟ 

because during his travels the march was still filled with numerous amounts of 

elephants. Chiromo is situated is the south of the Elephant March and Chibakuza is 

situated in the north. At Chibakuza excavations have been done by Menno Welling, 

where he encountered a graveyard underneath the village.  

o Katunga: this is the anchorage location of the African Lakes Corporation.  

o Mount Cholo: this is a location where Livingstone wanted to establish a mission. 

Unfortunately for him, he was driven away by the local population. Halfway on the 

mountain, an archaeological site can be found with lots of pottery, which used to be a 

location for sacrifices.  

o Maleko: this is an old location for sacrifices. Ceremonies can be reproduced here.  

o Weaving project in the Lower Shire Valley: during the time of David Livingstone‟s 

expeditions, the Lower Shire Valley was famous for its traditional weaving (see 
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chapter 3.2). A photo of Livingstone with different people weaving is showed at the 

National Museum of Malawi in Blantyre, and Livingstone has also written about this 

aspect of culture.  

 

For more information on the facilities and possibilities for development along the trail of David 

Livingstone in the Lower Shire Valley, kindly is referred to the bachelor thesis of Marieke 

Wanders. 77 

 
Justification of the recommended potential tourism initiatives 

 

These above mentioned local tourism initiatives are recommended for the Lower Shire Valley 

because local culture and history are emphasized in all local tourism initiatives and all 

initiatives can be combined with each other easily.  

 

The choice to put emphasis on these aspects has been made for reasons that have been 

mentioned earlier in chapter 5; culture and history are the only assets the communities in the 

Lower Shire Valley have, “new” tourists are interested in experiencing and learning about 

new cultures, the local population is of the opinion that is very important that tourists learn 

about their culture, and learning about cultures and traditional ways of life is mentioned as 

the main reasons for tourists visiting Malawi by the interviewees. By giving the local culture of 

the Sena and Mang‟anja people a central role in the tourism initiatives, tourists can be 

attracted, local cultural expressions will be valued more by the inhabitants, and cultural 

preservation will be supported.  

 

The choice to recommend initiatives that can all be combined with each other, has been 

made so that it will be easy for the local population to promote the region and so that tours 

could be organized. For example, the weaving project can be linked to the trail of David 

Livingstone, and the cultural event can be combined with the community visit to Singano. It 

might be necessary in the beginning to combine every potential tourism initiatives with some 

volunteering work, creating voluntourism programmes in this way, as it seems the local 

population of the Lower Shire Valley expect visitors to support to their community in one way 

or another(see chapter 4.3.2).  
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8.2.2 Recommendations on barriers of tourism development 

 

Unfortunately, several barriers could limit the success and growth of the tourism initiatives 

and could in this way threaten their feasibility. Recommendations will be given on how to 

deal with the barriers of tourism development.  

 

The first big barrier that should be overcome is the lack of visitors to the Lower Shire Valley. 

The lack of tourists could be a consequence of the economic crisis or the lack of promotion 

of the Lower Shire Valley and Malawi in general. When only a few tourists visit the area, the 

income from tourism which is needed to sustain the local tourism initiatives will not be 

earned. Another negative consequence of the lack of visitors is the fact that it could lead to 

disappointment of the local community‟s side. It is therefore recommended that the potential 

tourism initiatives are well-promoted throughout Malawi and the tourist-generating regions in 

order to reach vast amounts of tourists to the initiatives.  

 

The second big barrier that should be overcome before the tourist initiatives can be a 

success is the financing of the initiatives. Before it is possible to establish one of the 

proposed tourism initiatives it is necessary to find funding for the start-up. As most of the 

initiatives are small-scale projects, the start-up costs will probably not be too high. When the 

tourism initiative is in operation it could be funded with the income that is earned from the 

tourists visiting the initiatives. Furthermore it is recommended that a community development 

fund is established to which a percentage from each contribution of tourism goes. With the 

money from the development fund, projects which benefit the whole community can be 

funded, like the improvement of schools and health centers. In this way the whole community 

has the chance to benefit from the newly established tourism initiatives.  

 

The third big barrier that should be overcome is the weak education of the local population 

especially when it concerns tourism and hospitality. As mentioned in chapter 4, many people 

in the Lower Shire Valley have a different perception on the concept of tourism than people 

from the tourist generating countries. When a new local tourism initiative will be set up, the 

local people in the Lower Shire Valley should receive training about tourism and hospitality 

so that they know what is expected from the tourists side and so that they get more insight in 

the tourism industry. They could receive this training on the job or they could visit another 

successful tourism initiative to learn from its employees. Adequate training should 

furthermore be provided to the local people that want to fulfill higher positions within the 

existing and future tourism initiatives.  
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The fourth big barrier that should be overcome before tourism development will be 

successful is the weak state of the infrastructure, transportation means, accessibility and 

tourism facilities that are present (see chapter 3.2). It will be difficult to establish a well 

organized local tourism initiative of good quality when the destination elements of the area or 

not present or in bad state. According to publications from the Republic of Malawi78, the 

government has identified these problems as well and is planning to increase the quality and 

expand the tourism infrastructure throughout Malawi.  

 

Other barriers which could limit the success of the potential tourism initiatives and that should 

be overcome are the lack of English of some of the community members, the emergence of 

local elites, insufficient financing, or the chance of disappointment of the people involved. 

 

8.2.3 Recommendations for potential partners 

 

To be able to overcome the barriers which are mentioned in order to make the initiatives to a 

success, it is recommended that partnerships are established with potential partners. The 

choice for partners instead of stake holders has been made, to make sure that the control 

and decision making over the tourism initiatives stays in the hands of the community 

members. Potential partners for the local tourism initiatives that are proposed earlier are 

among others: 

 Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Center 

 Jambo Africa 

 African Parks 

 Project African Wilderness (PAW) 

 Mwabvi Community Wildlife Trust (MCWT) 

 Other communities in the surroundings of the local tourism initiative   

  

The potential partner that is most recommended for the proposed local tourism initiatives is 

Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Centre. A company description of Tisunge! can be found in 

appendix 8.  Tisunge! would be a partner with much potential for the proposed tourism 

initiatives, as the centre is already involved in many community development projects and its 

focus is on the preservation of cultural heritage. Moreover, Tisunge! already works together 

with different communities in the Lower Shire Valley, and has furthermore cooperation‟s with  

Jambo Africa, Nyala Lodge, Lengwe National Park, the Dutch Mlambe foundation, and more. 

Tisunge! itself will probably not be able to help with the funding of a new tourism initiative, but 
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there will probably be possibilities with these partners with which Tisunge! cooperates. 

Furthermore, Tisunge! is interested in linking with the tourism sector as Menno Welling 

mentioned in the interview that Tisunge! was planning to develop different tourism 

excursions, for example the bush camp in Kanzimbi. Tisunge! would be able to assist the 

local communities with setting up a tourism project, management skills, and knowledge about 

tourism. For these reasons Tisunge! would be a very good partner when communities decide 

to establish a local tourism initiative.  

 

8.3 Recommendations in short 
 
 
Different recommendations for the tourism development in the Lower Shire Valley have been 
given.  
 
 Members of the local population of the Lower Shire Valley should to be involved in 

the development process of new tourism projects right from the start.The level of 

involvement of the local population in future tourism initiatives should be „self-

mobilization and connectedness‟ or „interactive participation‟ according to Pretty‟s 

model.  

 To be able to increase the extent of local participation in the tourism initiatives, 

possibilities for higher management functions should be offered to members of the 

local population. 

 To be able to attract tourists to the Lower Shire Valley in the first place, initiatives in 

which the cultural and historical resources of the Lower Shire Valley are emphasized 

should be developed. Initiatives that are recommended are cultural excursions, 

community visits, voluntourism projects and a tourism trail based on Dr. David 

Livingstone‟s adventures.  

 A promotion plan for the Lower Shire Valley needs should be written. The potential 

tourism initiatives should be well-promoted throughout Malawi and the tourist-

generating regions in order to reach vast amounts of tourists to the initiatives, as they 

are the financers of the projects.   

 The local population interested in working in the tourism sector should receive 

adequate tourism and hospitality training. They should learn about the most important 

aspects concerning tourists, before the industry can really be developed.  

 The tourism infrastructure should be improved in the Lower Shire Valley and other 

parts of Malawi.  

 Local communities should make partnerships with external partners which could help 

them with issues like marketing, and finance. For the proposed local tourism 
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initiatives a partnership with Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage centre has been 

recommended. 

 Furthermore, as this thesis is part of a greater research project, it needs to be 

combined with the work of the three other students, and send to interested parties, 

like Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Center and Jambo Africa.  
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Appendix 1: Maps of the research area 

 

Figure 1: Location of Malawi 

 

Source: Travel and Tourism – Malawi – November 2009 from Mintel Oxygen 
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Figure 2: Location of the Lower Shire Valley 
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Figure 3: Interview locations in Malawi 

 

 

Source: http://www.un.org/Depts/Cartographic/map/profile/malawi.pdf

Interview locations 
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Figure 4: Tourism regions within the Lower Shire Valley 
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Figure 5: Detailed map of the Lower Shire Valley 
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Figure 6: Location of the „warm heart of Africa‟ 

 

 

Source: Tourist brochure from the Society of Malawi, situated in Mandala House, Blantyre 
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Appendix 2: Field research interview methods 

 

Interview guide 

 

Interview Local community members 

 

EXPLANATION PURPOSE OF INTERVIEW 

 

FACTSHEET INFORMATION (Name, Age, Gender) 

SPECIFIC INFORMATION (Profession, ethnic group, community position) 

 

Attitude towards tourists 

 

1. Do many tourists come and visit your community? 

2. Why do you think do the tourists come and visit? 

3. What do the tourists do when they come here? What words best describe them? 

CARDS 

4. What do you do in your free time?        

CARDS 

5. Do you like it when the tourists come? What do you think is nice about tourists? 

6. Are there things you do not like about them?      

CARDS 

7. Have things changed since tourists started visiting? 

8. Do you have tips for the tourists to improve their behavior? 

 

Tourist initiatives 

 

9. Are there already restaurants, lodges, travel agencies in this community? 

10. Do people work with the tourists? (cook, guide, driver, etc.) 

11. How many people work with tourists? 

12. Would you like to work with tourists? In what way? 

13. What do you know about working with tourists?  

14. Do you learn about tourists and other cultures in school? 

 

Local culture 
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15. Do you think it is important that tourists learn about your culture > local traditions, way 

of living, language, clothing? 

16. When tourists visit, how is this local culture shown? (via dance, singing, ceremony) 

17. What would you like to show them? Learn them? 

 

Local participation 

 

18. Do you have any ideas yourself how you could participate in tourism initiatives? 

 

Ownership, responsibility and community structures 

 

19. Who is the chief of the village? 

20. Who has which responsibilities in the community? 

21. Who takes community related decisions? 

22. Who takes care of the tourists when they visit? 

23. What rules and regulations apply in the community? 

24. If you want to start up something, for example a lodge, do you need approval? From 

who? 

25. How is the land divided between community members? 

26. What other parties are involved in tourism? (Ministry of tourism, tour operators, 

NGO‟s etc.) 

 

Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Centre 

 

27. Have you heard about Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Centre?  

28. What do you think about their projects? (conserving local heritage) 

29. Do you work together with Tisunge!? How is the cooperation? 

 

DO YOU HAVE QUESTIONS YOURSELF? 

 

AFTER INTERVIEW NOTES 
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Projective techniques 

 

Figure 7: Cards with the question “What do tourists do when they come here?” and “What do 

you do in your free time?” 
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Figure 8: Cards with the question “Which words best describe the tourists?” 
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Figure 9: Cards with the question “Are there things you do not like about tourists? Or about 

what they do?” 
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Appendix 3: Introduction Letter by Menno Welling 
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Appendix 4: Results projective techniques 

 

Legenda table 1-4: 
 
The subjects have received a ranking with numbers and different colours. For example in 

table 1 the activity that was mentioned by the interviewees first has received a 1 and a yellow 

colour. The activity that was mentioned secondly has received the number 2 and the colour 

green. Etc.. Furthermore the blue-coloured beams highlight different activities that have been 

mentioned most in total by the interviewees. With the use of these numbers and colours is it 

easier analyse the date, make comparisons and formulate conclusions.   

 

Table 1: Results for the question “What do tourists do when they come here?” 
 
 

Activities 
 

Sinazio 
Chiwambo,  
Mphapha 

Cedric 
Pensulo, 
Nyala 
Lodge 

Albert 
Bisalomo, 
Tisunge 

Big Robert, 
Big Blue 
Star 
Backpacker 

Big Joe, Big 
Blue Star 
Backpacker 

Bird watching 
 

2 8 3  10 

Canoeing – 
Lake Malawi 

2 6 2 2 9 

Cooking 
 

10    7 

Dancing 
 

6    5 

Drink 
beer/Going out 

7 2   3 

Hiking 
 

4  6  4 

Lying in 
hammock 
 

11   3 1 

Reading a book 
 

8 5   2 

Swimming 
 

3 7 1 1 6 

Taking photo‟s 
 

9 3 4 4 8 

Visiting National 
Parks 

5 1 5  / 

Watching 
animals 
 

1 4 5  / 
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Table 2: Results for the question “What do you do in your free time?” 

 
 
 

Activities 
 

Cedric 
Pensulo, 
Nyala 
Lodge 

Albert 
Bisalomo, 
Tisunge 

Nellie, 
Mayoka 
Village 

Big Robert, 
Big Blue 
Star 
Backpacker 

Big Joe, Big 
Blue Star 
Backpacker 

Bird watching 
 

     

Canoeing – Lake 
Malawi 

     

Cooking 
 

  V   

Dancing 
 

V V V   

Drink beer/Going 
out 

   V V 

Hiking 
 

     

Lying in 
hammock 
 

    V 

Reading a book 
 

 V  V V 

Swimming 
 

V V V  V 

Taking photo‟s 
 

 V  V V 

Visiting National 
Parks 

     

Watching 
animals 
 

 V    

Watch movies 
 

  V   

Drawing art  
 

   V  

Going 
somewhere else, 
to a restaurant 
 

V     
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Table 3: Results for the question “Which words best describe the tourists?” 

 

 

Positive 
words 
 

Cedric 
Pensulo, 
Nyala 
Lodge 

Albert 
Bisalomo, 
Tisunge 

Nellie, 
Mayoka 
Village 

Big Robert, 
Big Blue 
Star 
Backpacker 

Big Joe, Big 
Blue Star 
Backpacker 

Beautiful   8   

Friendly 1 7 1 2 7 

Funny  3 6 6 8 

Generous   3   

Happy 2 4 2 3  

Helpful 3 8 4  2 

Intelligent 4  12  6 

Interesting 5 2 7 5 4 

Relaxed  1 5 1 1 

Respectful  9 9 4  

Rich   11   

Stylish 6 10 10   

 
 

Negative 
words 
 

Cedric 
Pensulo, 
Nyala 
Lodge 

Albert 
Bisalomo, 
Tisunge 

Nellie, 
Mayoka 
Village 

Big Robert, 
Big Blue 
Star 
Backpacker 

Big Joe, Big 
Blue Star 
Backpacker 

Angry V     

Bored V     

Disrespectful  5   3 sometimes 

Greedy  11 1   

Loud    7  

Poor V     

Sad V     

Strange      

Stressed   2   

Stupid      

Ugly      

Unfriendly V 6 3  5 sometimes 

 

V = mentioned but not in order, had to ask for negative characteristics of tourists. 
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Table 4: Results for the question “Are there things you do not like about the tourists? Or 

about what they do?” 
 
 

Negative 
behaviour 
 

Cedric 
Pensulo, 
Nyala Lodge 

Albert 
Bisalomo, 
Tisunge 

Nellie, Mayoka 
Village 

Big Joe, Big 
Blue Star 
Backpacker 

Being sick 
 

  1 1 

Destroying nature 
 

3 1  4 

Don‟t like the 
food 
 

 4   

Don‟t respect 
local traditions 
 

2 3  3 

Don‟t speak the 
language 
 

  2  

Drinking too 
much 
 

1 5   

Loud 
speaking/yelling 
 

4    

Making trash 
 

   2 

Taking photo‟s 
 

    

Wear 
inappropriate 
clothing 
 

 2   
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Appendix 5: Supplementary information on local tourism initiatives 

 

Chembe Village Community Project Center  

 

Chembe Village Community Project Center was established in 2009 and is situated in 

Chembe Village, also known as Cape Maclear, on the southern shore of Lake Malawi. The 

centre has been founded in order to raise awareness, assist with fundraising and support the 

growth and sustainability of already existing projects in Chembe Village. The projects that are 

involved are community based and the local people have shown a great deal of commitment 

to the success of these projects.79  

 

Chembe Village Community Project Center is located at the reception of Tuckaways Lodge80, 

and acts as an informational centre for people interested in learning more about the projects 

in and around Cape Maclear. According to Mike Banda81, manager of the community project 

center (CPC), Tuckaways Lodge was especially established by the owner of Gecko Lounge, 

to sustain the CPC projects, as profit from Tuckawys goes to the CPC. Besides the financial 

support that Tuckaways gives to the CPC, it also provides the centre with tourists that want 

to volunteer at the projects for a day or a longer period. The centre offers many opportunities 

for volunteers to participate in one of the community projects. An overview of the different 

community projects of the CPC, as well as its relation to Tuckaways and Gecko Lounge is 

given in the model below.  

 

Many tourists that stay at Tuckaways decide to volunteer at Panda Garden, a community 

project by HEEED, which works in close cooperation with the CPC. HEEED is a Malawian 

NGO that stands for Health, Education, Environment and Economic Development. HEEED 

                                                 
79

 Chembe Village Community Project Centre. (2011). www.chembeprojects.org  
80

 Tuckaways. (2011). www.tuckawaysmw.com  
81

 Mike Banda, interview March 2011 
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Malawi is there to ensure growth and development of sustainable projects that promote good 

health and human well-being, regular income and self-sufficiency in both food production and 

the fuel required for cooking.82 HEEED is responsible for the development of a number of 

projects in and around Cape Maclear, including: briquette making, bilharzia education, 

educational diving, paper making, fish farming, arts and crafts, HIV/AIDS awareness, malaria 

education, nutrition information, English classes, environmental education and many more.   

Panda Garden receives approximately 4-5 tourists per week that come and help. As tourists 

pay 1500 kwacha for a full day and 750 kwacha for volunteering half day at Panda Garden, 

substantial amounts of income are generated. As mentioned, most of these tourists come 

from Tuckaways, but opportunities for volunteering are also promoted at Gecko lounge and 

other places.  

 

Through the income generated from tourism and the support from tourists that want to 

volunteer, the Chembe Village Community Project Center has been able to support and 

develop all the community based projects, which have increased the living standards of the 

local population of Chembe Village considerably.  

 

 

Cultural evening Ndakwera 

 

Jambo Africa organizes cultural evenings in the community of Ndakwera. As the websites 

states:83 “For the ultimate cultural experience it is possible to go to the nearby village of 

Ndakwera where the inhabitants will entertain the visitors with local masked dances and 

food.” Visitors in groups of minimal four people, up to twelve persons in total, can visit the 

village and learn about traditional village life. During this evening the visitors will get a little 

village tour during which they can see how the people live, they will participate in making 

Masau wine, traditional meals are prepared and eaten, rituals are performed and traditional 

masked dances (Nyau dances) are presented. In this way Jambo Africa supports the 

preservation of local culture and heritage in the Lower Shire Valley.84 

 

This cultural evening in Ndakwera has been established around 2005. In past years this 

cultural evening was organized more often, but at the moment it has been approximately 1 to 

1,5 years ago since this tour was organized. According to Max del Bufalo, the owner of 

                                                 
82

 HEEED Malawi. (2011). www.heeedmalawi.net  
83

 http://www.jambo-africa.com/ 
84

 Jambo Africa – Interview March 2011. 

http://www.heeedmalawi.net/
http://www.jambo-africa.com/
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Jambo Africa, last year was a very bad year for the projects in the Lower Shire Valley, “the 

motor needs to be started again.” 

 

The tour is organized in cooperation with the Community Based Organization (CBO) of 

Ndakwera. Jambo Africa sends a message to the CBO how many tourists will visit and when 

this will take place. This has to be done a few days in advance, preferably at least a week, 

because a lot of preparations have to be made before the tourists can visit. The Nyau people 

who do the dances are not from Ndakwera itself but live spread in the surroundings, so they 

need to be informed in advance. Furthermore, pit latrines needs to be dug and food and 

drinks needs to be prepared. Jambo Africa brings the tourists to the community of Ndakwera, 

but after they have arrived, the CBO immediately takes over the organization. Basically, the 

whole village participates in the event, but they do not participate in the organization of it. 

The local people directly interact with the tourists, and are very curious about and interested 

in the tourists. However, the local people are sometimes drunk during these tours which 

sometimes leads to unexpected events. According to Menno Welling from Tisunge! Lower 

Shire Heritage Center, the cultural evening is “a great dancing festivity, in which the people 

from the village perform these dances for themselves and which is not staged.”  

 

The cultural evening is promoted via the website of Jambo Africa, and information is also 

provided in the travel agency in Blantyre. Moreover, it is promoted in the Nyala Lodge in 

Lengwe National Park via posters. The tour is also mentioned on different sources of 

information about the Lower Shire Valley like the Malawi Tourism Guide website.85 

 

A part of the money that the tourists pay for the tour goes to the local community.  In this 

way, the tour provides the local community with income through tourism. At the same time it 

protects the park as the tourists want to see well preserved nature and no trash etc. It is a 

way of sharing the tourism business with the locals. The money that is paid to the community 

goes to the CBO, who spends it on different causes. However it is not clear on what aspects 

the money is spend exactly. 

 

While this cultural evening sounds very interesting and could be a very successful project for 

all parties involved, it has been struggling with several barriers. As a result of the financial 

crisis and the general decrease in visitor numbers to Malawi, there have not been enough 

tourists that were interested in visiting the cultural event in Ndakwera, which explains why the 

evening was organized already so much time ago. From the start, the local population was 

                                                 
85

 http://www.malawitourism.com/ 

http://www.malawitourism.com/
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very enthusiastic about the idea, but because the project has not developed as they 

expected, their enthusiasm has given way to disappointment (see chapter 4.4.2). 

Furthermore, there have been some difficulties in cooperation between Lengwe National 

Park, Jambo Africa and the local communities.  

 

Though the project needs to overcome these barriers, it first appeared that it was quite an 

established tourism project already. However, during the visit to the community of Ndakwera 

in March 2011, it seemed like the local population had no idea about the existence of this 

project. As a consequence of their lack of the English language and many 

miscommunications, it was not possible to hold a real interview. The village headman of 

Ndakwera acknowledged that sometimes tourists visit the community, and he recognized the 

name of Jambo Africa. However, nobody in the village was in charge of such a project and 

actual information about the cultural evening could not be given. The translator stated that 

they do have dances in Ndakwera, but nothing in relation to tourism. Due to community 

structures, visitors always go to the chief of the village, no interview has been held with a 

member of the CBO. However, it would be logical that the chief of the community knows 

about this project, him being the representative of the community. Also the fact that know 

information exists on where the money that is earned by the local community is spend on, 

questions the existence of a well-organized project.  

 
Traditional weaving project 

 

A weaving project involving members of surrounding communities of Lengwe National Park, 

which operates with the support of tourists visiting the park, has been set up by Tisunge! 

Lower Shire Heritage Centre. This center which was established in 2006 has been founded 

to promote natural and cultural resource awareness and conservation in the Lower Shire 

Valley.86  

 

In the time that David Livingstone visited the area, the Lower Shire Valley was famous for its 

traditional weaving, using locally grown cotton.87 In colonial times, the raw cotton was sold 

and shipped to England where the cloths were then made, resulting in the disappearance of 

the art of weaving in Malawi. Recently, the project in which traditional weaving techniques 

have been reintroduced, so that the skills do not get lost, has been set up by Menno Welling 

and Tisunge in cooperation with the National Museum of Malawi. Members of the National 

Museum of Malawi, like Henz Pere Kamoyo (see interview in appendix 8), have given 
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 Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Centre. (2011). Objectives. 
87

 House of Wonders. (2011). Lower Shire Valley and Nyala Lodge.  
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weaving workshops in which many communities in the Lower Shire Valley were taught about 

the traditional weaving techniques. Two-week workshops have been given in the 

communities of Chikwawa, Tomali, Ndakwera, Kanzimbi, Singano and at Tisunge! Lower 

Shire Heritage Centre. According to Henz Pere Kamoyo, also villages in the surroundings of 

the above mentioned villages were interested in learning about weaving.  

 

However, also in this project there have been some barriers which have limited the success 

of the project. As can be read in chapter 4.4.2 also here the early enthusiasm of the 

communities has given way to disappointment in several communities. As a result of the fact 

that it takes some practice and time before the products can be sold and before tourists can 

buy them in the shop at Tisunge!, many communities got demotivated and decided to quit the 

project. As visitor numbers have been low in past years, also the profit of selling the 

weavings has been small, which lead to disappointment. At the moment, only the 

communities of Singano and Kanzimbi are still actively involved in the weaving projects. 

Their locally made traditional weavings can be bought by tourists in the shop of Tisunge!. Via 

this project, these two communities also share in the benefits from tourists visiting Lengwe 

National Park.  

 

Njobvu Cultural Village 

 

Njobvu Cultural village was established in 2001 and is situated next to Liwonde National 

Park. Njobvu Cultural Village is a cooperative initiative of six villages near Ulongwe in Balaka 

District, namely Ligwangwa, Kwenje, Bimbi, Maninji, Chikolongo and Gopole. Njobvu has 

been established with the aim of generating community income and of educating the local 

people about the importance of conserving Liwonde National Park‟s resources for tourism 

purposes. Njobvu has tried to introduce a form of revenue into the area that would encourage 

locals to stop poaching in the nearby National Park and introduce a sustainable source of 

income. Furthermore, Njobvu Cultural Village strives to be a role model for other 

communities in Malawi.88 

 
Guests of Njobvu Cultural Village have the opportunity to experience and learn about 

Malawian rural life during a one-day or multiple-day trip. They have the chance to take part in 

different activities like enjoying traditional dances and drumming performed by villagers, a 

guided walking tour through the village to see daily life and to meet the village headman, 

traditional healer and community members, visiting the nursery school, enjoying a campfire 

with cultural exchanges and preparing maize flour for Nsima. Accommodation is available for 

                                                 
88

 Njobvu Cultural Village. (2011). www.njobvuvillage.org  
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4 guests in 2 rooms in typical mud brick huts with comfortable beds and mosquito nets. 

Furthermore there is a well-constructed long drop toilet with traditional washing area. 

Currently, Njobvu is also developing a volunteer programme. 

 

Njobvu Cultural Village is one of the only projects in Malawi that has been initiated by a 

cooperation of local communities. It operates independently and is only run by local villagers. 

Two people from each village have been chosen as representatives of their village and 

together they form a larger committee who runs the initiative, with Enoch Chidothi being the 

Manager. Community members that participate in activities that the lodge provides to guests 

receive a part of the profits and the rest of the profit is spent on community projects.89 A large 

percentage of this is used to support orphans from the village who have lost their parents to 

HIV/AIDS, malaria and malnutrition diseases. It also supports their grandparents who now 

take care of them and the village nursery school. Other community projects which have been 

funded with the profits from tourism and which have contributed to village development are 

the building of houses for people in need, the repair of several boreholes, the provision of 

materials to villagers who are doing projects for common public interest, and the construction 

of local schools, clinics and bridges.  

 

External agents who have been supporting the cultural village are the Department of National 

Parks, the United States Peace Corps, USAID/Malawi and Wilderness Safari‟s.90 The latter 

owns among others the nearby Mvuu Lodge, and has provided the funding for the 

construction of Njobvu Cultural Village. 

 

Through this project, the villages now have the opportunity to benefit from tourism to Liwonde 

national park, and at the same time it encourages the communities to conserve their natural 

and cultural resources.  
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 Grassroots Journeys. (2010).  Njobvu Cultural Village. www.grassrootsjourneys.com  
90

 http://www.wilderness-safaris.com/ 
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Appendix 6: Figures and models 

 
Figure 14: Where are the Poor in Malawi? 
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Figure 15: Likelihood of being poor by location 
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Table 6: Organizational structure of the local tourism initiatives in the Lower Shire Valley 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Local tourism 
initiative 

 
Year of 
Establish 
ment 

 
Initiated by 

 
Cooperation with/ 
supported by 

 
Nature of cooperation 

 
Number of employees 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Lower 
Shire 
Valley 

Nyala Lodge 2001 Jambo Africa Tisunge! Lower Shire 
Heritage Center 

Jambo Africa is the steering 
committee of the community 
development projects of 
Tisunge! 

14 people, functions in 
housekeeping, waiter, chef, 
guide, chef assistant, and 
laundry. 

Cultural evening 
Ndakwera 

2005 Jambo Africa Community Based 
Organization (CBO) 
of Ndakwera  

The CBO takes care of the 
tourists during the cultural 
evening upon arrival 

Members of the CBO of 
Ndakwera, and basically the 
whole village which 
participates 

Tisunge! Lower 
Shire Heritage 
Center 

2006 Menno 
Welling 

Jambo Africa, 
surrounding 
communities, 
Mlambe Foundation  

Different community 
development projects 
organized in communities. 
Financial support from 
Mlambe.  

14 people 

Traditional weaving 
project 

 Tisunge! 
Lower Shire 
Heritage 
Center 

Surrounding 
communities, 
National Museum of 
Malawi, Mlambe 
Foundation 

National Museum of Malawi 
has provided two-week 
traditional weaving 
workshops in the six 
communities that were 
involved.  

Communities of Singano and 
Kanzimbi involved 
 
 

Thornton‟s Grave 
 

 Community 
of Maganga 

Evangelical Lutheran 
Development 
Service. 

Financial support from 
Evangelical Lutheran 
Development Service. 

The people from Maganga 
community 

Majete Community 
Campsite 

2007 African Parks Surrounding 
communities  

Local people manage the 
campsite. Support to many 
community development 
projects 

Three representatives from 
the surrounding local 
communities run the 
campsite 

Thawale Camp  African Parks Surrounding Supports to community Thawale Camp staff consists 
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communities development projects in 
surrounding communities 

of two cooks, two assistants 
and two night guards. 

Mkulumadzi Lodge (July) 
2011 

Robin Pope 
Safari‟s 

African Parks, 
surrounding 
communities 

Supports to community 
development projects in 
surrounding communities  

 

Chipembere & 
Migudu Camp 

 Mwabvi 
Wildlife and 
Community 
Trust 

African Wilderness 
Projects, surrounding 
communities, 
Department of 
National Parks 
Wildlife 

Local people work at 
campsite, more people 
trained for higher 
management positions. 
Work with Department of 
National Parks Wildlife on 
anti poaching and access 
control 

57 staff members at their 
base at Chipembere 
camp, Mwabvi Wildlife 
Reserve, who are also hired 
for conservation and 
construction work inside the 
Wildlife Reserve 

 Njati Lodge 2010 Mwabvi 
Wildlife and 
Community 
Trust 

African Wilderness 
Projects, 
communities from 
the surroundings, 
Department of 
National Parks 
Wildlife 

Local people work at the 
campsite in exchange for a 
salary and the development 
of community based 
projects, With Department of 
National Parks Wildlife on 
anti poaching and access 
control 

 

 Accommodation 
and restaurants in 
Chikwawa and 
Nsanje 

 Locally 
owned 

  Small amount of people, 
approximately 4 people per 
initiative 
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Figure 17: Butler and Doxy combined 
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Appendix 7: Meaning of tourism 

 

The replies of the Dutch respondents that were asked to give definitions of the words „tourist‟ 

and „holiday‟ are as following: 

 

Tourists 

 Somebody that comes to visit my country and looks for all the highlights and 

interesting places, which is good for our country because of foreign exchange 

earnings (Jasper Schulten, 22 years). 

 A tourist is somebody that is always making noise and is walking around with a 

camera to make pictures of everything they see (Corinne de Groot, 51 years). 

 A tourist is somebody that brings money into a country (Aad van Koppen, 62 

years).  

 A tourists is a person which looking for a new experience in other countries (Ian 

de Vreede, 35 years). 

 Tourists are people that go to foreign countries to enjoy the local culture and learn 

about the differences between home and that place (Jenny Stikkels, 21 years) 

 

Holiday 

 Holiday is a period in which I do not have to do anything, it is a period of 

relaxation and enjoyment (Hendrik de Vos, 45 years). 

 During a holiday I achieve relaxation through physical efforts, like hiking in the 

mountains (Kees Jansen, 80 years). 

 During a holiday I like to go to the beach with my friends and chill in the sun. 

Enjoying the company with some good beers and music is what I like best (Amber 

Bakkers, 18 years). 

 Holiday is a time when it does not matter at what time you get up, you do 

whatever you want, and that there are no obligations, and which you spend in a 

different place than your home (Jasper Schulten, 22 years). 

 Going on a holiday is for me enjoying the nature and food in another county 

(Marjolein van Zeijl, 31 years).   
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Appendix 8: Company description of Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Center 

 
Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Center has been established in 2006 and is situated at the 

gate of Lengwe National Park. „Tisunge' is Chichewa for 'Let us preserve'. The heritage 

centre was founded to promote natural and cultural resource awareness and conservation in 

the Lower Shire Valley, in southern Malawi. The establishment of Tisunge! has the following 

objectives: 

 Dissemination of knowledge of the cultural and natural heritage of the Lower Shire 

Valley.  

 Education on the importance of natural and cultural resource preservation. 

 Promoting regional sustainable tourism.  

 Facilitating sustainable income generation for local communities.  

 Preserving archaeological sites of the Lower Shire Valley for future generations.  

 Promotion and facilitation of national and international research and co-operation.  

 Promotion of the community based natural and cultural resources management 

programmes. 

 

Very important in the project is the close collaboration with local community based 

organizations. Local community support is perceived to be critical to effective heritage 

conservation policy. For this reason Tisunge! is involved in many community development 

projects in the communities surrounding Lengwe National Park. Many of these projects have 

initially been started by Jambo Africa. When Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Centre was 

established and appeared interested in setting up similar projects, Jambo Africa decided to 

hand over the management of the existing projects and now only functions as the steering 

committee. The community development projects are established in order to improve the 

living standards. Additional information about these projects, acquired via the website of 

Tisunge! will be given next.  

 

Projects 

 

The Museum at Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Centre 

The exhibition in the museum of Tisunge! will display a combination of cultural and natural 

heritage of the Lower Shire Valley and the way in which the two have influenced and 

continue to influence one another. The cultural section of the exhibition will be formed by 

artefacts excavated in the Lower Shire Valley and historical and ethnographic objects that 

have been collected in the villages of the Lower Shire Valley. Each of the collected objects 

have been catalogued, including the name of the former owner, its origin and history. The 
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collection of these objects in the villages provided Menno Welling (chairman of the Lower 

Shire Heritage Trust) and the government staff and enthusiastic volunteers that assisted him, 

with a unique opportunity to introduce and explain the purpose of Tisunge! to the 

communities, and at the same time conveying the message of the importance of heritage 

preservation. The object collecting was a great success and it gave the communities a sense 

of the ownership that the Lower Shire Heritage Trust wants to achieve. 

 

Re-introducing traditional crafts 

As an intrinsic part of the realisation of the heritage centre, Tisunge!, in cooperation with 

Chichiri Museum, has reintroduced the traditional weaving and spinning in six villages 

surrounding Lengwe National Park (Tomali, Ndakwera, Kanzimbi, Singano, Kampani, 

Mchenga). It is intended that the cloth shall be woven from hand spun locally cultivated 

cotton. Already many pieces of beautiful cloth have been woven (as yet with industrial cotton 

yarn), which can be used for placemats, table runners, chief chairs, or bags. The generated 

income will be used for Tisunge!. The reintroduction of the weaving and spinning tradition 

was funded by Impulsis. Currently there are around 23 active weavers working alone or in 

two‟s and the quality of the cloth is amazing. On average the weavers go home with about 

K3000 (about $21) profit a week in an area where a day labourer earns a dollar a day.  

 

The traditional spinning is taking longer to develop and only a few spinners are active. 

Reason being that it is a long and tedious process and the end result is not as profitable as 

the weaving of cloth. 

 

Tree planting projects 

With a view to sustainability great effort is being put into the planting of indigenous trees at 

Tisunge! and along the river Nkhombedzi, which due to deforestation outside the park floods 

every year. The planting of the seedlings is being conducted under the supervision of the 

Department of National Parks and Wildlife and is executed by the local football and netball 

clubs who become the owners of the trees they plant. As compensation for the planting and 

continuous care of the seedlings each club receives a new ball and uniforms. The planting 

programme was made financially possible with a grant from the World Wildlife Fund (the 

Netherlands).  

 

A second planting program is the tree nursery and plantation at the village of Singano, where 

group village headman Singano has donated a plot of land for the realisation of the 

plantation. Here we have realized two boreholes, thanks to a very generous private donor, in 

order for the community based organization, Chigoda, to plant and maintain some 10.000 
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trees that are planted for sustainability and future income. The income that Chigoda receives 

for her work is partly used to reward its members that do the hard work and party to assist 

the CBO in achieving her objective which is to care for the elderly, sick and orphans of the 

villages of group village headman Singano. 

 

Maize mill 

Jambo Africa Ltd. has donated an electrical maize mill to Tisunge! With the maize mill 

Tisunge! can generate income which will ensure its self-sustainability in the future. It 

furthermore provides a service to the communities around Lengwe National Park, who 

currently have to travel more than 15km to have their maize milled. The maize mill is 

powered by electricity and due to the fact that Illovo provides that electricity free of charge 

Tisunge! can offer the milling services to the communities at a very reasonable rate. The 

income generated will initially be used to employ a Malawian director for the heritage centre. 

The construction of the house for the maize mill will hopefully start in March 2009. Funds 

permitting the mill can be operational by September 2009. 

 

Brick making 

Both the double staff house (currently under construction) and the maize mill house will be 

built with pressed bricks of cement and sand. For this purpose we have been able to borrow 

a manual brick press. Illovo donated an old cement mixer which was fixed up by Max Del 

Bufalo. This method of brick making is more environmental friendly, as fired bricks lead to 

deforestation. We hope this building method can be an example to the communities and 

funding permitting we hope this brick making activity can be turned into another income 

generating activity. 

 

Library 

The library currently functions as a research library and a community library. For the latter 

function Tisunge! has acquired school books and has organised after school activities to 

attract the local school children to come in and in the process learn about their heritage. 

There are plans to set up a special Children‟s Club for this purpose. 

 

Local communities in the Lower Shire Valley and Tisunge! 

 

During the interviews with members from the local population of the Lower Shire Valley, 

questions were also asked about possible cooperation between the community and Tisunge! 

and about their opinions about the projects of Tisunge!. Their responses about this subject 

can be found in the interview transcripts which can be found in appendix 9.  
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According to Albert Bisalomo, who is the manager of the heritage center, Tisunge works 

together with the following communities at the moment: 

 Singano: here is a weaving and tree planting project 

 Zikolata (Ndakwera): here is a weaving and tree planting project as well. Tisunge 

gives general assistance here. There is also an idea for starting a tourism initiative, a 

bush camp, here. 

 Kanzimbi: here is a school rehabilitation project. Also a tree planting project is here. 

Furthermore ideas for a bush camp are at place here as well. They want to give out 

small loans to start up a small business. There is a lot of poaching there now and 

maybe Tisunge! can help to stop that in this way.  

 Ndakwera: Tisunge worked together with the CBO here for a cultural exhibition. 

 Tomali: Tisunge!  has organized a tree planting programme here.  

 

From the interviews it can be stated that the communities that are cooperating with Tisunge! 

are very happy about the collaboration between the different parties. According to Chief 

Singano, Tisunge! has done great things; he has introduced and helped with many projects 

in Singano and in other communities.   

 

In general it can be stated that the majority of the people living around Tisunge! know the 

Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Centre. Most of them also know what the heritage centre has 

to offer to visitors. Cedric Pensulo, who works at Nyala Lodge mentioned that the museum 

exhibits old materials from the past, and that you can learn about these artifacts and the 

history of the Lower Shire Valley. The information provided is perceived to be very good and 

without the museum it would not be possible to know about people from the past. The 

museum is perceived to be very important for cultural preservation as well. Some of the 

interviewees have visited Tisunge! before themselves.  

 

Though it appears that everyone is very positive about Tisunge! there were a few people that 

were of the opinion that their community itself does not benefit from the presence of 

Tisunge!.  

 

Tisunge and partners 

 

Tisunge! has been cooperating with many different partners. Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage 

Centre is run by the Lower Shire Heritage Trust (LSHT); a charitable trust, established under 

the laws of Malawi. The partners in the Lower Shire Heritage Trust are: Department of 
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Culture; Department of National Parks and Wildlife, Mlambe Foundation; Paramount Chief 

Lundu; Chief Chapananga; African Parks (Majete) Ltd.; and Jambo Africa Ltd.  

 

Unfortunately, cooperation between these parties is not always very good. For example, 

Tisunge! wants to start up a bush camp in Kanzimbi in cooperation with Jambo Africa, but 

this is not being approved by Lengwe National Park. Jambo Africa has concessions in 

tourism in Lengwe NP and is the only one who can operate and establish accommodation for 

tourists in the NP. However, the relation with the NP is not so good unfortunately, so they do 

not approve a second tourism project. According to Menno Welling, a meeting should be 

organized in the near future to listen to the wants and needs of the parties involved in the 

tourism developing process. Also the population themselves should be questioned about 

their opinions. The relationship between the local population and the National Park is also 

not very well, since the population was forced to move out of the area when Lengwe National 

Park was expanded in 1970.  
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Appendix 9: Interview transcripts 
 

1) Bicycle Taxi Driver 
2) Big Blue Star Backpackers Village 
3) Butterfly Space, Nkhata Bay 
4) Ephram, Senga Bay 
5) Jambo Africa, Blantyre 
6) Liwonde Safari Camp, Liwonde NP 
7) Mayoka Village 
8) Menno Welling 
9) Ministry of Tourism, Wildlife and Culture 
10) Mphapha community 
11) National Museum of Malawi, Blantyre 
12) Ndakwera 
13) Nyala Lodge 
14) Panda Garden, Cape Maclear 
15) Singano Community 
16) Tisunge! Lowe Shire Heritage Centre 
17) Tomali primary school 
18) Tomali secondary school 
19) Tomali shop 
20) Tuckaways, Cape Maclear 

 
 

1) Interview Bicycle Taxi Driver 
 
03-03-2011 
 
Russels 
20 years, male  
Bicycle taxi driver 
Student 
 
Russels sometimes transports white people. Most of the time he transports African people. 
Russels likes to transport white people. The white people come to the area to help, teach 
and learn about the area. Russels tries to sell me many rides and tries to persuade me to 
give him more money. He is very friendly though and even a bit shy. He is very active as a 
taxi driver, though he still goes to school as well.  
 
Russels has heard about the Tisunge and that there is a library and museum there. He has 
visited Tisunge one time before.  
 
 

2) Interview Big Blue Star Backpackers Village 
 
27-03-2011 
 
Robert Longwe 
“Strong Robert” 
24 years, male 
Works at Big Blue Star Backpackers in Nkhata Bay 
 
Big Blue Star Backpackers 
 
Robert has been working at Big Blue for the past three months. Many tourists visit Big Blue.  
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There are more tourists visiting in the weekends. In April (Eastern) there are many tourists.  
 
Tourists 
 
Tourists visiting Big Blue and Nkhata Bay are form varying countries like USA, Zambia, 
Zimbabwe, Japan, Australia, China, Mozambique, and South Africa. In short there are many 
different tourists. There are both young and older tourists. The tourists come to Malawi for 
work, to visit the country and to travel around. Tourists participate in different activities when 
visiting Malawi like learning about the local culture and working as volunteers.  
 
Cards: Activities tourists 
 
Tourists like taking photos. They take photo‟s almost everywhere, like from the lake and from 
people dancing.  
 
In his free time Robert also participates in some of the activities mentioned on the cards. He 
sometimes takes photo‟s himself, from animals. Furthermore he likes reading a book (novels) 
and drinking beer. He also likes drawing art.  
 
Positive aspects tourists 
 
Robert likes to work with tourists. He likes to learn about activities from them and about other 
cultures.  
 
Some things have changed since tourists started visiting like the building of schools and 
orphan houses.  
 
Negative aspects tourists 
 
Sometimes they are jealous. Tourists do not really have negative aspects as people all have 
different cultures. “You can‟t stop them. Everybody is free to do what they want. You can join 
your own culture.” 
 
However, everybody that comes here should know about local rules and behaviour. The 
government rules (No farting ;). The tourists can learn about these rules and behaviour by 
reading books and going to Malawi and talking to people and learning about it.   
 
 
27-03-2011 
 
Joe  Kondowe 
“Big Joe” 
24 years, male 
Works at Big Blue Star Backpackers in Nkhata Bay 
 
Big Blue Star Backpackers 
 
Big Joe has been working at Big Blue for the past four months. Many tourists visit Big Blue, 
but it depends on the season. In summer there are many tourists, from July until October it is 
busy.   
 
Tourists 
 
Tourists visiting Big Blue and Nkhata Bay are form varying countries like UK, USA, Israel, 
Canada, South Africa, Australia and Holland  
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The tourists come to Malawi because the people in Malawi are good, to see the lake, to 
volunteer and because Malawi is the warm heart of Africa.  
 
Tourists participate in different activities when visiting Malawi like going to the lake, 
snorkelling, going around and speaking to people. They also come to Malawi to “find 
differences between about where they come from and here.” 
 
Cards: Activities tourists 
 
Tourists participate in all activities that are displayed at the cards.  
 
In his free time Big Joe also participates in some of the activities mentioned on the cards. He 
likes to go swimming, drinking, reading books (vampire books), lying in a hammock, and 
taking photos of friends and family.  
 
Positive aspects tourists 
 
Big Joe likes working with tourists because it has been difficult to find work. And tourists have 
provided work. It has given him something to keep him busy.  
 
Negative aspects tourists 
 
Tourists should respect local traditions, they should say „hi‟ to everyone. When tourists do 
not respond this is a very bad thing.  
 
 

3) Interview Butterfly Space, Nkhata Bay 
 
22-03-2011 
 
Alice Leaper 
±30 years, female 
Manager Butterfly Space 
British 
 
http://www.butterfly-space.com/ 
blondieleap@hotmail.com 
 
Butterfly Space 
 
Butterfly Space is a lodge in Nkhata Bay which is involved in many community projects. 
Projects that they have are a Community Resource and Internet Centre (free internet for 
locals), a youth club, nursery and a playground. These projects have been set up in 
cooperation with the Peace Ministry Development Initiative, a locally based NGO. The 
projects are regulated by a local committee and a committee from Butterfly. Though the 
projects have been set up by Butterfly Space the community projects are completely 
separate from the lodge. The profits from the lodge just go back in to the business. The 
community projects depend on support from the outside like NGO‟s and private sponsoring. 
At the moment they receive a lot of sponsoring from the UK. The volunteers themselves do 
not pay for being a volunteer. They only have their personal expenses and they can stay at 
the lodge for half price rates. Butterfly Space itself has 20 staff members who all live in 
Nkhata Bay. 5 people who work at the community project get paid wage from the project.  
 
 

http://www.butterfly-space.com/
mailto:blondieleap@hotmail.com
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Tourists and volunteers 
 
Through the website some 5 people per year register for being a volunteer at Butterfly 
Space. Some people learn about the projects when staying at Butterfly or other lodges in 
Nkhata Bay/Malawi and then decide to volunteer. There is seasonality in the amount of 
visitors that stay at Butterfly with Christmas being very full. January and February are very 
quiet months. It can be stated that there are 2 to 3 volunteers per month. Alice hopes that the 
community projects will be very successful and that more people decide to support the 
projects by sponsoring money or volunteering. They promote the projects via the website, via 
posters in other hostels throughout Malawi and via posters in the internet room of Butterfly 
Space. She hopes that more people get aware of the projects in Nkhata Bay.  
 
 

4) Interview Ephram, Senga Bay 
 
17-03-2011 
 
Ephram 
29 years old, male 
Local crafts maker, guide 
 
Ephram has been working with tourists since he was young. His parents used to work with 
tourists so he has been adjusted to seeing them from a young age. He is very happy to work 
with tourists and he likes to interact with them. He likes to speak English with them and to 
show them around. He thinks it is a pity that many tourists do not really leave their 
hostel/hotel when they visit Senga Bay. “They almost never leave their cage”.  They just stay 
inside and maybe make a trip to Lizard Island but then they go to their accommodation 
immediately instead of walking into town. In this way only the accommodation providers earn 
directly money from the tourists. It would be so nice if the tourists would come to town more 
often, walk around, and see the market and more. In this way they have the possibility to 
interact with the local population and to get to know their culture. The best thing would be if 
they would just camp at somebody‟s house, or stay with somebody they have met in town. 
When I tell him that tourists often want a little bit more luxury and comfort he agrees that it 
might be better then, that they do stay in the hostels/hotels. In general he really likes talking 
to people and working with tourists, however there are sometimes tourists who act not very 
nice. They for example “do the apartheid”. When I ask Ephram what this means, he tells me 
“they do not want to shake your hand and they do not look at you when they are talking to 
you”. He tells me that this is a very bad think and that it does not show respect towards the 
Malawian black people. Ephram says that greeting each other in a proper way is very 
important in Malawi culture. Sometimes the tourists also get really loud and annoying when 
they drank too much, this is also not very nice.  
 
 

5) Interview Jambo Africa, Blantyre 
 
10-03-2011 
 
Max 
One of the three owners of the travel agency Jambo Africa and Nyala Lodge in Lengwe 
National Park 
Italian 
 
Cultural evening in Ndakwera, Lower Shire Valley 
 
Jambo Africa offers a cultural evening in the community of Ndakwera in the Lower Shire  
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Valley. As the websites states: “For the ultimate cultural experience it is possible to go to the 
nearby village of Ndakwera where the inhabitants will entertain the visitors with local masked 
dances and food.” 
 
This cultural evening was established around 2005. In the past this cultural evening was 
organized more often. Now it has been approximately 1-1,5 years ago since this tour was 
organized. Last year it was a very bad year. The motor needs to be started again. 
 
This tour is organized in cooperation with the Community Based Organization (CBO) of 
Ndakwera. Jambo Africa sends a message to the CBO how many tourists will visit and when 
this will take place. This has to be done a few days in advance, preferably at least a week. 
This is because a lot of preparations have to be made before the tourists can visit. The Nyau 
people who do the dances are not from Ndakwera itself but live spread in the surroundings, 
so they need to be informed in advance. Furthermore pit latrines needs to be dug and food 
and drinks needs to be prepared. When the tourists come they get a little village tour, they 
participate in making Masau wine and the enjoy Nyau dances. A minimum of 4-5 tourists is 
required and they can cater up to 12 tourists at the same time.  
 
This tour is promoted via the website of Jambo Africa. It is also promoted in the Nyala Lodge 
in Lengwe National Park. When tourists are interested in booking a tour at Jambo Africa the 
employees will inform the tourists about this tour.  
 
The tour is not very organized.  
 
The whole village participates in the event but they do not participate in the organization of it. 
The local people directly interact with the tourists. Max brings the tourists to the community 
but in Ndakwera, the CBO immediately takes over. Most of the locals are very curious about 
the tourists and very interested in them. However, the local people are sometimes drunk 
during these tours which could lead to unexpected events.  
 
A part of the money that the tourists pay for the tour goes to the local community. This 
money goes to the CBO. They spend it on different causes but Max has no clue on what the 
money is spend exactly. This tour provides the local community with income through tourism. 
At the same time it protects the park as the tourists want to see well preserved nature and no 
trash etc. It is a way of sharing the tourism business as it is now in Nyala Lodge with the 
locals.  
 
There have been struggles with the local communities and Jambo Africa/Tisunge. The 
weaving project which is organized via Tisunge has not been successful for all communities 
involved. As can be read in the interview with Henz from the National Museum of Malawi 
many communities in the Lower Shire Valley were taught about the traditional weaving 
techniques. The idea was that the products would be sold in the shop from Tisunge. The fact 
that it takes some practice before the products can be sold and before tourists can buy them, 
was very demotivating for many communities, who decided to quit the project. At the moment 
the weavings from two communities are being sold in the shop of Tisunge. Together with the 
fact that there were no tourists that wanted to visit the cultural event and dances in 
Ndakwera, the local population was very disappointed. Max is of the opinion that they have 
let them down as there is no clientele but they did do their best. The local population could 
see this as typical „Mzungu‟ behaviour. The white people promise, promise, promise, but in 
the end nothing happens.  
 
There are also some difficulties in the cooperation between Lengwe National Park, Tisunge, 
Jambo Africa and the local communities. Normally when tourists want to visit the park, 
Steven from Nyala Lodge will talk to the people at Lengwe NP. This message goes through 
the NP. As can also be seen in other countries, the relationship between Lengwe NP and the 
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local communities is not very good. Locals normally hate the NP as they try to bribe them 
and mistreat the communities.  
 
Cooperation with other communities and with Tisunge 
 
Jambo Africa works together with basically all CBO‟s in the Lower Shire Valley. In many 
communities they have set up different projects like tree planting, peanut butter and jam 
making and more. When Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Centre was founded and was 
interesting in setting up similar projects, like the weaving project they started, Jambo Africa 
decided to hand over the projects to Tisunge. Now Jambo Africa is the steering committee of 
these projects, so they are still in charge but Tisunge executes and regulates them. Nyala 
Lodge now only does the cultural things. 
 
Jambo Africa thinks that supporting the local communities is very important. Therefore they 
are trying to develop more projects. Future projects are the establishment of agriculture for 
bio fuels. The Lower Shire Valley is an arid type of area where only cotton grows well. The 
food security in this region is not good. Gitrofa is the basis for bio fuels and can grow in this 
area.  This would be a fantastic source of income as people will always need fuel and the 
fuel prices in Malawi are pretty high. The problem with this initiative is how to convince the 
local population with this good idea because they do not understand the idea of not planting 
food on your ground but an alternative so that you can buy food with the money you earn 
from this alternative.  
 
Another future project from Jambo Africa is to set up a bush camp in Kanzimbi together with 
Tisunge! At the moment Jambo Africa has the sole right of establishing accommodation in 
Lengwe NP. However, the NP is not cooperating with this plan for a bushcamp. The plans 
are all there but the NP is not happy with the exclusive right for accommodation of Jambo 
Africa.  
 
Volunteers 
 
To really start up a tourism project you need a lot of time. In general you need a lot of time to 
arrange things in Malawi. Max is thinking about setting up a volunteer programme. In this 
programme volunteers can help with the existing community projects like tree planting, 
weaving etc, as well as for setting up new tourism projects like the bushcamp. Volunteers are 
good for establishing networks and funding of the different projects. Also volunteers normally 
pay an amount of money when they want to come and volunteer. This money goes into the 
CBO91.  
 
Locals see volunteers as tourists. It is the same effect for the community. They come by, 
spend some money, are interested in the local community and after that leave to go home 
again.  
 
 

6) Interview Liwonde Safari Camp, Liwonde NP 
 
09-03-2011 
 
Pieter Botha 
28 years 
Manager Liwonde Safari Camp 
South African 
 

                                                 
9191

 Though it is not certain where the money is spend on next. 
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Liwonde Safari Camp and the local population 
 
Liwonde Safari Camp is situated close to Liwonde National Park. It is established by Pieter 
Botha (South African) and Frederic (Dutch) in the beginning of 2011. Constructions are still 
going on at the moment but they have had many guests already since the start of the 
building phase. The camp is promoted via posters at the most popular hostels throughout 
Malawi. They do not have an official website yet, besides their Facebook page. The hostel 
has a dorm and several luxury tents for rent.  
 
At the moment around 15 people are employed on a permanent base. There are 
approximately 35 people more who work(ed) at the construction of the safari camp. Pieter is 
of the opinion that it is very important to provide employment for the local community. All of 
his employees are from the surrounding area and villages. When driving through the area 
everybody is greeting Pieter and the children all yell out his name. Pieter tells that the other 
camps also have local employees. He thinks that there would be more people interested in 
working in tourism. It provided the local population with an extra way of income.  
 

7) Interview Mayoka Village 
 
27-03-2011 
 
Nellie 
24 years, female 
Works at Mayoka Village in Nkhata Bay 
Married, no children 
 
Mayoka Village 
 
Mayoka Village is a busy place with many tourists. The weekends are normally busier. Some 
months are busier than other months. In April (Easter), June, July, October, November 
December it is high season.  
 
Tourists 
 
Tourists visiting Mayoka Village and Nkhata Bay are form varying countries like South Africa, 
USA, Canada, Australia, also from Europe (Holland), Israel, Japan (though this is not very 
common).  
 
The tourists come to Malawi because of the vegetation and wildlife. They also like Malawi in 
order to swim. It is a freedom country with no war. Everybody feels like he is at home in this 
country. This is because of the people who are very friendly and who make them feel at 
home. Hospitality is very important.  
 
Tourists participate in different activities when visiting Malawi. Some of them are volunteers 
and work in schools, assist in hospitals and local areas. Some of them help the orphans and 
old people. They help the people that are in need of some extra help. There are also some 
tourists who come for business purposes.  
 
Cards: Activities tourists 
 
The tourists do all these activities. Here in Nkhata Bay they do swimming, taking photos, bird 
watching like the fish eagle, hiking, lying in a hammock, drinking beer and sometimes 
cooking. The three main activities the tourists undertake Nkhata Bay are: 
Swimming, Taking photos (for copies at home), Drinking beer. 
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Nellie also sometimes participates in the activities seen on the cards in her free time. She 
likes to cook, dance, swim and watch movies. The dancing she only does here in Mayoka at 
night with her colleagues.  
 
Positive aspects tourists 
 
Nellie likes working in Mayoka Village, with the tourists. She likes working with the tourist 
because it is good to know about other countries. In this way she learns how to interact with 
us, and the other way around as well, tourists learn how to interact with the locals. Spending 
time with the tourists makes her know more about different cultures. It is nice to share 
experiences with each other.  
 
Nkhata Bay has changed as a result of tourism visiting the area. For example different 
organizations have been opened, like orphan schools and albino projects. Most of these 
organizations were built to help the local communities. A lot of lodges and restaurants also 
support and set up these projects. Some things have been improved since tourists started 
visiting but not everything.  
 
Negative aspects tourists 
 
There are also some aspects which are not very nice about tourists. For example when the 
tourists get sick, they change and get very thin. This is not very nice.  
 
When tourists do not dress properly according to the Malawian traditions it is not very bad. 
This is because everyone is different and the tourists are different from the Malawians and 
the people living in Nkhata Bay.  
 
It is not very important that the tourists speak the local language. English is a common 
language in the whole world, so if they speak English it is good enough. The aspects shown 
on the cards which are okay are food, clothing, photos and drinking too much.  
 
 

8) Interview Menno Welling 
 
26-02-2011 
 
Menno Welling 
Owner Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Centre 
Contact person for our research in the LSV 
Studied social work (major) and anthropology and tourism (minor) 
 
Tisunge! 
 
Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Centre is situated at the entrance gate of Lengwe National 
Park. This centre is build to preserve local heritage. At the moment they have an exhibition in 
the museum. In the future they would like to offer excursions and weaving workshops for the 
tourists. Currently this is not possible because they do not have enough human resources.  
Two volunteers are now doing their placement at Tisunge! These two girls are registering all 
the artefacts which are exposed in the museum and they are trying to redesign the museum 
and develop and attractive exposition.  
 
Community tourism projects in the Lower Shire Valley 
 
 Singano: Chief Singano wants to start a lodge in Singano for tourists. This is not 

structural yet. 
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 Ndakwera: Jambo Africa organises village walks to this village. This is a great 
dancing festivity. The people from the village perform these dances for themselves 
and it is not staged.  

 Maleko: this is an old location for sacrifices. Ceremonies can be reproduced here.  
 Kanzimbi: there are ideas to build a bushcamp here. To reach Kanzimbi it will be a 

two day walk for Nyala Lodge. In this community also a weaving project has been set 
up. There have been some problems unfortunately with establishing this bushcamp 
with the community and Lengwe National Park.  

 Nyala Lodge: is the only accommodation in Lengwe NP. Nyala Lodges is owned by 
Jambo Africa. 

 
Other potential community tourism projects 
 
 Elephant Marches: here is a tourism opportunity as this is one of the places that 

Livingstone has visited and written about during his travels. Chiromo is situated is the 
south of the Marches and Chibakuza is situated in the north. At Chibakuza Menno 
has done some excavations where they encountered a graveyard underneath the 
village. At the moment boat tours on the Elephant Marches can be booked with 
several tour operators, for example Jambo Africa.  

 Katunga: this is attractive for Livingstone-tourists as here is the anchorage location of 
the African Lakes Corporation.  

 The Universities Mission to Central Africa (UMCA) which was operated by the English 
missionaries had also visited many places in the Lower Shire Valley like Nsanje and 
Chikwawa.  

 On the road to Majete National Park Thornton‟s grave can be found. Thornton was 
the geologist who accompanied David Livingstone on his travels. His grave is situated 
close to a village. Though the grave is a national monument, people from this village 
have build a brick wall around the grave and now ask visitors money to have a look 
inside the walls. This is a local initiative in cooperation with the NGO Luthorn 
Evangelic Development Service.  

 Mount Cholo: this is a location where Livingstone wanted to establish a mission. 
Unfortunately for him, he was driven away by the local population. Halfway on the 
mountain is an archaeological site with lots of pottery which used to be a location for 
sacrifices. Tourism could be established here to conserve cultural heritage here.  

 
Relations between stakeholders 
 
The tour operator Jambo Africa which is situated in Blantyre, is working together with 
Tisunge! Jambo Africa has concessions in tourism in Lengwe NP and is the only one who 
can operate and establish accommodation for tourists in the NP. However, the relation with 
the NP is not so good unfortunately. There should be organized a meeting in the near future 
to listen to the wants and needs of the parties involved in the tourism developing process. 
Also the population themselves should be questioned on what they think themselves.  
 
Within Lengwe NP there is also a National Park Hostel for school classes which is being 
operated by the NP management. Regular tourists cannot stay in this type of 
accommodation.  
 
In 1970 Lengwe National Park has been expanded. The local population had to move 
outside of the borders of the park which has lead to many tensions between the two parties. 
Many locals still hate the people from the NP very much.  
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Obstacles for tourism development 
 
Different obstacles limit the development of tourism in the region of the Lower Shire Valley. 
One of these obstacles is the fact that at the moment there are not many tourists visiting the 
region. When projects are started up, local people are very enthusiastic and really believe in 
the successfulness of the project. However, when visitor numbers stay behind their patience 
is put to the test. Many of the locals get disappointed and will not proceed with the project. 
This statement can be illustrated by the fact that 90% of the participating communities have 
dropped out of the weaving projects.  
 
Furthermore the problem exists of the weak education of the local population especially 
when it concerns hospitality. When tourism projects would be set up, it is very important that 
the local population receive hospitality training. Members could for example go to Nyala 
Lodge to learn about hospitality.  
 
Tourists 
 
There are not many tourists visiting the Lower Shire Valley unfortunately. Most of the tourists 
only go the National Parks like Lengwe NP (they stay at Nyala Lodge) and Majete NP. In 
Majete NP they have the choice to stay on a camping, or in a luxurious lodge which is 
operated by Robin Pope Safari‟s, a high end tour operator. The sugarcane plantation which 
is operated by Ilovo State has a golf court which is also accessible for tourists, if they apply 
for a day membership card.  
 
Ownership, responsibility and community structure 
 
The Lower Shire Valley is divided into different districts. The district where the research takes 
place is the district of Chikwawa. This district is under the supervision of District Chief Lundu. 
The districts are divided into communities which consist of several villages.  
 
When you want to do research in the region you should first go the district chief to ask 
permission for your research. This chief will probably provide you a letter in which is the 
permission for your research is stated.  With this letter you will have to go to the chief in the 
particular village of your research to ask permission to conduct research in his village. When 
the chief of the village is not available the village headman is in charge.  When all these 
parties give you permission, you are allowed to ask them questions and to interview 
members of the local population. When visiting the communities you always respect their 
customs and bring a small gift, like money, soap or sugar to thank the chief and the people 
you interview. 
 
 

9) Interview Ministry of Tourism, Wildlife and Culture 
 
30-03-2011 
 
Christine P. Chimangeni 
±30 years, female 
Tourism Officer (Marketing) at the Ministry of Tourism, Wildlife and Culture 
At the ministry of tourism work more than 100 people 
 
Community based tourism projects 
 
In Malawi there are different community based tourism projects. These projects are not 
situated everywhere in Malawi but are more or less equally presented throughout Malawi.  
Tourism provides the local population with employment and extra income. When tourists visit 
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these community-based projects the community organized local tours and provides them 
with local food. Hostels and Lodges throughout Malawi organize these visits to the 
communities. There are also some initiatives which are organized by the communities 
themselves, though she could not mention which ones these were (f.e. Njobvu Cultural 
Village).  
 
Local population and Tourism 
 
Christine cannot give an estimation of the amount of people working with tourists. She does 
know that at the moment an amount of locals work at restaurants, lodges, tour operators, 
event organizing companies (like the Lake of Stars event), car hire and more.  
In April 2010 there were 750 units of accommodation and 329 units of catering and 
restaurants. In the meantime some have closed and some new ones have opened up, but 
the numbers are still relevant.  
 
Christine acknowledges that tourism has developed over the past years and that the tourism 
industry has grown. She cannot specify when tourism started to develop unfortunately.  
 
To be able to establish new accommodation or a restaurant the owners should bring a plan 
to the ministry of what they would like to build. The ministry then decides if it is feasible and if 
it is in line with the existing policy. They then hopefully give a go and then the building 
process can start. It depends on the area if it is possible to buy or rent land. Some of the land 
is regulated by the Ministry of Lands, some is locally owned. If people want to start up 
something within a National Park, different rules apply. They should then contact the Ministry 
of Wildlife.  
 
Local culture 
 
Christine thinks it is important that tourists learn about local culture when visiting Malawi. If 
she would teach tourists about the local culture she would do this in several ways. The 
tourists would learn via simple interacting with the local population and also via cultural 
dances with stories behind them.  
 
 

10) Interview Mphapha community 
 
02-03-2011 
 
Sinazio Chiwambo 
Secretary and replacement for headman Mphapha 
35 years, male, Sena 
no parents, 1 sister, wife, 2 young children. 
Did not receive as much education as he would have liked. He would like to continue but has 
no money to do so.  
 
Mikisoni Meleka 
Old, male, Sena, advisor 
 
Village headman Mphapha 
30+, male, Sena, village headman 
 
Villages 
 
Mphapha consists of five villages which have the following number of inhabitants. These 
numbers are the number of adults and are registered per house. 
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 Mphapha: 101 people 
 Tsambalaboka: 52 people 
 42 village (felo 2): 65 people 
 41 village: (felo 1) 64 people 
 43 village: 54 people  

 
There are 450 children in total in the five villages, of which 315 are girls, and 105 are boys. 
The average amount of children per family is 10-15. They give assistance but can also give 
problems (more food and money is necessary). 5-8 children is not enough!  
 
The Sena people were the first to live in this area. In the past only they lived here. 
Nowadays, people from different social groups are accepted to live in the villages. Also the 
Mang‟anja people now live in the village and mixed marriages are accepted. All people follow 
the Sena traditions. Other social groups came to the area because of tribe wars and better 
job opportunities. 
 
The main activity in the area is farming and agriculture. However, the agriculture is facing 
some problems due to unreliable and scarce rainfall.  
In Nabomba Educational Scheme there is an irrigatation project supported by the EU. The 
local population would like to make use of this system, but unfortunately this project faces 
some problems too, like problems with water pumps and pipes.  
 
Culture and traditions 
 
The Sena and Mang‟anja people have different cultures. They do have many similarities but 
are not the same.  
 
Dance 
 
 Nyau people. Live in Tomali village which is 3-5km away. This is a society with people 

from different social groups, which perform dances. These Nyau traditions, also 
known as the great dances, are performed as entertainment for visitors as well as to 
celebrate special occasions. For example a successful harvest or the 40 year 
celebration of Chief Lundu. Also when a villager dies there is a ceremony with dance. 
This is to communicate that someone is dead. It has a lot of sad emotions in it. 
People crying and singing. It is also performed with marriages. A happy occasion.  

 Njole dances. This is only performed by women. They dance in a circle and sing song 
with it. We had the opportunity to see a welcome dance.  

 Nganda dances. This is only performed by men. The steps in the dances are different 
than the women. They move backwards, forwards and to the sides.  

 
Mbona 
 
Mbona is the spirit of the rain. He came from Zambia and people pray to this spirit for rain. 
Mbona does not have a village where he lives. Instead there are two sacred places where 
people can pray to him; Mbwewe Wamitengo and Khuluvi. In the last one he settled down for 
a longer period. If people want to pray for him, they circle around the sacred place. They are 
dancing and singing songs. Mbona does not belong to one social group. He goes to different 
districts, countries and people from different social groups can pray to him. Mbona does not 
have a wife, but is always accompanied by his dog.  
 
In Ajuda village 1 there are still footprints of Mbona, his dog and arrows to be found. It is not 
possible to meet Mbona by face. Men only wear their underwear and women only wear a 
blouse while they are dancing and praying. They sing simple songs: “Kaseteri, Kaseteri, 
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Kasetiri, Zikomo, Zikomo” (rain, rain, rain, please, please). They pray as long till the rain 
comes. The rain comes when they go home.  
 
Sometimes the rain does not come, because of witchcraft. They have to perform different 
dances then, and ladies and gentlemen sing songs. Because of these witches, who live 
outside the villages, the rain sometimes does not come. However, they are also called 
African Doctors which can heal people that are sick. Mbona is still very important for the 
communities. 
 
White people, visitors and tourists 
 
White people 
 
The first white people (Mzungu) that came to the area were missionaries from the Roman 
Catholic Church. They have built a church in Chikwawa district. Unfortunately people were 
poor and could often not go to the church. This was because there was a lack of 
transportation and they often did not have proper clothing. Many of them only went 7-8 
months to the church. They also established a church near Illovo State (sugarcane factory, 1-
3km away).  
 
After them also the following other missions were established.  
 Samaritan way 
 United Penticosto 
 Baptists 
 New Life church 

 
Visitors 
 
Many visitors from outside Malawi come to visit the area. They come from; Holland, China, 
UK, Zambia, Tanzania, South Africa. These people work hand in hand with the local 
communities. They come to share their knowledge, to teach the local population and to help 
the system. The local population benefits from these visitors.  
 
For example the people from the Evangelical Association of Malawi have established a basic 
irrigation system in Mphapha. If there would be a modern pump, also the elderly can work 
again, as the system is now too heavy to operate for them.  
 
Also the government has set up a project to support the elderly. When the harvest is good, 
the food is shared with the elderly and in this way they receive support.  
 
Tourists 
 
Tourists are the people from outside Malawi that visit the National Parks and game reserves* 
(NP).  
 
Sometimes the tourists come to the area to see celebrations and ceremonies which include 
dancing and singing. They hear about this via people that are already there (visitors) or via 
the people working in the NP, guides and scouts, like Steven. He can arrange a visit. They 
do not stay long but they always see what they want, which is the Nyau dances in Tomali.  
 
We are not seen as tourists but as visitors. Tourists from the NP can come and visit if they 
like but if they do not it is also okay. At the moment there are no restaurants/lodges etc. it is 
not possible to sleep in the village.  
 
* The difference between a national park and a game reserve is the following: 
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National Park: This is a big area where there are many dangerous animals, (buffalo, lions, 
leopards, Kudu, Nyala, black rhino, elephants) and which cannot be entered without a guide. 
> The police will come and get you if you go without! 
Game reserve: part of the NP. Sometimes there are dangerous animals, but most of the 
times not. You can move around free without a guide. A game reserve is better for tourists.  
> only when you have a machete, gun etc. you will be catched by the police as well! 
 
Cards: Activities tourists 
 
 Watching animals: tourists come and watch animals in the NP 
 Canoeing – Lake Malawi: they come also for the lake. The water is not as blue as it 

seems. 
 Bird watching: They come and watch the birds as well (picture of Ntanda Mpina) 
 Swimming: swimming is possible in Nyala lodge. A swimming pool is especially made 

to attract visitors. The Lake Malawi is natural.  
 Hiking: Tourists visit the NP with vehicles and guides and always make hikes around 

the park.  
 Visiting National Parks 
 Dancing: there are different ways of dancing 
 Drinking beer/going out: this is a difficult subject. When people drink they do not have 

full knowledge. They cannot think properly or attend their family. It gives trouble. 
When you drink you lose your knowledge. Your money could be stolen. Tourists also 
sometimes drink beer. They get the same problems. It is a very bad thing!! 

 Reading books: The people can barrow books at the library. The increase their 
knowledge and they can learn about other cultures. Locals and tourists do this. 
Tourists read books before going to the NP about animals and birds. It is like a written 
guide.  

 Taking photos: Tourists take photo‟s to show friends. This encourages more tourists 
to come and visit the NP. WOM marketing. The friend also wants to see it for himself. 
This is very good. He likes it very much when more tourists would visit the park.  

 Cooking: There is very poor hygiene. Clean water and well cooked food is necessary 
to avoid diseases. Flies destroy the food and cause diseases as well. Lack of this 
gives problems.  

 Lying in hammock: Guards of the NP sleep in hammocks during the rainy season, as 
the ground is too wet. They also have hammocks in Tisunge to avoid mosquitoes.  

 
Tisunge 
 
Tisunge is in the area because they receive government support for receiving tourism.  
Also information is provided in the library about the animals in the park. Objects of Sena 
people are displayed to show how they live. However, it are old materials. For example 
canoes are displayed but when the Sena go fishing now, they use boats. History is important 
to attract visitors. He does not know about history himself, as it all happened in the past.  
It is important that visitors learn about local culture.  
 
People working at Tisunge benefit. However Mphapha does not benefit. Only the library 
helps.  
 
He is of the opinion that the people now working at Tisunge! Are not that well educated and 
they do not know about the subjects of Tisunge. He does as he has worked for four years on 
archaeological work together with Menno Welling.  
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Local people and tourism 
 
Mphapha gets benefits from the NP. Also other villages get this. The fence around the park 
was built by local people.  
 
8-10 people from Mphapha work with tourists (Tisunge, NP). Eating, sleeping, everything is 
done at the lodge by visitors. Other villagers would be interested in working with tourists. 
When others get a job opportunity from that area they are encouraged to take the job. Also 
mister Chiwambo is interested in working with tourists but “he is failing the chance to go”.  
 
 

11) Interview National Museum of Malawi, Blantyre 
 
07-03-2011 
 
Henz Pere Kamoyo  
Photographer, working at the museum, weaving teacher 
±40 
 
Weaving projects 
 
Henz has been working together with Tisunge in the Lower Shire Valley. Menno has asked 
people from the museum of Malawi to teach about the traditional weaving in: 
 Chikwawa 
 Tomali 
 Ndakwera 
 Kanzimbi (still actively involved in weaving) 
 Singano (still actively involved in weaving) 
 Tisunge (staff Lengwe National Park) 

 
He has been two weeks in every village where he has taught women and men about the 
traditional weaving techniques which were used in the past. Henz likes training people and 
weaving. Also villages in the surroundings of the above mentioned villages were interested in 
learning about weaving.  
 
Menno Welling from Tisunge has set up this project in which traditional weaving techniques 
are reintroduced, so that the skills do not get lost.  
 
David Livingstone has written about the people that were weaving in the Lower Shire Valley 
when he visited this area. This all could be very interesting for tourists as it is linked to the 
adventures of David Livingstone, and it is an expression of local culture.  
 
 

12) Interview Ndakwera 
 
04-03-2011 
 
Chief Ndakwera, secretary and translator 
 
When we visited the community of Ndakwera to interview them about tourism in general and 
the cultural evening in specific they had no clue whatsoever about a tourism project. When I 
asked them about tourists they acknowledged that tourists would sometimes visit but when, 
where and how they could not explain to me. At one point in the interview they even thought 
that I was there to send tourists to their village. When I mentioned Jambo Africa there was 
small recognition but I when I asked further they could not give me any information.  
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They said that they do have dances in Ndakwera but nothing in relation to tourism. The 
woman who was translating said to be in charge of the tourism but in the end nobody was or 
worked together with Jambo Africa. There were no signs of tourism establishments or 
recognition of tourists coming to visit.  
 
I tried to get information about the cultural evening but absolutely nothing came out. 
Communication was very bad as they did not understand half of what we were trying to ask. 
Furthermore we did not speak to anybody of the CBO but it would be logical that the chief of 
the community knows about this project as well.  
 
 

13) Interview Nyala Lodge 
 
05-03-2011 
 
Cedric Pensulo 
26 years, male,  
Waiter at Nyala Lodge 
From Mphapha 
 
Nyala Lodge 
 
Works since 1,5 years in Nyala Lodge. He heard from friends they were looking for someone 
new. In total there are 14 people working at Nyala Lodge, 12 men and 2 women. Functions 
that these people have range from housekeeping, waiter, chef, guide, chef assistant, and 
laundry. There are three people that have shares in the lodge; Max from Jambo Africa is the 
big boss of them.  
 
Only Nyala Lodge provides accommodation for tourists in the area. Many people love to 
come to Nyala Lodge, as they have good food, it is a good place, and have good rooms. 
 
Tourists 
 
There are many tourists visiting Nyala Lodge, especially in the weekend. People stay over or 
come just for a day. On average people stay 3-4 days. The tourists that visit Nyala Lodge are 
from; Botswana, Kenya, Holland, America, Mozambique. 
 
There are more white people than coloured people visiting the lodge and park. They come 
and visit as they are interested in animals. The month April is busy as it is the end of the 
raining season. Dams are then constructed by the National Park to keep the water at one 
place. The animals that come and drink there are easy to spot for tourists, which makes it 
attractive for the tourists to come at this time of year. As mentioned, most people come to 
see animals, but they are also interested in visiting Nyala Lodge.  
 
Cards: Activities tourists 
 
 Taking photos: tourists take photos from animals. In this way they can tell others in 

their own countries where they have been and what they have seen. “I‟ve been in 
Malawi, look!” 

 Reading book: tourists read books about other countries to get information about 
these countries and the history of these countries. Cedric agrees that it could also be 
as a form of passing time, relaxing.  

 Lake Malawi: the tourists go there is they do not go to Lengwe.  
 Swimming: tourists swim in Lake Malawi but also in the pool at Nyala Lodge. 
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 Bird watching: this is done during the game drives. People also use binoculars during 
this activity. 

 Dancing: people go dancing in the pub, also sometimes in the bar of Nyala Lodge. 
They put on Dube music > artist from the UK. They drink and dance.  

 
Free time 
Cedric likes to go to Nchalo in his free times for fun, together with his wife, to eat something 
there in a restaurant. Cedric also sometimes participates in the above mentioned activities 
himself. He like swimming as it is an exercise for him. He also likes dancing very much. He 
then goes to Nchalo to a bar (bottle store). He never drinks beer, nor smokes, but loves to 
dance the night away.  He is of the opinion that tourists like drinking.  
 
Definitions 
 
Definition of a tourist: 
“Similar as a guest” 
 
Definition of a guest: 
“A person that come from other place, like a visitor, to see the place and what is happening 
in that place”.  
 
Definition of holiday: 
“day that is a special celebration and people are free”.  
 
After explaining that tourists „go on a holiday or vacation‟ he changed the definition in: 
“they go somewehere, do something, enjoying with family and friends. They are not working, 
They go to learn about other places. Enjoy! It might be fun”.  
 
Attitude towards tourists 
 
Cedric likes it when tourists come. He loves to give greetings; explain is name, make a little 
talk. There are also other reasons as he can help the guests. When the tourists do not come, 
he has nothing to do. He thinks it is very important to say hello to the guests, it is a kind of 
respect towards each other.  
 
What Cedric thinks is nice about tourists it if they come to Nyala Lodge and they enjoy the 
place, see animals. When the tourists are exited, he is exited as well. It makes him happy 
when the tourists are happy.  
 
However, sometimes the tourists complain which makes him unhappy. When something is 
not good, he could improve it when the tourists tell him. He feels good to solve a problem.  
 
Service means to him serving meals and drinks. Receiving the guests is very important for 
Cedric. He likes working with tourists very much.  
 
Tourism Initiatives 
 
Besides Nyala Lodge, tourists can also go the hostel of the National Park, which is of a not 
good quality. In Nchalo there is furthermore the Calamotelo, which is an accommodation with 
a bar and restaurant. In Majete Game Reserve where people go to see animals, there is also 
accommodation available with a restaurant, bar and guides.  
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Education 
 
When Cedric started working at Nyala Lodge, he did not know anything about being a waiter. 
He learned from a friend in the Lodge (Jozef). He had only finished secondary school but 
now he learned how to help and serve the guests. At the moment he is depending on his 
own as he knows everything about being a waiter now. When a new waiter would come, he 
could be the new teacher! The main thing about being is waiter is to be friendly.  
 
At secondary education he learned a little bit about tourism and other cultures. He learned 
about Akafula, which are dwarfs.* He also learned about hunting which is very bad. 
 
There are two colleges in Blantyre where you can learn about tourism: 
Poretechnic (a place where you can teach the tourists) 
Blantyre Business College (has also a tourism division 
 
* could be the first people that settled in the Lower Shire Valley, as they were very small.  
 
Tisunge! 
 
Tisunge! and Nyala Lodge cooperate. When Tisunge received guests, they can tell about the 
Nyala Lodge and in this way help Nyala Lodge. This also works the other way around.  
At Tisunge! tourists can buy something like clothes, go to the museum and library and reads 
books. There are many things to do at Tisunge!. 
 
In the museum old materials from the past from old people are displayed. Here you can learn 
about these things and the history. The information there is very good and without the 
museum they would not know about the past people.  
 
Local culture 
 
Cedric thinks it is important that people learn about culture and history. It is very important 
that tourists learn about this to. 
 
If he had to show the tourists his culture he would take the tourists home, to show what 
people do in his village. He will teach them about food, like okra, and will tell them about 
dancing. 
Different dances from the Mang‟anja and Sena that are performed are: 
 Ndjole (women dancing) 
 Ulimba (men dancing) 
 Nyau dances 

 
Negative aspects of tourists 
 
Cedric does not like it when tourists are not friendly. He has to be friendly at all times, and it 
is not good when the tourists are not.  
 
He also does not like it when tourists drink too much, which happens often. Other guests also 
do not appreciate this and the drunk people start yelling and being rude and arrogant.  
 
Cards: negative behaviour 
 
Not respecting local traditions: it is important to respect each other. “The tourists say I am not 
a Malawian, say I do not have to behave as one.” 
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Destroying nature: when tourists are smoking, the sometimes put the smoked cigarettes in 
the ground. When the grass in dry, a fire could start. Also during game drives they 
sometimes destroy nature. 
Loud speaking/yelling: it is not necessary to speak loud or yell as the lodge and National 
Park is a very quiet place.  
 
Atmosphere and notes about the interview 
 
Cedric tells me he is very happy with the questions that I have asked. He is learning from the 
questions and subjects as well. In this way he can also improve himself. He is happy to 
increase his education. He tells me that there is maybe someone that can help him with this.  
 
This interview was very honest and straight. Cedric told me exactly how it is like working with 
tourists. As he knows about the concept of tourism, it was easy to ask questions to him.  
 
 

14) Interview Panda Garden, Cape Maclear 
 
15-03-2011 
 
Elias Johan 
27 years, male 
Manager Panda Garden 
Has followed an environmental education course in 2002 
 
http://www.heeedmalawi.net/index.htm 
 
Panda Garden 
 
Panda Garden is a community project by HEEED situated in Cape Maclear. The main office 
of HEEED, which is short for Health, Education, Environment and Economic Development, is 
situated in Monkey Bay. HEEED has many different projects in the Monkey Bay and Cape 
Maclear area. Examples of projects are: 
 
Health projects 
Cooperation with the Department of nutrition. The population learns how to prepare and grow 
good food. 
Research on Bilharzia. They breed a special fish which eats the bilharzias worms and snails. 
HIV and AIDS project 
 
Education 
Reading and writing, English, and art classes for adults and children. Primary school is now 
free for children so the majority goes to school and learns. 
 
Environmental 
Classes to teach youngsters about the environment. Classes are about not cutting down 
trees and protecting the environment. Also movies about the environment are shown to 
children and adults twice a week to raise awareness.  
Lake Malawi NP has more than 1000 species of fish. Panda Garden also takes the 
youngsters to go snorkelling, identify the fish, so that they do not catch the wrong ones.  
Recycled paper making 
 
Economic Development 
Briquette making 

http://www.heeedmalawi.net/index.htm
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There are also some ecotourism initiatives. For example Molecaten, in cooperation with 
Robin Pope Safari‟s, works together on ecotourism, with the establishment of Pumalani 
Lodge92. 
 
(For more information on these projects check http://www.heeedmalawi.net/index.htm) 
 
Tourists 
 
It is nice that tourists visit the region as they contribute to the projects of Panda Garden. 
When they visit the village this helps a lot. Some tourists come to Panda Garden and buy 
products which assists the activities of Panda Garden as well. Sometimes these tourists also 
donate money or they choose to come and help for a day. Tourists that stay at Tuckaways 
often come and help for a day or a longer period. In 2010 Panda Garden had approximately 
18 volunteers that stayed for a longer period (two months). These volunteers get more 
information on all the different projects. Some tourists from Gecko Lounge also decide to 
come and help for a day. Panda Garden has approximately 4-5 tourists per week that come 
and help. These tourists help for example with the paper making. They are not fully 
instructed like the long-term volunteers but just get the information they need for that moment 
(do this, do that).  
Tourists pay 1500 kwacha for a full day and 750 kwacha for volunteering half day at Panda 
Garden.  
 
Local people and tourism initiatives 
 
Elias estimates that approximately 20% of the population in Chembe Village (Cape Maclear) 
works with tourists. The remaining people are among others involved in fishing. Children do 
not really learn about tourism in school but people are used to the fact that tourists are 
visiting the area. Cape Maclear is a popular Lake destination in Malawi so the population is 
used to having tourists around. Villages in the neighbourhood are not that involved in tourism 
but they are very interested. Some of them also work in tourism and travel to Cape Maclear.  
 
Elias thinks it is important that tourists learn about the projects that Panda Garden has and 
that they contribute to the well being of the local population. From the establishment of 
Panda Garden, there were always people that have helped. This has had a good effect on 
the areas and it helps the local population.  
 
 

15) Interview Singano Community 
 
01-03-2011 and 03-03-2011 
 
Fedgeson Singano 
Village headman of Singano Community 
64 years, male, Sena 
16 children 
 
T-A-Ndakwera 
Box 6 
Nchalo, Malawi 
016 07228 / 099 5369680 
 
Visit to Singano 
 

                                                 
92

 http://www.pumulani.com 

http://www.heeedmalawi.net/index.htm
http://www.pumulani.com/
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We have visited Chief Singano twice. First we visited him in the afternoon and he already 
explained us something about his projects. He asked us to come back another day early in 
the morning so we could see his orphans‟ project. This is a summary of the two visited 
combined.  
 
Singano Community 
 
The Singano Community consists of 10 villages which surround Singano village. Some of 
these villages are situated close to Singano and some further away (±1 km). The villages are: 
 Singano 
 Mpungatete 
 Kapenu 
 Thimu 
 Nyaphamvu 
 Nyathendemeza 
 Gulidamanda 
 Simbe 
 Timba 
 Damoen 
 Ajuda 1 and 2 

 
In total the community has 9.000 families. In total there are 11.560 people. The village of 
Singano has 85 families with 125 children. In Singano there are both Sena and Mang‟anja 
people living. They live mixed with each other. The Sena and Mang‟anja tribe have similar 
cultures. There are also some Yao living which also have a similar culture.  
 
Projects in Singano 
 
Chief Singano is very proud on the different projects that he has established in the 
community. They have for example been able to construct many buildings. They have 
constructed these buildings themselves while the EU has provided the materials to do this.  
 
The different projects that Singano has are: 
 
 Health care: a clinic is build for medical use. The health care project is sponsored by 

EU Micro projects. 
 Community Based Organization (CBO): which is an office 
 Orphans shelter, food and schooling project:  
 Church: they also have a pastor. 
 Tree planting project: the tree planting project supports the planting of local trees. The 

people in Singano also know that it is not allowed to cut trees in order to avoid 
draughts and flats.  

 Machines: the community of Singano has different „machines‟ which help with baking 
and grinding.  

 Paint making: there is also a paint making project. With natural materials they can 
paint the fabrics. They also use the method with which they put different knots in the 
fabric so that different coloured rings appear in the fabric.  

 Weaving project: the traditional style weaving was practiced by the grandparents of 
Singano and now re-introduced to the village by Menno Welling.  

 
Many of the projects are financed by people from foreign countries. Chief Singano tells that 
people from the outside come to LSV and invest.  
 
White people, visitors and tourists 
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In 2001 white people started visiting the area, more specifically Singano. The white people 
come to the area to learn about three different aspects: 
They want to know why Malawi is always in problem of food (Chikwawa). 
They want to know how people can stand in order to get food, they want to know how they 
(locals) can become rich. 
They want to know about culture and materials from the past. 
 
David Livingstone was the very first white person in the area (Chikwawa). He came to the 
area in 1859 but has not visited Singano in this time. He came to spread Christianity and as 
a missionary. He was following the Shire River up north.  
 
The white people visiting the area come from different countries, like South Africa, America, 
UK, Holland, and Germany. These people are tourists. These tourists want to know how 
people live, to study the area, know what they eat and teach them stuff. They give gifts and 
assistance to the local people. Some of the tourists go to the national parks in the LSV. 
According to the visitors‟ book, the purpose of visitors who have visited Singano in the past 
has been orientation, family visit, distribution and research (in agriculture). 
 
Singano tells that he thinks it is a put that a lot of white people come, see and hear in 
Singano but in the end they do not do anything. “We need assistance”. They now depend 
and trust on NGO‟s.  “A lot of tourists say thank you very much and then they go”.  
 
Singano is very interested in receiving more tourists. When tourists would visit Singano he 
could provide them with accommodation. A good house for visitors is even possible. 
Restaurants will not be built and are not present now, the visitors should eat with the locals.  
When he had fuel he would even be able to pick up the visitors.  
 
Worth of mouth is not very usual. Chief Singano tells us that we should be the first to do 
something. We have to make sure that more people will come and visit the region.  
 
Holiday, vacation, leisure 
 
When asking Singano about holiday and vacation he did not know anything about it. In your 
leisure time you contribute to the community. For example when you have finished all your 
chores for the day, you go and help work in the field. The people in Singano do not really 
know and have free time. People in other countries do have free time. They are lazy. The 
people in Chikwawa are very hard working.  When I ask Singano what he thinks about 
tourists that want to relax and read a book after they have visited all the different projects in 
Singano, he told me that those people are lazy.  
 
Culture and traditions 
 
The people in Singano are always busy as they grow, grind, cook and eat their own food.  
 
The people in Singano have a rich culture with many traditions. Different examples of this 
culture and traditions will follow.  
 
Puberty 
When girls are between 10 and 12 years old they stay for a week in a house with a group of 
older woman where they learn how to live. They learn how and when they should stay away 
from men. They learn about sex intercourse, pregnancy, and what they should do. They also 
get information on HIV/AIDS. 
 
Also boys go to a house where they stay a few days and are taught by an old man. They also 
get informed about marriage, sex etc. 
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Marriage 
During the wedding night the woman and man take a jar with water with them, they fill this 
with water and cook the water. After the wedding night the man and woman can wash 
themselves with water from the jar. 
 
In the Sena culture the woman goes to the family of the man after they get married. In the 
Mang‟anja culture the man goes to the family of the woman.  
 
People do not pay for marriage anymore in the sense that they do not have a dowry 
anymore. Nowadays marriages between people from other cultures are allowed. They are all 
Malawians.  
 
Education 
The village supports good education of the children in Singano. They encourage the children 
to go to school instead of get married early. A good age to get married is 21 but many 
children get married at 15-17 years old already. This is not supported.  
 
Primary school, which is grade 1 to 8, is free to go to for children. When they go to secondary 
school they pay 2.500 kwacha per term (3 months). When they go to boarding school they 
pay 12.000 kwacha per term. Private school is very expensive and costs 100.000 kwacha 
per term.  
 
The government supports girls to go to school. They can have meals in the schools. Girls 
have a more difficult time than boys. They have to deal with pregnancy issues. There are 
normally more boys than girls in school. That is also why the government supports school. 
 
The children learn about different cultures in school. It is now a democratic form of education. 
Education is not as it used to be and is worse now. For example the orphans do not speak 
English, while in the past they learned it.  
 
HIV control 
In the past when a husband passed away, a successor had to be approached to join the 
widow, to take care of the children. Because of AIDS this system is no longer in order in the 
traditional form. The husband might have died of AIDS, and when the woman was also 
infected, the successor would probably also get infected by this deadly disease.  
Now they do still search for a successor but his role is different now. Instead of being a new 
husband and going to the wife and taking care of her, the men just support the women while 
living at their own places. They are not perceived man and woman anymore. Often the 
younger brother of the man is the successor. When he already has a wife the widow just 
adds to the family.  
 
Singano does not advice to use a condom. The do not encourage this, as this will also imply 
that it is good to have sex. It is better to wait with sex until you are married. Before a couple 
gets married they are advised to go the hospital to take an AIDS test, which are for free. 
When they are clean, then they can have sexual intercourse.  
 
Climate change 
Chief Singano has noticed that climate is changing. They have not had rain. There are not 
enough trees either. It is important that more trees are planted so that there will be more rain. 
Flies are also a big problem for agriculture, as they destroy the crops. Cotton is the main 
crop which is grown in Singano. They sell cotton to earn money. They also grow maize for 
their own food provision. Cassava, potatoes and dimba‟s do not need that fertile soil and 
grow with less water.  
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Local culture and tourists 
 
It is very important that tourists learn about the local culture. They aspects they should learn 
about are: cooking, grinding, weapons, trees for colours, fishing, and the story of Mbona. 
Also the children of the village should learn more about the above mentioned aspects and 
about the past. A lot of knowledge from the past gets lost and people for example do not 
know anymore about the tree where you can get glue from. More and more local people want 
to take over the English life, the white life. 
 
When tourists would visit they could enjoy singing, dancing and drinking some beers. It is 
however very important that they give something in return when they ask to see the dances. 
You HAVE to thank the chief to show respect. Now it is a modern time and many people just 
wave goodbye. “It is very important that visitor show respect of our culture.” 
Also giving money is a way of thanking and a way of respect. It does not matter how much. 
In return the locals should give the visitors something in return like water, porridge etc as a 
memory and so that they do not forget the village.  
 
Also when the visitors themselves cannot assist, there might be people who they know, like 
friends or NGO‟s who can help.  
 
Tisunge! 
 
Tisunge is a partner of Singano. The Tisunge project is going well but they do not need more 
money and donors to keep standing. They need money for a guesthouse so that more 
people can stay there.  
 
Menno Welling has done great things! He has introduced and helped with many projects in 
Singano. One of these projects is the weaving project. The products which the people of 
Singano make are sold in the shop at Tisunge! He has also helped with the clinic, fruit trees 
and more. The tree planting project is also important as they have to make more trees in 
order to avoid floods, for food, fire wood, to build houses, to enforce climate and for more 
rain.  
 
Atmosphere and notes about the interview 
 
Chief Singano gave us the warmest welcome of our time in Malawi. He was very pleased to 
see us and immediately asked us if we stayed over for the night. Chief Singano first 
enthusiastically explained everything about his projects. After a while he started to ask 
money for his CBO, clinic and other projects over and over again. He is a very friendly man 
but he was talking a little bit too much about all the problems of the village all the time. We 
received some food and drinks which he stated was very special and important when visiting 
a community. When we finally sat down for the interview, he was not really interested in our 
questions. Another interesting point is that at first he refers to him as his daughters which 
presumes that he shall take care of us during our stay in Singano. When time passes he 
starts referring to us as being mothers, who take care of everyone. Mothers feel pity for 
people that are poor. That is why we are here now.  
 
 

16) Interview Tisunge! Lowe Shire Heritage Centre 
 
05-03-2011 
 
Albert Bisalomo 
26 years, male 
Manager Tisunge! Lower Shire Heritage Centre 
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Studied social work (major) and anthropology and tourism (minor) 
 
Tisunge! 
 
Albert has been working at Tisunge since last year August 
Tisunge has a library, a museum, a shop, weaving and tree planting projects. They are also 
working on the construction of a maize mill.  
14 people work at Tisunge.  
 
Communities 
 
At the moment, Tisunge works together with different communities in the area. A small 
overview will follow. 
 Singano: here is a weaving and tree planting project 
 Zikolata (Ndakwera): here is a weaving and tree planting project as well. Tisunge 

gives general assistance here. There is also an idea for starting a tourism initiative, a 
bushcamp, here. 

 Kanzimbi: here is a school rehabilitation project. Also tree planting project is here. 
Furthermore ideas for a bushcamp are at place here as well. They want to give out 
small loans to start up a small business. There is a lot of poaching there now and 
maybe Tisunge can help to stop that in this way.  

 Ndakwera: Tisunge worked together with the CBO there for a cultural exhibition. 
 
Tourists 
 
Currently there are not a lot of visitors to the centre. The centre is for both tourists and locals 
from the Lower Shire Valley.  
 
Primary students from Tomali came in 2009 to visit the museum. Last month a secondary 
school came to learn about Mang‟anja culture. These were history students. Sometimes 
people come in and read in the library.  
 
Albert makes an estimation that less than 50 white visitors have visited the centre since he 
started working there. The white people that come and visit are from; Holland, Ireland, China, 
UK, USA.They visit the area mostly to see the animals in the National Parks. When they visit 
Lengwe they see there is a museum as well and come to visit.  
 
Local people and tourism initiatives 
 
At the moment Nyala Lodge is the only accommodation for tourists in the region. In Nchalo 
there are approximately 4 accommodation, and 2 restaurants. In Ilovo there is also a 
restaurant. In Chikwawa there are approximately 3 accommodations. In Majete Game 
Reserve there is 1 lodge, and 1 under construction. 
 
In total he estimates that there are 200 people working with tourists in the Lower Shire 
Valley. Functions that people working in tourism fulfil are; Tour guiding, Provision of 
accommodation and food, Cultural displays/exhibitions, Storytelling, Trade, Watchmen. 
 
Albert thinks that if there is an opportunity, other would also like to work with tourists. 
However, there are limited opportunities now. It would be possible for the interested people 
to start up something themselves. For example: 
 Around majete: they are trying to establish a cultural village, where people can see 

different aspects of Mang‟anja and Sena people 
 Some historical places could be the source of activity, like Thornton‟s Grave 

(Geologist Livingstone). 
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 Singano would like to create a tourist lodge. 
 
Education 
 
To be able to establish such an initiative it is important that the local people learn about 
tourism. They could learn from people that are in business already. Only a few of the local 
people continued with education and learned about tourists and cultures.  
 
For example: Singano needs to learn about the tourism industry to maintain standards. 
Otherwise everybody does what he wants and this gives a bad picture for tourists.  
 
In Blantyre there is an Institute of Tourism. A lot of people go there. There is also the 
Business College in Blantyre. Few people from the Lower Shire Valley get the opportunity to 
go to these schools.  
 
Local tradition and culture 
 
Albert thinks it is important that visitors learn about culture and history. Aspects which are 
important to learn about are: 
 Marriage procedures 
 Initiation ceremony. This is a ceremony which takes places to become an adult. They 

boys and girls go separately to a camp or house where they stay for a few days. Here 
they learn about respect towards each other and about marriage etc. 

 Dances. Nyau dances which are perfumed by Kule Wamkulu, a secret society for only 
men and boys. Before entering the society everybody needs to go through an 
initiation ceremony. They wear a mask as they dance.  

 Issues that has to do with religion; Mbona.  
 Most people are interested in: Mbona, art, type of food, and why Mang‟anja came to 

be owners of the area.  
o Mang‟anja chose the Lower Shire Valley to settle down for different reasons. 

First of all the ground is very fertile in this region and the Mang‟anja were 
engaged in cultivation. Furthermore it also offered some kind of protection via 
the Lunguzi trees93 which surround this area. These thorny types of trees were 
planted around the village which made it very difficult to pass. Not many 
people were in the army and most of the times there was no army at all in this 
time.  

 
Albert really likes it when visitors come to Tisunge. “It‟s like we sell the culture of the 
Mang‟anja, Sena.”  
 
Cards: Activities tourists 
 
Tourists also engage in business activities and voluntary work. There are also possibilities for 
them to relax and have fun, for example in the National Parks and around Lake Malawi.  
 
Canoeing: there is an event which is a canoeing competition from Karonga to Cape Maclear. 
Photos: they take photos of animals and different places 
Hiking: hiking is done in Mulanje and Nyika Plateau 
Dancing: normally tourists only watch and do not participate 
 
What Albert does in his free time and what is also displayed on the cards is: 
Go animal watching 
Taking photo‟s 

                                                 
93

 Alcacia Ataxakhanthe 
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When there is an opportunity he also goes swimming, for example in Mangochi. He likes 
swimming when he is on a holiday. 
 
Albert also participates in other fun activities like dancing and reading. He then reads about 
Human Resource Management, Public Administration, Conservation or Novels, especially 
about detective and novels. He wanted to become a spy or detective in the past.  
 
Definitions 
 
Definition of a tourist: 
“A person who is visiting a place of interest of cultural commodities/remains, arts, paintings 
and others.” 
 
Definition of holiday: 
“When they are off work, saving time for some time. Also Public holiday like Christmas etc.” 
 
Cards: Characteristics of tourists 
 
Greedy: tourists are sometimes greedy when they do not want to pay the fee for the 
museum.  
Disrespectful: tourists are sometimes disrespectful when they do not make an appointment 
beforehand. They should make an appointment. Also the way they talk is sometimes 
disrespectful.  
 
Negative aspects of tourists 
 
Tourists can sometimes also have bad behaviour. They sometimes steal objects from the 
museum. Not so long ago there was a guy from the USA who wanted to steal objects. 
Furthermore there are people who steal from the National Park, different animal species. It is 
also not allowed to poach in the National Park. Tourists also sometimes litter the nature in 
which they are which is a bad aspect.  
 
It is important that the tourists get familiarized with the local food. They need to try food. They 
can‟t say that they have been to Malawi without eating Nsima. When someone offers food to 
tourists, you always have to accept, you cannot say no. When they would, this is also seen 
as very unrespectful behaviour. Sometimes people do not respect local traditions when they 
dress inappropriately.  
 
It is not very important if the tourists cannot speak Chichewa. There are only some words 
they should know. It is all new to them.  
 
If tourists are loud, it is their own choice. If they like drinking and have the time and money 
for it, why not? Taking photos is good for nice memories from Malawi.  
 
 

17) Interview Tomali primary school 
 
04-03-2011 
 
Mister Juma 
51, male, Mang‟anja 
Headmaster primary education 
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Villages 
 
Chief Lundu  
 
 
TA (traditional authorities) 
 
 
Village headman 
 
 
Local people 
 
 
There are around 2000-3000 people living in total in Tomali 
 
 
White people, visitors and tourists 
 
First white people 
The first white person that has visited the area is Doctor David Livingstone. Somewhere in 
the 18 hundreds he came to Malawi for the purpose of spreading Christianity. Furthermore 
he came there to establish normal and legal trade and to stop the slavery.  
 
After Livingstone, the Portuguese came to Malawi which wanted to take over Malawi and add 
it to Mozambique. Other white people that came are Harry Jonestone and other explorers 
 
Visitors and tourists 
Currently there are also white people that visit the area. The come to observe the areas, the 
interesting areas. Areas that are mentioned are: 
 Lengwe National Park 
 Game Reserve 
 Tisunge! 

 
These people come from European countries, as well as America. There are even some 
visitors from Asia.  
 
There are also tourists that visit the area. According to the interviewee, tourists are: “The one 
who come and visit the country and he goes home”.  
 
There are also people that come to volunteer. For example they come to teach or they work 
with local communities on for example irrigation projects or forestry. Tourists from the 
National Park and Tisunge sometimes come to Tomali, to learn about managing the school 
and the environment.  
 
Local people and tourism 
 
It is possible for visitors to observe the Nyau dances. These ceremonial dances are 
performed during special occasions like weddings and funerals. In the past white people 
have visited the performances accidentally or they might have heard about it from people 
they know who are living in Tomali. Also when they stay for example at Tisunge, they can 
possibly here the music.  
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The head master thinks it is important that the white people learn about local culture. They 
will learn about this when they ask questions about local culture, and they are explained the 
answer.  
Also the children in school learn about white people and other cultures. They learn about the 
first white people that came to the area and about the purpose of visit of all the white people 
visiting the area.  
 
Only Nyala Lodge offers accommodation and a restaurant for tourists visiting the region. 
There are people from the area working with tourists. And estimation of 50-60 people that 
work with tourists is made.  
 
The head master is of the opinion that people could be interested in working in tourism.  
However, he thinks that there is nothing special in the area for the tourists. It might be 
possible to establish some tourism project (Accommodation, restaurant, dances/singing) in 
the future when arrangements are made with the village headmen.  
 
Tisunge! 
 
He has been to Tisunge for a school project. Cooperation with Tisunge is good and they 
work together on a tree planting programme.  
 
 

18) Interview Tomali secondary school 
 
04-03-2011 
 
Mister Mphadza 
+-40, male, Mang‟anja 
Teacher social studies, secondary education 
 
Teaching 
 
He teaches the children about dressing, and respecting others. It is about what they should 
do.  
Children are taught about foreign cultures and tourists as well. They learn about: 

 Other languages (English) 

 Type of food 

 Gender roles. (As these are different in other countries) 
 
White people, visitors and tourists 
 
First white people 
Missionaries are the first white people that visit the area. They come to spread Christianity.  
Furthermore traders came to the region.  
 
Visitors now 
White people nowadays come to monitor or facilitate their organizations (not for trading). The 
majority of them come from America. There are also Peace Corps volunteers among them, 
who work on the development of certain areas, like Bridget who teaches English.  
 
Definitions 
 
“Tourists are people that come and visit interesting places”.  
Examples of these interesting places around Tomali are: 
 Lengwe NP 
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 Mwanza river 
 Hill Chifunda where Chief Lundu had a break 

 
There are many tourists visiting the region. They especially go to the National Park. Most of 
them go there.  
 
Holiday is described as: 
“A period whereby you have to rest”. 
 
The people visiting the area are not really on a holiday. Instead they are here to come and 
see and tell others what they have seen.  
 
Local people and tourism 
 
Mister Mphadza estimates that there are approximately 50 people that are working together 
with tourists (in Lengwe NP). They assist the tourists with tour information, as well as 
guarding and protection.  
 
Tourists can come to Tomali to see the local culture. When there is communication they can 
come and make arrangements to visit.  
 
It might be possible to show these visitors dances.  
“I am sure they will appreciate that”.  
Tomali is attractive for tourists, as they have something to offer the tourists.  
 
Probably more people would be interested in working together with the tourists. He would 
also be interested (joking that he has to make a special class for tourists).  
 
He thinks it is very important that the visitors learn about local culture. It is important that they 
learn about the following aspects of the culture: 
 Dances 
 Type of food 
 How they eat* 
 Folk stories (like the one about the Khalulu and the Hyena) 

 
* girls eat with the mother/women, boys eat with the father/men 
 
Tisunge! 
 
There is a good cooperation with Tisunge, concerning taking care of the environment. They 
have provided seeds to for the tree planting programme.  
 
People are invited to Tisunge to read in the library. Students can go as well, and sometimes 
do. He has once been in Tisunge in 2009 which was about the tree planting project.  
He also knows about the museum but has not visited it yet. The museum is very important 
for cultural preservation.  
 
 

19) Interview Tomali shop 
 
04-03-2011 
 
Justice Orlando 
±35 
Shopkeeper in Tomali village 
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Justin Orlando who has his shop in Tomali close to the primary and secondary school says 
that many white people come and visit the area. They work in projects, like teaching in 
schools or agricultural projects. Their reason for coming to this area is to help, see and learn 
about the Lower Shire Valley. Everybody in the villages is very interested in the white people, 
especially the children. They like to talk to the white people and share their stories with them.   
 
 

20) Interview Tuckaways, Cape Maclear 
 
15-03-2011 
 
Mike Banda 
27 years, male 
Manager Community Project Centre at Tuckaways 
Studied rural and community development in Blantyre 
Chewa 
 
http://www.tuckawaysmw.com/# 
http://www.chembeprojects.org/ 
 
Community Project Centre  
 
The Community Project Centre (CPC) is situated at the reception of Tuckaways hostel. Here 
people can receive information about the different projects of the CPC. The projects which 
they have at the moment are about feeding, malaria, fertilizer and more. Mike Banda gives 
information about the projects to tourists who visit the centre, so they might decide to visit the 
projects and participate in them. He is also in charge of raising funds, explaining problems, 
and giving advice for management problems. The profit from Tuckaways goes to the CPC. 
The Tuckaways hostel was especially established to sustain the CPC projects.  
 
Garbage projects are organized by the other lodges in Cape Maclear.  
 
Tourists 
 
The tourists that are visiting Cape Maclear could come and help with the projects. In this way 
they would help improve the living standards of the local community. Some people 
contribute, but this is not obligatory, also not for the guests of Tuckaways. Luckily, the 
tourists that stay at Tuckaways are often interested in participating in some way to the 
projects. Some tourists could have the mind of helping but not in the money going way. They 
could then be involved in the project and help out for several days or a longer period. Most 
people stay at Tuckaways and help for 1-3 days. There are also volunteers who stay for 
longer periods. At the moment there are no volunteers but in July there will be 25 volunteers 
from America who will stay for 3 weeks to help. In the past three months there have been 
approximately 10 volunteers who were involved in the water projects, HEED and teaching. 
The volunteers that stay for a longer period pay 750 kwacha (±2 euro). 
 
Local people and tourism initiatives 
 
Chembe Village (which is Cape Maclear) has approximately 14.000 inhabitants. Mike 
estimates that half of the population works with tourists. The other part of the population is 
involved in fishing. Tourists play a big role for communities in Cape Maclear and it is 
therefore a bad thing when tourism is low (as it was in the past year). Local people work 
together with tourists in the 12 lodges that Cape Maclear has or as tour guide.  
 

http://www.tuckawaysmw.com/
http://www.chembeprojects.org/
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According to the government boys from the age of 18 and girls from the age of 21 are 
allowed to work. As the population in Cape Maclear is not highly educated, they normally 
start working when they are much younger. Boys from 12 years old start working already. 
Tour guiding is mainly done by boys, but girls also work in tourism (in the hostels). There are 
also other initiatives like the children‟s band which performs every day/night on the beach.  
 
CPC had also developed a Village Tour which was introduced for tourists so that they could 
study the way the local people live. There was collusion with the tour guides as they already 
offered a village walk. Therefore CPC now promotes the Village Tour but it is organized by 
the guides from the Tour Guides Association.  
 
Tourism Policy and governmental projects 
 
Local people do not really have a say in the tourism policy and in tourism in general. It should 
be investigated in which way they benefit. The local people in the villages do not really know 
about or understand the tourism policy. People in the cities have often heard about it.  
 
The government supports some community based projects in Malawi. There are a huge 
numbers of projects in Malawi like malaria and fertilizer projects. But most of the times these 
projects are situated in town and not in the small villages. Therefore projects should be 
started from the local villages in remote areas. In these regions there are some projects now, 
regulated by NGO‟s and privates companies. A lot of Europeans come and work on 
governmental projects.  
 
There are also some projects in Malawi which include tourism but Mike could not explain 
where these were situated exactly.  
 

 
 

 


